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His name already on the Stanley Cup, goalie Cam Ward is now a Hurricanes Hall of Famer 
By Chip Alexander 

Cam Ward never saw it coming. 
The Carolina Hurricanes asked their former Stanley Cup-
winning goalie to travel to PNC Arena last fall to help make a 
video commemorating the 25th anniversary of the franchise’s 
move to North Carolina. 
He obliged. Then, in walked Rod Brind’Amour. 
The Canes current head coach, who was once Ward’s 
teammate and captain, told the retired keeper the real 
reason he was there: Ward was being inducted into the new 
Hurricanes Hall of Fame. 
“Definitely a surprise,” Ward said last week. “I had no idea.” 
Ward is a part of the inaugural Hall of Fame class, joining 
Brind’Amour, former defenseman Glen Wesley and Ron 
Francis, the Canes’ former captain and later general 
manager. He’ll be formally honored Thursday, when the 
Hurricanes host the Montreal Canadiens at PNC Arena. 
Brind’Amour, Wesley and Francis all have their jerseys 
hanging in the arena rafters, their numbers retired, Ward, 
who wore No. 30 for 13 seasons with the Hurricanes and 
won the Stanley Cup and Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff 
MVP in 2006, could be next. He holds nearly every team 
career goaltending record worth having. 
“I have a lot of respect for him as a person, not just in what 
he did for our team and helping us win but also what he 
meant as a Hurricane in handling himself and representing 
the organization,” Brind’Amour said. “I’m happy he’s being 
recognized this way. It’s well-deserved.” 
As a 21-year-old rookie, Ward took over from goalie Martin 
Gerber in the 2006 playoffs when Gerber fell ill. When the 
playoffs ended, Brind’Amour was holding up the Cup, the 
Canes were the champions and Ward had earned MVP 
honors. 
Ward’s late-game stop against Edmonton’s Fernando Pisani 
in Game 7 of the Cup final still is referred to as “The Save,” 
and he said having his name engraved on the Stanley Cup 
remains a lifetime thrill. 
“It really was a storybook year,” Ward said. “I know it’s a 
cliche to say it’s a dream come true to win the Cup, but it 
literally was. That’s why we play the game, for moments like 
that.” 

A blessing and a curse 

Ward later said being awarded the Conn Smythe, in a way, 
was both a blessing and a curse. Proud to be a part of a Cup 
winner and be such an integral part in the Cup run, he would 
shoulder high expectations when tagged as a No. 1 goalie 
headed to NHL stardom. 
The Canes made the playoffs just once after 2006 with Ward 
in net — in 2008-09, when Carolina reached the Eastern 
Conference final. As the years passed, he became a 
lightning rod of sorts from some fans who believed the 
goalie, given a six-year, $37.8 million contract in September 
2009, did not deliver as expected. 
John Forslund, the Canes’ former play-by-play television 
announcer, called nearly all of Ward’s games with Carolina. 

Few have a better handle on how Ward dealt with the 
pressure of being a “face” of the franchise as a goalie. 
“He assumed the No. 1 job and handled all of that, including 
an unbelievable amount of work with some teams that were 
good and some that were not,” Forslund said this week. ”He 
took a lot of heat, but he never changed his demeanor and 
the professional way he went about things. 
“The Conn Smythe, that accomplishment, set a bar that was 
almost unrealistic. A lot of athletes might have come off the 
rails but he never did. He was very steady in his play and his 
demeanor and the responsibility he had.” 
In 2009, Ward and the Canes had Game 7 road wins against 
both the New Jersey Devils and Boston Bruins in the first two 
rounds of the playoffs. The Canes were then swept by the 
Pittsburgh Penguins in the conference final, a disappointing 
end after some thrilling playoff victories. 
“He carried the team,” Forslund said. “I think the second half 
of the ‘09 season was about as good as anybody could play 
in the way he carried that team into the deep playoff run until 
his back gave out in the conference final. And I mean he 
tried, but he was so injured. It was amazing he could even 
attempt to get through that series, but he did.” 

‘Just a good, genuine dude’ 

Canes captain Jordan Staal was on that Penguins team in 
2009 that went on to take the Cup. Three years later, he was 
traded to Carolina and became Ward’s teammate for the 
next six seasons, gaining more respect for Ward’s 
professionalism, work ethic and value to his team. 
“Obviously he backstopped a Stanley Cup run to start, but it 
also was the way he carried himself his whole career here 
and was the backbone of the team for so long,” Staal said. 
“There were some tough years, but he was someone you’d 
pay good money to go watch play, a franchise goalie who 
had a helluva career.  
“Just a good, genuine dude who treated everyone with the 
same respect and was a great guy to have in the room.” 
The Hurricanes did not re-sign Ward after the 2017-18 
season, and he signed a one-year free-agent contract with 
the Chicago Blackhawks. 
The 2018-19 season was the last for Ward, who signed a 
one-day contract with Carolina so that he could retire as a 
Hurricane and turned “home” — to Raleigh. 
Ward played 701 regular-season games in the NHL and won 
334 — 668 games and 318 wins with the Hurricanes. His 
detractors would say his career 2.74 goals-against average 
and .908 save percentage were average, but he had a 2.38 
GAA and .917 percentage in 41 playoff games for Carolina, 
winning 23, including four Game 7s. And a Cup. 
“He was the very definition of clinical, elite goaltending under 
pressure,” said Tripp Tracy, the Canes’ TV analyst and a 
former goaltender. 
Ward, 38, conceded letting go of hockey four years ago was 
tougher than expected. 
“If I’m being brutally honest, yeah, it took some time,” he 
said. “My dad’s motto when I was playing is, ‘the more fun 
you have the better you do,’ and it became evident I wasn’t 
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having that much fun toward the end, and I knew that was 
my time. 
“It started to hurt too much to play. The body began to wear 
down and I knew it was time for me. In saying that, it is hard 
the next day to be done. Once you’re out, you’re out. That’s 
a hard pill to swallow.” 
Ward was convinced to put on the goalie pads and mask and 
play in the Canes’ 2023 Alumni Game on Monday on the 
outdoor rink at Carter-Finley Stadium.  
“I was a goaltender, so I better lace ‘em up, and my kids 
want to see that,” Ward said, smiling. “I’ll do it one more 
time.” 
NHL hopes Hurricanes outdoor game isn’t (traffic) jam 
session like past stadium concerts 
By Luke DeCock 
It has been almost 14 years, but there may still be a few cars 
left abandoned on the side of Wade Avenue by U2 fans who 
thought they could show up at 6:45 p.m. for a 7 p.m. concert 
at Carter-Finley Stadium. 
The history of traffic snarls for non-football games at the 
stadium is a long one — U2, the Rolling Stones, Beyonce 
and beyond — which is why NHL officials are already urging 
hockey fans to arrive as early as possible for Saturday’s 
Stadium Series game, even when lots open at 2 p.m., six 
hours before puck drop. 
“We’ve taken a look at those,” said Steve Mayer, the NHL’s 
chief content officer and event producer. “We’ve actually 
been here for college football games. We’ve worked with not 
only the Carolina Hurricanes but state and local authorities. 
We’ve definitely looked at the traffic situation. I have to 
admit, it’s one of the reasons why I’m saying loud and clear: 
Come early.” 
It’s good advice. The best advice. 
There are many reasons why traffic tends to proceed more 
smoothly for N.C. State football games than other events at 
the stadium, from assigned spots for football pass-holders 
that spread traffic flows to multiple entrances, to hard-earned 
experience. It’s a big reason tailgating is such a big part of 
Wolfpack culture: Enough fans choose to arrive early that the 
staggered arrival flow spaces out tens of thousands of fans 
over five or six hours. 
But many concert-goers — and, in this case, hockey fans — 
don’t have those generations of local knowledge, and in the 
past that’s resulted in massive clogs of later arrivals, 
especially with all lots being general admission and highway 

signage directing people toward the stadium from I-40 to 
Wade Avenue to Edwards Mill rather than the back roads 
and alternate routes generations of Wolfpack fans have 
passed down to their children. When U2 played in 2009, I-40 
was backed up for six miles. 
That highway history has loomed over this event from the 
start, to the point where the Hurricanes at one time urged the 
NHL and N.C. State to open the lots even two hours earlier, 
at noon. Quietly, other than warm rain, it’s the one thing 
organizers know can tarnish what has the potential to be an 
amazing night. And while the NHL has the pomp and 
circumstance of these big events down to a science, traffic 
has gotten out of its control before. 
In the 2020 Stadium Series game at the Air Force Academy 
in Colorado Springs, a perfect storm of late arrivals clogging 
I-25 from Denver, limited access to the academy grounds 
from the interstate, bad weather and multiple accidents 
meant that some fans didn’t get into Falcon Stadium until the 
third period. Air Force football fans have known for decades 
to arrive early to avoid those bottlenecks. Colorado 
Avalanche fans did not. 
To incentivize early arrivals, the NHL has set up a big fan 
festival outside PNC Arena that starts at 2 p.m. when the lots 
open. There’s a concert at 4 p.m. and the teams’ red-carpet 
arrivals at 5:15 p.m. There are planned, although yet to be 
announced, park-and-ride options from the State Fair 
satellite lots on Reedy Creek and Chapel Hill roads for fans 
without passes for the Carter-Finley lots, and the N.C. State 
Veterinary School parking deck will be open for those willing 
to walk a mile down Trinity Road. 
But there’s only so much anyone can do about putting 
57,000 people into a stadium complex that has essentially 
only three entrances in if they all show up at once. 
“There’s things to do for those who arrive early and fans 
here, we know, like to tailgate,” Mayer said. “That would be a 
really smart way to avoid what could be tighter traffic to get 
in. But we have looked at it. We definitely do for each and 
every one of our games, no matter where we happen to be 
playing, but that was a consideration here.”  
So: If there was ever a time to show off how the Triangle can 
tailgate, Saturday is the day. Arrive early. Make a day of it. In 
14 years, tell stories about how you watched a hockey game 
in a football stadium that would have seemed like an acid trip 
even five or six years ago, not how you listened to the cheers 
from your car waiting to get in. 
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Carolina Hurricanes join NHL in supporting Legacy Project to provide opportunities 
By Chip Alexander 

Raleigh 

The NHL is joining with the Carolina Hurricanes to provide 
more opportunities for underrepresented communities in 
Raleigh. 
Three days before the 2023 Stadium Series outdoor game 
will be played, the league and Hurricanes announced they 
would provide $50,000 to support long-term sustainable ball 
hockey programming as part of the NHL’s Legacy Project. 
Don Waddell, president and general manager of the 
Hurricanes, and Jeff Scott, NHL vice president for community 
development and growth, were among those who gathered 
on the plaza outside PNC Arena and adjacent to N.C. State’s 
Carter-Finley Stadium, where the outdoor game will be 
played Saturday night between the Canes and Washington 
Capitals. 
“We’ve been in this community for 25 years and we’re very 
proud to be not only in this community but to be a big part of 
this community,” Waddell said. “We can’t do this alone. The 
support that we have throughout the Triangle area has been 
tremendous. Our programs have been going on for a long 
time … and it’s not just the money we care about, but how 
we’re doing it and the people we’re giving it to. 
“We’re very proud to be able to be part of this legacy. Ball 
hockey is a great sport and certainly on the rise. We’re very 
committed to a lot of ideas of building a lot more ball hockey 

courses. We want to make sure it’s available to everyone 
who so chooses to play it.” 
Scott said 2023 represented the 20th year of the NHL 
investing in communities through the Legacy Project. He 
noted the league and its partners have donated $6 million to 
communities in North America. 
“And we’re just getting started,” Scott said. “We recognize 
the power hockey has to teach valuable lessons, to build life 
skills, to build communities, to form lasting friendships. But it 
also speaks to our core focus around promoting diversity and 
inclusion. We know that over the years hockey has had a 
very traditional look and feel and we want to make sure our 
hockey experience is reflective of our communities where we 
live, work and play in.  
“Regardless of you socio-economic status, regardless of 
your age, regardless of your gender, regardless of your 
ability, regardless of where you come from, we want hockey 
to be an opportunity for you. Our long-term fan growth starts 
and continues right here.” 
The Legacy Project is a philanthropic initiative in which the 
league and its clubs support community organizations on the 
host city of an NHL event.  
Joining in the ceremony Wednesday were members of the 
Capital City Crew, Triangle Special Hockey and Hurricanes 
Sled Hockey. Later, the young players took advantage of a 
ball hockey layout at the plaza to get in a few shots — with 
Waddell jumping in to show off some of his passing skills. 
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Stanley Cup contender checklist: How does each team in the playoff mix measure up? 

By Shayna Goldman 

There’s no single way to win a Stanley Cup. Every 
championship team tends to have unique qualities that make 
their run special. Teams may vary in their exact roster 
construction, their paths to victory and their playing styles. 
The common thread, generally, is that they’re filled with 
some great talents — especially in certain positions. 
Based on a decade of championships, The Athletic’s Dom 
Luszczyszyn found 10 common elements most winners tend 
to have. 
• Elite first-line center that’s among the very best players in 
the world. 
• Elite first-line winger to support the elite center. 
• Two other top-line wingers on each of the top two lines. 
• Top-line center to play behind the elite center. 
• Two more top-six forwards for depth in the middle six. 
• Elite No. 1 defenseman. 
• A second No. 1 defenseman to play behind him. 
• A top-pairing defenseman to help anchor a strong second 
pair with the No. 2. 
• Another top-pairing caliber defender to crush soft minutes 
on the third pair. 
• A top-10 caliber starting goaltender. 
Just as when cooking, it’s ideal to have every ingredient. But 
sometimes, substitutes can be made to account for missing 
qualities. Or, a meal can still be cooked without every single 
ingredient — the final product just might not be as good as it 
could be. 
With the deadline approaching, it’s time to check on the 
teams in the playoff mix and see who has every ingredient, 
who needs to go food shopping or who needs more help 
than they can gather just yet. 
The Cup Checklist, which has since been updated to include 
the values of each champion from the 2009-10 Blackhawks 
to the reigning Avalanche, will be our guide for that. Every 
position has a range of values to strive for, with the average 
of all champions as a starting point that extends one 
standard deviation in each direction. For every team, there’s 
an actual value based solely on this season and a projected 
value that features three years’ worth of data, weighed for 
recency and adjusted for age. 

Cup Checklist Legend 

Red X: Falls below the range entirely 
Grey checkmark: Passable, but below the average champion 
Black checkmark: Above average relative to the average 
Cup winner 
Gold checkmark: Exceeds the range entirely 

A five-star meal 
Boston Bruins 

Few teams stack up to the mighty Bruins, who were crushing 
this season before some of their best even debuted for the 
year. It’s no surprise, after the incredible season they’ve had 
so far, that they lead the way here. 

Every single player falls within or above the ideal range for a 
championship team, and most players have exceeded 
expectations in Boston. A combination of strong individual 
performances and some tweaks from the new-look coaching 
staff have made a difference. Elite talents, like David 
Pastrnak, have somehow kicked it up a notch and Patrice 
Bergeron’s still a contender-level 1C (and Selke-caliber 
skater), despite his age. This team doesn’t need to do much 
at the deadline, but that won’t stop management from 
assessing their options to even further solidify their chances 
while this core is together. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Stop me if you’ve heard this before, but the Maple Leafs 
have the makings of a contender. It comes at a high cost, as 
their five core players are worth a collective cap hit of $48 
million, which is about 58 percent of the cap space. And 
considering their caliber of play, they’re worth all of that and 
more. 
Given how the Maple Leafs have fallen short with this core 
before, and the pressure is on for them to finally move past 
the first round and deep into the playoffs, management likely 
sprinkles in something extra to better their chances. The 
tricky part, of course, is maneuvering around their cap 
situation without moving too many assets. Ilya Samsonov’s 
performance means goaltending isn’t the priority, and the 
core strength means they don’t need the biggest fish on the 
market, either. But this team probably needs something 
to solidify their contender status. 

New Jersey Devils 

The Devils’ playoff window is just opening, and their 10 
elements are a positive sign of what’s to come. Jack Hughes 
is having an MVP-caliber season and Dougie Hamilton’s had 
a bounce-back year. Vitek Vanecek isn’t exactly an elite 
goalie, but he’s within the range a playoff team should want 
and their strength in front of the net helps balance that out. 
New Jersey, however, still seems intent on adding at the 
deadline — whether they manage to find that big piece that 
knocks everyone else down the depth chart or simply bolster 
their depth is the question. Either way, this team is in a 
strong position to contend this spring regardless of how they 
proceed. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

After a slow start, and navigating how to move on without a 
few key subtractions in the offseason, the Lightning are back. 
This is a playoff-caliber team, with strong pieces throughout 
the lineup. The actual positional composition reflected on this 
list may shift, depending on where Steven Stamkos and 
Anthony Cirelli slot down the stretch; that versatility is a good 
problem to have, though. The curious part will be if this team 
keeps on with these 10 elements or finds a way to spice 
things up at the deadline. Years of contending may limit their 
flexibility, but this is a team (and management staff) that 
can’t be counted out just yet. But there may be motivation to 
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do something, considering two teams they’ll have to get 
through — Boston and Toronto — fit into this tier as well. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The Hurricanes are once again in a good position as the 
deadline approaches. Their defense remains elite, and 
there’s forward depth to support their top players. The one 
area where this team falls short is in net, but Frederik 
Andersen’s season has been condensed thanks to injuries 
so it’s not fair to measure his play this season at face value. 
Defense can make up for that, and help balance out 
strengths and weaknesses. What we know about him, 
however, points to an above-average ability when he’s 
healthy which is why that’s not really an area of concern. 
Plus there’s support in goal if needed like it was last year. 
What this does tell us, is that it would help if the Canes 
added just one more high-end forward. The team did 
address it in the offseason with the addition of Max 
Pacioretty to add a bit more oomph they were missing in the 
finishing department, and unfortunately, it’s something that 
has to be revisited down due to his injury — whether that’s 
with a strong 2C to elevate the wingers or a scoring winger 
who can make up for where the middle position falls short. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

The checklist indicates that the Golden Knights are simply 
missing a high-end netminder, and that is true — even more 
so now that Logan Thompson is sidelined with injury leaving 
them with even less depth back in net. One problem is, he’s 
not the only injury they’re dealing with. Mark Stone is out, 
and that’s made a ripple effect on the rest of the lineup. It 
strains the winger depth that’s been depleted over the last 
year due to cap casualties and forces players into roles they 
aren’t as cut out for on a contender. The other problem is 
that it’s weighing on the team’s ‘elite center’ Jack Eichel, 
whose play slips whenever Stone’s sidelined. So this team, 
at their best and healthiest, are fine. If that’s the plan for the 
playoffs, Vegas just has to stay in the race and wait for those 
returns. If not, this team has to muster the assets at the 
deadline to address where they fall short. 

Just needs an extra pinch of salt 
Florida Panthers 

The Panthers aren’t in a playoff position right now but are still 
in the mix. Technically, they have checks across the board 
except when it comes to Aaron Ekblad as their elite 
defenseman. If only this team had another top-pair 
defenseman to pick up the slack when Ekblad falters. Oh 
wait, they moved him over this summer and forgot to replace 
him. And their recent stretch of ‘win-now’ trades have 
depleted their assets, and limited their ability to do anything 
about that now. 
Most of their players who earn checks fall below average for 
their respective positions, and the team’s depth isn’t at the 
heights of last year. That’s adding up, and is a reason why 
the playoffs aren’t a guarantee in Florida. 

Winnipeg Jets 

The Jets are a prime example of why it helps to measure 
both actual play and factor in priors. The priors give each 
player some room to error after outperforming expectations 
this year. But there’s reason to believe they won’t all slip 

back to that level and much of it’s influenced by the change 
behind the bench. More players in Winnipeg, with a new 
voice and systems, are performing closer to their ceilings. 
And that’s obviously added up to a playoff-caliber record as 
things stand. Now, will management capitalize on it? Given 
some contract situations and Connor Hellebuyck’s level this 
season, there’s reason to do so. That should push them to 
make a few moves at the deadline, even if it’s for a rental. 
This team could use a bit more strength on the backend, and 
one more forward to knock everyone outside their top four 
down a slot, could do wonders. 

Dallas Stars 

The Stars have the core strength. Their collective value is 
one of the best in the league, and they’re worth every penny 
for it. Tyler Seguin’s bounce back and Jamie Benn’s rebound 
(his Bennaissance, if you will) have been key in their playoff 
hunt, too. Now this team could just use a little help in the 
depth department, both at forward and back on defense. 
Maybe the blue line is less of a concern considering their 
strength in net. That allows them to focus their assets where 
they really need it, a middle-six boost. That’s what would 
make them the threat to watch in the Central. 

Edmonton Oilers 

The Oilers, obviously, have the star power — regardless of 
whether Leon Draisaitl slots in as an elite winger or as their 
second center to Connor McDavid. Where he plays obviously 
affects the rest of the lineup’s makeup, and may decide the 
team’s true deadline direction. Either way, this team could 
use just a bit more help with their forward depth. The return 
of Kailer Yamamoto will help there, so does Zach Hyman’s 
outstanding year. If management is confident enough there, 
they can focus elsewhere. Goaltending is also a concern. 
Jack Campbell has been trending in the right direction as of 
late, but his career at the NHL level has been anything but 
stable. So the emphasis is likely strengthening the team in 
front of the crease, so that they can get by even with below-
average netminding. Maybe that’s with a puck-moving 
defender, since Darnell Nurse doesn’t check out as high has 
he could at the top of their depth chart, and Evan Bouchard 
isn’t having his best year. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The Avalanche are tricky to measure this year, given how 
many injuries they’ve dealt with up and down their lineup. At 
their best, they’re still a team to beat thanks to their star 
power at most positions. But there hasn’t been the perfect 
opportunity to truly assess where this team is, and what they 
still have to add. In theory, Gabriel Landeskog is an internal 
addition, and as long as rust isn’t a major problem that 
should elevate this team to where they should to be. And that 
should have a trickle-down effect on the lineup around him. 
But management has to decide how to proceed before 
seeing him back in action, especially down the middle of the 
second line. Given Erik Johnson’s injury, it could open the 
door to a move and defense as well. 

New York Rangers 

Given that the Rangers already added two pieces, Vladimir 
Tarasenko and Niko Mikkola, you might be thinking they 
don’t belong in this category. And it’s entirely possible, it just 
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depends on how the new-look lineup clicks together. Will 
Tarasenko bounce back to last year’s heights and play closer 
to expectations now that he’s away from the struggling 
Blues? Will having a capable third pair take some pressure 
off the Rangers’ second pair of K’Andre Miller and Jacob 
Trouba? Luckily, New York has time to see this lineup cook 
before making any other decisions. Maybe no more 
ingredients are necessary and this recipe just needs to 
simmer. Or, it’s possible they recognize one more small 
tweak that will take this up to the next level. 

It’s good, but missing a few key ingredients 
Pittsburgh Penguins 

The Penguins technically only fall short when it comes to 
three elements. But the fact that there’s no one exceeding 
expectations and a number of players fall below average in 
the range is concerning. And then there’s goaltending, given 
Tristian Jarry’s injury status and their depth behind him. 
Pittsburgh has had a bunch of hot and cold stretches this 
year, and their actual value is likely somewhere in between. 
Now management has to find some ingredients to help them 
play more consistently. 

Minnesota Wild 

Like Pittsburgh, the Wild don’t have too many gaps when it 
comes to these key elements. There’s only three X’s on the 
list, which sometimes a team can navigate. Not having an 
elite goaltender can be fine when a team’s defense is stable 
and sound enough to make up for it. But Minnesota’s 
weakness down the middle is glaring. The team has tried to 
roll with Sam Steel there and is now hoping Ryan Hartman 
can find his old chemistry with Kirill Kaprizov and Mats 
Zuccarello. But at the end of the day, it’s clear that it’s a 
position this team truly needs to address. 

Not ready for the oven just yet 
Calgary Flames 

The Flames should be ready for the oven. They were built to 
be, even though this year’s recipe differs from last year’s. But 
these ingredients together are just falling short. Even if there 
are swaps, like Dillon Dube for Blake Coleman on the list, 
underperforming players at the top, from Jonathan 
Huberdeau to Jacob Markstrom, are holding the Flames 
back. Maybe, the necessary change isn’t in the ingredients 
itself, but the cook trying to put them together. Maybe the 
directions itself for this recipe to cook need some updating. 
Either way, the clock is ticking on Calgary to figure it out 
considering the ages of their core, and how much cap space 
they take up. 

New York Islanders 

The Islanders made a splash with the addition of Bo Horvat, 
which knocks Mathew Barzal over to the wing. It’s too soon 
to write this team off entirely because they need an 
opportunity to mix together now that such a major change 
has been made. Having a scorer like Horvat could positively 

impact the skaters around him. But it still feels like a few 
more ingredients, especially on the wing in the top six, would 
get this team closer to where they need to be. Elite 
goaltending can make up for where they lack in quite a few 
departments, but Josh Bailey ranking as a top-six forward is 
far from ideal now. And Oliver Wahlstrom’s injury status 
doesn’t help matters. If that doesn’t change in the next two 
weeks, maybe it’s time to move some expiring ingredients 
and restock the cupboards this summer to better next year’s 
meal. 

Los Angeles Kings 

The Kings grade worse than their record shows, but it won’t 
be surprising to see management act sooner than later to 
change that. Already they’ve added top-six forwards over the 
last couple of years to round out their roster. A few more 
moves, plus some player development, will solidify their 
status as a true contender in the near future. The one 
position to watch is goaltending, considering how poor this 
season has gone. Pheonix Copley has been clutch but 
obviously doesn’t have the history behind him to pump up his 
projection. 

Washington Capitals 

The Capitals’ aging core is trending in the wrong direction, 
and injuries around them have only complicated that. This 
team probably is active at the deadline to change their fate, 
considering how many pending free-agent defenders they 
have that could make things dicey next year. Any returns 
from injury, from John Carlson and Tom Wilson to Connor 
Brown, will help. 

Seattle Kraken 

The Kraken don’t have the elite talent and star power of 
other playoff teams but have the best-supporting cast in the 
league. They’ve managed to accomplish a lot this season 
with that strategy, which may challenge the way we think 
about contenders if they find true postseason success. 
Already, though, we’re seeing how stretched the team is 
whenever they lose the bits of star power they do have — 
like when Matty Beniers was hurt, or now with Andre 
Burakovsky. Plus there’s the whole Martin Jones factor to 
consider; he’s been great for Seattle this year but doesn’t 
have the history to instill confidence. Philipp Grubauer has 
performed really well so far this calendar year, too, but 
carries risk as well. That said, this is a good foundation that’s 
miles ahead of last year and that’s not something to shrug off 
regardless of where this season ends. 

Nashville Predators 

Lastly, there’s the Predators. Despite the efforts of Juuse 
Saros and Roman Josi, this team is not built to contend. It’s 
going to take more than a few ingredients to get them going, 
and the chefs who put this recipe together have to be honest 
about what it lacks and what the potential is. 
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NHL trade deadline perfect fits: Proposals for Timo Meier, Jakob Chychrun and more 

By Max Bultman and Harman Dayal 

It’s the word you’ll hear from every NHL general manager 
between now and March 3: “fit.” 
It’s a player who fills a need, who won’t throw off the team’s 
chemistry or identity. It’s a player who can actually be 
inserted under the salary cap. And of course, it’s a player 
who can be had for the right price. If all goes well, it’s the 
missing piece for a Stanley Cup run. 
But who is it? 
As teams approach the two-week home stretch before the 
deadline, we took 10 top contenders for the Cup and 
assigned each of them a “perfect fit.” 
Although there are players who would be perfect fits on 
several teams, only one team can actually land the player. 
So we didn’t duplicate any “perfect fits,” with one exception: 
Timo Meier looks like the top prize of this deadline, and there 
are two teams for whom he makes all the sense in the world 
and who have high-end prospects and draft capital to make a 
run at him. 
We also proposed a price for each player based on historical 
comparables and the perceived demand for them at this 
deadline. And just for fun, we ran those proposals through 
Prashanth Iyer’s trade machine to get a feel for the values 
lined up. We didn’t modify the trades after going through the 
machine, and in some cases, the model thinks they’re a bit 
imbalanced. That speaks to the price contenders sometimes 
pay to get their upgrades, and also to the priority of present 
value compared to future value for buyers. 
You’ll note we excluded the trade machine on some of the 
trades for which prospects were the centerpiece. That’s 
because the model doesn’t have sufficient data for them, and 
is therefore estimating their value based largely on draft slot 
and team control remaining — and that’s still a (smaller) 
factor on a couple of prospects on the trade machine 
calculations we did include. 
With that said, here are our 2023 perfect fits at the deadline: 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The perfect fit: Timo Meier 
The trade: Meier and a 2023 fourth-round pick for LHD 
prospect Alexander Nikishin, C prospect Ryan Suzuki and 
Carolina’s 2023 first-round pick 
Consolation candidate: Adam Henrique 
The Hurricanes are a wagon, lapping the field with an 
expected goals share just a hair under 60 percent. Their 
team defense is once again stellar, and while the underlying 
numbers (as always) like the danger Carolina is creating at 
five-on-five, the Canes could still use a pure scorer to help 
turn those into actual goals — both at even strength and on 
the power play. 
That’s what they brought in Max Pacioretty to do, of course, 
but a torn Achilles tendon has him on LTIR and expected to 
be out for the season. The LTIR designation will allow the 
Hurricanes to exceed the cap by north of $10 million, which 
opens up plenty of possibilities for them — biggest of all, 
Meier, who has followed up a 35-goal campaign in 2021-22 
by already potting 30 this season. 
The price would be significant; in Corey Pronman’s latest 
under-23 rankings, Nikishin checks in just behind David 
Jiricek and K’Andre Miller. Losing him would sting, and he 

might well be the best individual prospect the Sharks could 
hope to receive for Meier. But with his KHL contract keeping 
him in Russia until at least 2025, and a divisional rival also 
likely in on Meier, there’s plenty of reason for Carolina to 
take the big swing while its window is wide open — 
especially since he’s still an RFA after this season. 
If they strike out, Henrique would be a cheaper option who 
could still bring some finishing touch to the Hurricanes’ 
possession-driving machine. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The perfect fit: Ivan Barbashev 
The trade: Barbashev (50 percent retained) for Tampa Bay’s 
2024 second-round pick, C prospect Jack Finley 
The consolation candidate: Sam Lafferty 
By now, the Lightning’s deadline “type” is pretty clear: They 
always find a way to grab that down-lineup piece with an 
edge who can help them in the playoffs. 
Enter Barbashev, who hasn’t been able to replicate his 60-
point performance from last season (a 23 percent shooting 
percentage will do that) but is still a playoff-tested forward 
with size and versatility. That profile will draw plenty of 
interest from would-be contenders. 
The Lightning have ravaged their draft capital with years of 
going all in, but as long as their window is open, they should 
continue doing so. In this case, that means their 2024 
second-rounder plus a towering 20-year-old right-shot center 
prospect in Finley, who Scott Wheeler ranked as Tampa’s 
No. 6 prospect. 
Barbashev doesn’t have term remaining, which breaks from 
the Lightning’s recent trade-deadline tradition of adding 
multi-year pieces such as Blake Coleman, Barclay Goodrow 
and Brandon Hagel. But with extensions set to kick in for 
Anthony Cirelli, Mikhail Sergachev and Erik Cernak, that 
might be a good thing. 
And speaking of Hagel, how about going back to the 
Blackhawks for Lafferty if Barbashev lands elsewhere? 

Dallas Stars 

The perfect fit: Patrick Kane 
The trade: Kane (50 percent retained) for RW Denis 
Gurianov and LHD prospect Lian Bichsel, with a third-party 
broker team retaining $1.5 million on Kane for a 2023 fourth-
round pick 
The consolation candidate: Tyler Bertuzzi (50 percent 
retained) 
The Athletic’s Saad Yousuf, Mark Lazerus and Scott Powers 
are already all over this one, for good reason: There’s a ton 
to like about this fit for both teams. 
The Stars are looking for a second-line winger, which Yousuf 
points out would allow Tyler Seguin to move back to the 
middle. And Kane, even for his declined production this year 
while battling injuries, is one of the highest-ceiling additions 
on the market. 
While the Stars are reportedly unwilling to discuss top young 
talents Wyatt Johnston, Logan Stankoven and Thomas 
Harley, Bichsel would be an excellent pull for Chicago. He 
was the 18th pick in last year’s draft, a big blueliner with 
tenacity. In all likelihood, he’s at least on par with (and quite 
possibly better than) the prospect Chicago could select with 
a 2023 first-round pick from a contender. The fact Dallas has 
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depth on the left side in the coming years, though, makes 
him a logical candidate to help pull off this kind of splash. 
Gurianov is mainly a salary dump for Dallas (which still might 
need a broker team to get this over the line), but he doubles 
as a young flier with some upside for the Blackhawks. 
Kane would have to approve it, but it would be a thrill to see 
the Stars add some dynamic ability beyond their all-world top 
line. 
If they miss on Kane, meanwhile, Bertuzzi jumps out as 
another fit on the wing who can add offense (he had 30 goals 
last season) via the hard game the playoffs demand. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

The perfect fit: Tyler Bertuzzi 
The trade: Bertuzzi for prospect C Zach Dean, 2024 second-
round pick 
The consolation candidate: Noel Acciari 
With Mark Stone out, Vegas needs a hard-to-play-against 
winger. And while Bertuzzi won’t match Stone’s defensive 
impact, he does have a good stick to disrupt on the 
forecheck and extend possessions, with the ability to score 
and make plays from the hard areas of the ice. 
Bertuzzi is best cast as the hard element on a skilled line, 
such as his spot in Detroit next to Dylan Larkin and Lucas 
Raymond, but has shown some line-driving ability in the 
past. Really, it’s a natural fit – which is why The Athletic’s 
Jesse Granger had Bertuzzi atop his list of Golden Knights 
trade targets earlier this week. 
Detroit would surely love to get a first-round pick for Bertuzzi, 
but if it’s not out there, getting a legit prospect in Dean and a 
second-rounder for next year still makes sense for them. 
And if Bertuzzi lands elsewhere, Vegas can turn its focus to 
another of Granger’s targets in Acciari, who would bring 
veteran presence and a history of solid defensive impacts. 

Winnipeg Jets 

The perfect fit: James van Riemsdyk 
The trade: van Riemsdyk for Winnipeg’s 2023 third-round 
pick and prospect LW Daniel Torgersson 
The alternative: Vladislav Gavrikov 
The Jets are going to be a fascinating team at this deadline. 
They still have a real shot to be the top seed in the Western 
Conference, boasting one of the league’s truly elite goalies in 
Connor Hellebuyck, two difference-making centers in Mark 
Scheifele and Pierre-Luc Dubois, plus a fringe Norris 
candidate on the back end in Josh Morrissey. 
That’s a heck of a starting point, and it’s before you even get 
to leading scorer Kyle Connor, high-flying Nikolaj Ehlers or 
veteran Blake Wheeler. And yet, you can see real cases for 
them to add both at forward and on ‘D.’ 
While the forward corps is highly talented, they could use 
another forward who can score in the hard areas in the top 
nine — especially since they won’t yet know how Cole 
Perfetti will translate to the playoffs at age 21. They have 
been linked to van Riemsdyk, including recently by Elliotte 
Friedman on his “32 Thoughts” podcast, and that feels like a 
perfect fit for what they lack — especially at what should be a 
manageable cost. 
At the same time, you can also make a real case for them to 
bolster the blue line with someone like Gavrikov or Joel 
Edmundson — two playoff-style defensemen languishing on 
lottery teams. That’s why we have Gavrikov listed here as an 

alternative, and not a consolation — in terms of value, he’d 
actually be the more expensive play. Ultimately, take your 
pick between him, Edmundson or, say, Luke Schenn in that 
spot, but the point is the Jets can justify adding at either 
forward or ‘D.’ 
There’s potential uncertainty looming for Winnipeg, with 
Dubois an RFA this summer and Scheifele just a year from 
free agency. But that’s all the more reason to make a real 
push now, with a path to a deep run in front of them with the 
right moves. 

New Jersey Devils 

The perfect fit: Timo Meier 
The trade: Meier (50 percent retained) for RW Alexander 
Holtz, a 2023 first-round pick, RD Seamus Casey, a 2024 
fourth-round pick and Andreas Johnsson 
The consolation candidate: Adam Henrique (50 percent 
retained) 
Devils GM Tom Fitzgerald was very candid about what he’s 
looking for at the trade deadline: “If it’s possible, I’d like to 
add a top-six winger,” Fitzgerald said to colleague Pierre 
LeBrun. “And I’d like to be able to control the player (past this 
season) and grow. I’d be willing to give up assets to do that, 
and I’ve got to know, ‘What does that look like?’” 
Meier checks all those boxes and could also give a Devils 
power-play that ranks just 18th in the league another game-
breaker. 
The Devils and Hurricanes are positioned very similarly for 
Meier: Both would like to add an elite goal scorer who has 
term beyond this season, both have strong prospect 
pipelines to build an attractive package around and both 
have the long-term cap flexibility to afford his next contract. 
There will surely be more teams in the fray but these two 
Metro teams feel like the best fits and it’s hard to say who 
has the edge. 
We’ve picked one of Corey Masisak’s proposals from his 
story covering the potential Meier fit for New Jersey and San 
Jose. Holtz was the No. 7 pick in 2020 and still has clear top-
six potential despite stalling a bit this season. On top of that, 
there’s a first-round pick this year and 19-year-old right-shot 
defenseman Seamus Casey, who was a second-round pick 
last year. The fourth-round pick is a sweetener for San Jose 
to take on Andreas Johnsson’s expiring contract to make the 
salary work for New Jersey. 
This is a huge package for the Devils to relinquish, one they 
should only do if they’re confident they can extend Meier 
long-term. 
If the cost for Meier is too prohibitive, Adam Henrique at a 
retained $2.9 million through the end of next season would 
be an intriguing option. He leads the Ducks with 19 goals 
and knows how to play on the wing with young star centers, 
given he’s been Trevor Zegras’ running mate the last couple 
of seasons. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

The perfect fit: Ryan O’Reilly 
The trade: O’Reilly (50 percent retained) for a 2024 first-
round pick, 2023 fifth-round pick 
The consolation candidate: Ivan Barbashev 
There are understandably some question marks around 
O’Reilly given the down season he’s having and a foot injury 
he’ll return from soon. He’s not an elite player anymore but 
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the comparisons to Nick Foligno, Toronto’s failed deadline 
acquisition in 2021, are unfair. 
O’Reilly has won a Conn Smythe Trophy, finished top-five in 
Selke Trophy voting during the last four consecutive years 
including last season and has hit 55 points or higher nine 
times in his career. 
Foligno had none of those major accolades, lacked a proven 
playoff record and only topped 55 points once in his career, 
six years before the Leafs acquired him. O’Reilly, on the 
other hand, notched 58 points, had the top-five Selke finish 
and was dominant in the playoffs with seven goals and 12 
points in 12 games just last season. 
O’Reilly’s still notched 11 goals in 38 games in a down 
season. The assist numbers are way down, but a big part of 
that has been adjusting to David Perron’s departure. 
O’Reilly’s rate of assisting on scoring chances ranks just 
inside the top 60 of all NHL forwards according to Corey 
Sznajder’s manually tracked data this season, which 
suggests he’s probably deserved some better luck too. 
O’Reilly would add high-end defensive chops, an excellent 
offensive track record in massive, high-pressure games and 
a hard-nosed physical style. He could slot either inside the 
top six with John Tavares (or vice versa) or O’Reilly could 
play down the middle as an elite third-line center. 
It’s highly unlikely Toronto would surrender a 2023 first-round 
pick but perhaps a first in 2024 would be more palatable. 
If the difference in acquisition cost between O’Reilly and 
Barbashev is significant, then Barbashev may end up being 
a more attractive option. 

Boston Bruins 

The perfect fit: Nick Bjugstad 
The trade: Bjugstad for a 2023 third-round pick 
The consolation candidate: Luke Schenn 
Chychrun would be a monster addition but Boston probably 
doesn’t have the expendable assets to make that realistic. 
The Bruins could benefit from some bottom-six 
reinforcements given Craig Smith’s precipitous decline — 
he’s scored just nine points in 38 games this season after a 
36-point campaign last season. Bjugstad is a right-shooter 
who can play the right flank which would be valuable 
because Smith is the only winger besides David Pastrnak 
who checks off those two boxes. 
Bjugstad offers a massive 6-foot-6 frame and is equally 
adept at center, which makes him a versatile insurance 
player who can move all over the lineup. Bjugstad’s chipped 
in with 13 goals and 23 points in 54 games this season and 
has some of the best defensive metrics on the Coyotes, 
including an excellent 2.15 goals against per 60 minutes rate 
at five-on-five. 
Johan Larsson provided similar bottom-six value for Arizona 
last year and fetched a third-round pick so that seems like a 
fair price. 
An inexpensive add like Bjugstad would also leave the 
Bruins with enough cap space and assets to acquire a depth 
defender as insurance for the blue-line injuries they’re 
seemingly always facing. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The perfect fit: Adam Henrique 
The trade: Henrique (50 percent retained) for a 2025 second-

round pick and a 2025 third-round pick 
The consolation candidate: Max Domi 
In a perfect world, the Avs would be able to acquire a bona 
fide second-line center. The problem is that there aren’t 
many realistic fits. Sean Monahan’s hurt and there isn’t a 
clear timeline on his return. O’Reilly would probably cost too 
much as a rental for a Colorado team that went all in at last 
year’s deadline to win the Stanley Cup. 
This is where Adam Henrique at a retained $2.9 million 
through next season could be a hybrid solution as a 
center/wing option. With Henrique in the fold, the Avs would 
have enough center options to be able to fill the 2C role by 
committee. Colorado would have J.T. Compher, Alex 
Newhook, Evan Rodrigues, Henrique and even Mikko 
Rantanen (he effectively played 2C last spring when Nazem 
Kadri missed some playoff games) as options. One of those 
players should be good enough to do the job, especially 
once Gabriel Landeskog returns to drive the second line. 
Henrique’s notched 19 goals and 33 points in 53 games on 
Zegras’ wing for an awful Ducks team. The Avalanche need 
some of that scoring ability — they’ve scored just 2.16 goals 
per hour at five-on-five this season, which ranks 26th in the 
NHL. 
Henrique’s also evolved into an elite faceoff man the last few 
seasons which would help an Avalanche team that ranks 
27th in winning draws. 
Having the 33-year-old in the fold for next season would 
justify the cost. It’d also give them insurance for J.T. 
Compher who may have priced himself out with his career-
best year as a pending UFA this summer and if Newhook 
isn’t eventually able to stick down the middle. 
Colorado might have to upgrade the secondary piece in this 
package to justify the retention on Henrique but the overall fit 
checks some intriguing boxes. 

Edmonton Oilers 

The perfect fit: Jakob Chychrun 
The trade: Chychrun (33 percent retained) for LD Philip 
Broberg, 2023 first-round pick, 2023 third-round pick, Jesse 
Puljujarvi 
The consolation candidate: Vladislav Gavrikov 
Gavrikov and Edmundson may not be significant enough 
upgrades on what the Oilers already have to justify the first-
round pick (if not more) it’d likely cost to pry one of them 
loose. Friedman also said on “32 Thoughts” that some of the 
Oilers’ top players expressed a desire for management to 
target a puck-mover rather than a heavier presence. Erik 
Karlsson, meanwhile, is an extremely unlikely proposition 
given the financial hurdles. 
That leads us to Chychrun. 
In our opinion, the way some have characterized Chychrun 
as a pure offensive specialist with major even-strength and 
defensive issues is an exaggeration. Chychrun’s not a 
perfect player by any means but skates well, has a thick 
frame that helps him win puck battles and legitimately moves 
the needle as a five-on-five play driver. Chychrun’s somehow 
driven a positive 50.4 percent share of shot attempts and 
outscored opponents 34-24 at five-on-five on a lackluster 
Coyotes team. 
Giving up Broberg just as he’s coming into his own in the 
NHL would sting, but the Oilers’ window is right now, the 
Coyotes have leverage and Chychrun is the player who 
elevates them most in these crucial years of Leon Draisaitl’s 
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bargain contract (only two seasons left after this one at an 
$8.5 million cap hit). That’s especially key in a soft Western 
Conference where they could become one of the favorites. 
Edmonton’s completely capped out once Kailer Yamamoto is 
activated on LTIR so the Coyotes would have to take Jesse 
Puljujarvi’s expiring deal and retain some money on 
Chychrun to essentially be a $3 million cap hit moving 
forward for the salaries to match. That’s definitely not ideal 
for Arizona. 
But in a market where a front-runner like Los Angeles is 
reportedly unwilling to give up Quinton Byfield or Brandt 

Clarke as part of a package, plus with some caution around 
Chychrun’s extensive injury history, it could be a way to 
secure a blue-chip piece like Broberg as part of a package 
that, in terms of overall value, roughly matches Arizona’s ask 
of two first-round picks and a prospect (the prospect in this 
case is a stud which means the Oilers can get away with a 
third instead of a first in our proposal). 
This wasn’t an easy fit in terms of assets and finances and if 
those obstacles prove too daunting, the Oilers may have to 
turn to a piece like Gavrikov or leave the blue line as is and 
add another forward. 
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16 Stats: Rangers’ power play, Erik Karlsson’s impact, Moritz Seider’s rebound 

By Dom Luszczyszyn 

With the acquisition of sniper Vladimir Tarasenko, the 
Rangers have officially entered the Stanley Cup contenders 
chat. 
No excuses about underlying numbers, no “paper tiger” 
quips, no questions about depth, no comments about being 
carried by goaltending — this team is for real. 
Well … they can be. The Rangers have the pieces in place 
now (especially with Filip Chytil and The Kid Line heating 
up), they just have to put everything together at the same 
time. And do it against a very stacked East. It won’t be easy, 
but the Rangers look ready. 
Last year the big issue was that the Rangers didn’t control 
the run of play. They had the talent to overcome a 47.7 
percent expected goals rate, but even that only pushed them 
to 51.6 percent of the goals at five-on-five. That’s not a 
problem this season as the Rangers have brought their 
expected goals percentage up by nearly three percentage 
points — and have seen their actual goals rate follow. Last 
year the Rangers were 15th in goals rate. This year they’re 
ninth. Tarasenko, who feels like a match made in heaven on 
this team, should further help with that if he can regain last 
year’s form. 
The way the Rangers have found wins this year has been 
much more sustainable compared to last season. But what 
makes the team truly scary is that they’re still missing what 
made them so dominant last season: league-best 
goaltending and an elite power play. 
The Rangers built so much of their success last season on 
those two tenets. It may not have been the most sustainable 
avenue to success, but it was enough to have it. This year 
they’ve regressed in both avenues with Igor Shesterkin 
ranking ninth in goals saved above expected and the team’s 
power play ranking 17th. Regression was expected for both 
— there’s a reason those paths weren’t viewed as 
sustainable — just not to this degree. 
In net, there’s been nothing wrong with the way Shesterkin 
has performed this season, but he can still be better. He’s a 
bonafide top-five goalie at worst and it’s fair to expect him to 
climb up the goalie ranks going forward. I wouldn’t want to 
face him in a seven-game series. 
As for the power play, that’s the real reason to be frightened 
by what the Rangers can be when they’re firing on all 
cylinders. New York’s power play was a legitimate wagon 
last season and there’s reason to believe this year’s version 
is even better — the pucks just aren’t going in. 
Last year the Rangers scored 9.4 goals-per-60 and that has 
dropped to 7.5 goals-per-60 this season. That’s despite firing 
nine more shots-per-60, 18 more attempts-per-60, and two 
more expected goals-per-60. New York ranks first or second 
in all of those categories and with the personnel available, 
the Rangers should be scoring a lot more. Their 11.1 percent 
shooting percentage is fourth last in the league with the man 
advantage. It has ranked sixth, 12th and seventh over the 
last three seasons. If the Rangers converted on shots at the 
rate they have been over the previous three years (15.1 
percent, fifth in the league), they’d have 12 more goals — 
exactly in line with their expected goal total. That’s two more 
wins this season. 

The Rangers’ power play is too good to be this mediocre — 
and that’s before they added a power play gem in 
Tarasenko. Once that explodes, they might be unstoppable 
with the right combination of elite goaltending and strong 
five-on-five play. 
Watch out for the Rangers, they’re coming in hot. 

16 Stats 

1. The Metropolitan Division is a gauntlet at the top, 
especially now with the Rangers making a big-time add in 
Tarasenko. One reason to like them to make the conference 
finals over Carolina or New Jersey is that they have a very 
balanced attack. 
According to data tracked by Corey Sznajder, the Hurricanes 
are the league’s best team at creating in-zone offense but 
are one of the league’s worst off the rush. The Devils are the 
league’s best team at creating chances off the rush but aren’t 
as strong off the cycle. Each team operates at the extreme, 
making them a bit easier to game-plan for. Carolina lacks 
that dynamic game-breaking offense that’s sometimes 
needed in a tight game, while New Jersey’s rush-oriented 
attack may not translate as well in a playoff atmosphere. 
The Rangers on the other hand are second to Carolina in 
creating chances off the forecheck and are a top-five team 
off the rush. They’re the only team that ranks top five in both. 
2. Since Jan. 1 there are eight teams with an expected goals 
percentage below 48 percent. Five of those teams are the 
league’s very worst and two others have next to no shot at 
making the playoffs. The other one is the New Jersey Devils. 
The meteoric rise of the Devils was predictable early on in 
the season thanks to their early season dominance on the 
shot clock. The Devils are still winning games, but it’s been a 
long time since they’ve been at their best. Getting healthy will 
help, but they need to figure things out before the playoffs 
arrive. 
3. Carolina is still probably the team to beat in the 
Metropolitan Division and it feels like the Hurricanes have 
been preparing for the gruelling grind of the postseason. 
The Hurricanes have long been the league’s preeminent 
forechecking team, but this year it feels like they’re taking it 
to new heights — like they’re playing a different sport. When 
it comes to forecheck pressures and recovered dump-ins the 
Hurricanes are on an entirely different planet compared to 
the rest of the league. 
That probably explains why the Hurricanes generate so 
many shots and chances — but not a lot of goals. They 
dominate in-zone off the cycle, but that’s not usually where 
the most dangerous chances come from. Carolina leads the 
league with 3.22 expected goals-per-60 at five-on-five, but is 
only 12th in actual goals-per-60 at 2.67. 
4. It’s interesting that the very man who popularized the 
importance of carrying the puck in the zone with control is 
the assistant GM of a team doing the opposite of that. No 
team carries the puck in less than Carolina — but that may 
be by design. 
The Hurricanes are built on structure and defense. There’s a 
reason they’re one of the league’s best defensive teams and 
that’s not just because of their play without the puck, but with 
the puck as well. Their punishing forechecking style means 
more offensive zone time and while that may mean fewer 
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goals, it’ll create enough chances to score while greatly 
limiting pucks the other way. 
It’s a safer style, but one that works to the team’s strengths. 
The Hurricanes may not prioritize carrying the puck in, but 
they do prioritize not allowing controlled exits the other way. 
It’s no coincidence that five of the league’s worst defensive 
teams — Columbus, Buffalo, Chicago, Anaheim and St. 
Louis — are also the worst at defending entries. 
The average team allows a controlled entry 54-to-55 percent 
of the time and denies an entry 13 percent of the time. 
Carolina leads the league in both categories, allowing an 
entry just 44 percent of the time and denying it 18 percent of 
the time. 
They’re tough enough to beat in their own zone, but just 
getting there is a struggle with how often the Hurricanes 
have the puck on their stick, their work ethic to get it back, 
and their aggression toward disrupting controlled entries. 
That’s a frighteningly frustrating mix in the postseason. 
5. There’s a very interesting cluster of names in Sznajder’s 
zone entry data: Nathan MacKinnon, Nico Hischier, Tim 
Stützle and Kent Johnson who are all players with between 
20-to-21 zone entries per 60 and who carry it in roughly 75 
percent of the time, an elite rate. 
That’s fantastic company for Columbus’ No. 5 pick in 2021 
and speaks to his potential as a future star. He’s only 20. 
6. Carrying the puck in is only half the battle — the next step 
is doing something with it. That’s part of what separates the 
OK from the good and the great from the elite on offense. 
Despite being one of the league’s best at entering the zone 
with control, only 3.1 of those entries per 60 lead to a scoring 
chance, or 21 percent. Stützle is at 3.9 per 60 and 25 
percent, Hischier is at 5.0 per 60 and 32 percent and 
MacKinnon is naturally the best of the bunch at 6.8 scoring 
chances per 60 and 47 percent. 
Being able to create off the cycle helps too. Stützle (14.6 
cycle shots per 60), Hischier (14.3) and MacKinnon (24.3) 
can all thrive in-zone. Johnson still has work to do there with 
only 6.7 shots per 60 off the forecheck, the lowest mark on 
the Blue Jackets. 
7. Speaking of Stützle, he’s really taken off over the last little 
bit. He has 12 points in his last six games where Ottawa has 
gone 5-1-0, and 28 points in his last 21 games. 
8. It might be too late for the Senators to make up on their 
offseason hype, but if any team is ripe for an end-of-season 
run it’s them. At five-on-five their plus-six expected goal 
differential is on par with several playoff-caliber teams, 
sandwiched between Washington and Los Angeles. The 
difference is finishing, leading to the team’s goal differential 
being 36 goals worse than expected (31.6 of that has come 
on offense). 
No team has been less fortunate this year and Ottawa is on 
pace to smash the analytics record for goals scored below 
expected. The 2008-09 Rangers hold the record for that right 
now at 41.3 goals below expected, one of two teams to 
eclipse 40. Ottawa is on pace to be 48.9 goals below 
expected. We’ll see if the Sens can regress over their final 
29 games. 
9. Moritz Seider has spent 511 minutes with Ben Chiarot and 
in that time was outscored 33-22 while earning 43 percent of 
the expected goals. In 333 minutes without him, Seider has 
outscored opponents 13-9 with 51 percent of the expected 
goals. 

Filip Hronek has spent 257 minutes with Chiarot and in that 
time was outscored 10-7 while earning 46 percent of the 
expected goals. In 609 minutes without him, Hronek has 
outscored opponents 34-19 with 49 percent of the expected 
goals. 
The Red Wings have the makings of a solid top four for the 
first time in a long time. Predictably, it’s one that doesn’t 
include Chiarot. Maybe he can hold his own on the third pair 
(his expected goals percentage did improve in sliding down 
to the second pair), but the way he’s sunk Detroit’s two best 
defenders has been a big problem this season. 
10. The Canadiens were the league’s worst team last year 
and despite a plethora of injuries, they find themselves pretty 
far away from the bottom this season. The main reason for 
that is fewer goals against — and that’s not a result of 
improved defense. Montreal’s offense has been the same 
year over year, but the Canadiens have only allowed 3.61 
goals against per 60 compared to 3.86 last year. That’s 
despite their expected goals against per 60 ballooning from 
3.54 to 4.00 this season. 
Montreal is used to strong goaltending, but this year it’s 
coming from an unlikely place: Sam Montembeault. After a 
few years of struggles, the 26-year-old has struck gold this 
season with a .910 save percentage where he’s saved 15.6 
goals above expected in just 23 games. That ranks eighth in 
the league … a shade ahead of last year’s Vezina Trophy 
winner. Perhaps even more striking is that he actually leads 
the entire league in the new year with 12 goals saved since 
Jan. 1. 
11. Being able to retrieve pucks and exit the zone 
successfully is an important role for defenders and it’s no 
shock that the league’s best are often very good at doing it 
safely and effectively. 
Arguably three of the league’s very best — Adam Fox, Cale 
Makar and Charlie McAvoy — all have 12 retrievals that lead 
to zone exits per 60, while also limiting their failures to under 
five per 60. That’s a strong ratio and something only four 
defensemen in the league have managed this season. The 
fourth? T.J. Brodie. 
He’s been a rock on Toronto’s blue line and it’s no 
coincidence that the team’s collective defensive ability took a 
leap forward with his arrival. The Leafs allow just 2.07 
expected goals against per 60 with Brodie on the ice, 0.34 
less than the next closest Leafs defender (Mark Giordano). 
12. Marcus Foligno wasn’t in the lineup for Wednesday’s 
pivotal game against the Avalanche, but it would’ve been 
difficult to notice his absence anyway based on his play of 
late. Foligno has just one point in his last 12 games, has 
been outscored 7-3, and isn’t driving play to his usual 
degree. Jordan Greenway, who has gone 14 games without 
a point, has been even worse. 
A big part of Minnesota’s identity over the past two seasons 
has been its depth and the impact of the GREEF line. They 
were one of the league’s best shutdown lines in each of the 
last two seasons, but while Joel Eriksson Ek is holding up his 
end of the bargain, his flanks have struggled immensely of 
late, and this season as a whole. 
It’s not too late for Foligno and Greenway to find their games 
and steer Minnesota’s ship back on course, but their overall 
ineffectiveness is costing the team right now. 
13. Since pivoting to a stars-and-scrubs model Vegas has 
often had a lot of trouble with its bottom six. That’s changed 
of late thanks to one of the original expansion draftees 
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William Carrier. His underlying numbers always suggested 
there was a bit more to his game than being a fourth-line 
grinder and he’s shown that well over his last 10 games. 
Carrier has nine points in those contests as Vegas has 
outscored opponents 12-2 over that stretch with similarly 
excellent expected goals numbers. 
Carrier has given Vegas some serious punch in its bottom 
six and is now projected to be worth 1.5 wins going forward. 
That makes him one of the most valuable third-line players in 
the league. 
14. The Flames remain dysfunctional, but they’re starting to 
show signs of life. That’s mainly coming from the trio of 
Mikael Backlund, Blake Coleman and Andrew Mangiapane. 
They became a full-time line on Dec. 20 and in 234 minutes 
this season have earned 71 percent of the expected goals 
while outscoring opponents 15-3. 
That line is settled — time to figure out how the rest of the 
top nine should work. 
For what it’s worth, the current top line of Elias Lindholm, 
Tyler Toffoli and Dillon Dube has outscored opponents 18-
11. Meanwhile, the new trio of Jonathan Huberdeau, Nazem 
Kadri and Jakob Pelletier has an expected goals percentage 
of 70.5 percent in 56 minutes so far. Calgary might be on to 
something with its current top-nine configuration. Let’s see if 
it leads to some actually notable results down the stretch. 
15. It might seem like Trevor Zegras is starting to figure 
things out of late with 20 points in his last 19 games. But part 
of the reason the Ducks didn’t make an expected jump this 
season is that their brightest future piece still hasn’t quite 
figured out how to add substance to his style. During that 
same stretch of games, Zegras has been outscored 26-15 at 

five-on-five and has a ghastly 38 percent expected goals 
rate. Although the points haven’t mattered much as a whole, 
Zegras’ average Game Score during that stretch has been 
minus-0.09. He’s been the definition of an empty-calorie 
scorer. 
16. If you’re into leaguewide trends you might have noticed a 
strange sight over the last 20 games. The basement-dwelling 
San Jose Sharks are fourth in the league with a 55.6 percent 
expected goals rate while keeping things tight on the 
scoreboard. The Sharks have only won six of those games, 
but the process has been strong. That’s notable. What 
makes it especially notable is Erik Karlsson’s personal 
impact on that. 
Prior to this recent stretch, Karlsson’s impact was primarily 
based on his production. While that remains true here with 
27 points in those 20 games, he’s taken his game to even 
bigger heights thanks to his incredible ability to almost 
singlehandedly control the flow of the game. 
With Karlsson on the ice over the last 20 games the Sharks 
have an astounding 62 percent of the expected goals and 
have outscored opponents 29-18. Without him, the team is at 
50 percent for expected goals and has instead been 
outscored 31-17. A mirror image. 
It’s that dramatic shift in play that has vaulted Karlsson’s 
value beyond his point totals into not only the top of the 
Norris Trophy conversation but the Hart Trophy conversation 
as well. Karlsson leads the entire league in average Game 
Score over the last 20 games. 
If there’s a playoff team without a true No. 1 defender and 
Karlsson is available, it’s time to go big or go home. He’s 
playing at a franchise-altering rate. 
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Cam Ward’s Hurricanes Hall of Fame enshrinement all about longevity, moments of 
brilliance and respect 

By Kacy Hintz 
Raleigh, N.C. — There's not many players who started their 
NHL careers quite like Cam Ward. 
"To be able to win the Stanley Cup, it was really a storybook 
year," Ward said. "I grew up outside of Edmonton, so your 
playing the hometown team the Edmonton Oilers and 
everything happened so fast." 
Thrust into postseason action in 2006, the then 22-year-old 
joined rare company. At the time he became just the fourth 
rookie to hoist the Stanley Cup and capture the Conn 
Smythe. 
"It certainly was starting on a high note and I quickly realized 
how difficult it was to get back there," Ward said. 
In 2009 he backstopped the Canes to the Eastern 
Conference Final, setting a franchise mark in regular 
season wins (39) and then led his team to a pair of game-
seven wins over New Jersey and Boston. But together, that's 
as close as Ward and the Hurricanes would ever come. 
"I certainly would've appreciated it a lot more if we were able 
to do it a second time," Ward said. "It was difficult, but I 
wouldn't change anything for anything." 
Nor should he want to. 
As a fixture in between the pipes in Raleigh, Ward captured 
numerous franchise records. Records that still stand 
today, including 318 victories, 668 regular-season games 
played, a .557 winning percentage and 27 shutouts.  
Those numbers don't come without longevity. 

Ward played his first 668 regular season games in Raleigh. 
That makes him one of a dozen or so netminders in NHL 
history to have played that long for one team.  
"It means a lot to me, I took a lot of pride in playing 13 years 
in this organization," Ward said. "During that time you 
establish a lot of great relationships and over that long period 
of time this has essentially become home. It is home." 
Come Thursday night Ward will have a new home, so to 
speak. The long time Hurricane will take his place in the 
team's Hall of Fame, joining Rod Brind'Amour, Ron Francis 
and Glen Wesley, who have each had their jersey number 
retired by the team. 
"Obviously it is a huge honor that I'm extremely thankful and 
humble for," Ward said. "Really looking forward to the 16th, it 
gives my family the opportunity to all be in Raleigh at the 
same time, which I don’t know if that’s ever happened." 
Ward's enshrinement is as much about his moments of 
brilliance in those playoff runs in 2006 and 2009 as it is about 
his dedication; both as a player and what it means to be a 
Hurricane. 
"I have a lot of respect, number one, and a lot of gratitude for 
what he did for our team and helping us win," said former 
teammate and current Hurricanes head coach Rod 
Brind'Amour. "But also what he meant as a Hurricane. He 
handled himself the way you want to and represented the 
organization to the utmost." 
If you are attending the game, you are encouraged to be in 
your seats by 6:55 p.m. The ceremony will begin promptly at 
7 p.m 

Hurricanes get in family time during ‘Dads trip’ 
By Pat Welter 
It's a Monday morning skate at PNC Arena. There's a group 
of about 20 men in the stands all wearing Stadium Series 
Hurricane jerseys. Morning skates aren't usually open to the 
public, but these men aren't here to watch the players 
practice. They are here to watch their sons. 
"It's cool last night we had a Super Bowl party we all 
attended," Brad Stepan said. "Getting to know guys from all 
over the world." 
Stepan as you probably guessed is Hurricanes forward, 
Derek Stepan's father. He's in town for the Hurricanes first 
"Dads trip" since the COVID-19 pandemic. 
"This is my fourth fathers trip," Stepan said. "To be here in 
Raleigh with this group of guys ... Derek's really excited." 
After practice the team and the dads flew to Washington, 
D.C. for the Capitals game Tuesday night. The week will 
culminate with the outdoor game versus the Capitals again 
Saturday night at Carter-Finley Stadium. 

"We've got to grind and it's a tough job, but they love it and 
this is a great time to share it with the people who got them 
there," Hurricanes head coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "We 
all understand playing hockey is not easy on the family." 
Calvin de Haan's dad, Bill, is in from Ottawa. The hockey life 
is all he knows. 
"It's just Calvin playing another hockey game really," de 
Haan said with a smile. "Hockey dad? It's hard to say exactly 
what it is to be a hockey dad, I don't know anything different." 
"You get to know a lot of your lifelong friends through 
hockey," Scott Skjei, Brady Skjei's dad said. "It's a journey, 
but I never looked at it as a lot of work. My wife is very 
supportive also." 
Scott is humble, but the sacrifice isn't lost on his son. A week 
like this gives him a chance to say things he might not 
normally get a chance to say. 
"It was a lot of early mornings going to the rink in the cold," 
Brady said. "I just really look up to the man that he is and I 
try to be just like him on a daily basis.
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Burnside: Cam Ward’s Road To The Carolina Hurricanes Hall of Fame 

"There's really no one who deserves (the team's Hall of 
Fame honor) more. I just think Cam is such a great choice to 
be in there." 

By Scott Burnside 

RALEIGH, NC. - The image is indelible all these years later. 
Stepping onto the ice for Game 7 of the 2006 Stanley Cup 
Final in Raleigh, Carolina Hurricanes netminder Cam Ward 
looked down to the opposite end of the ice and read the sign 
being held by a fan as though it had been written exclusively 
for and to the rookie netminder. 
"Have Fun." 
Almost perfect in its simplicity it was a mantra Ward had lived 
by throughout his, at that point in time, nascent pro career 
and would continue to live by throughout what would be a 
stellar NHL career. 
The same phrase - "Have Fun" - was written on the base of 
all his sticks. 
Words to live by. 
Sitting in the kitchen of his Raleigh area home, Ward's looks 
have changed little since that memorable night in Raleigh in 
June of 2006. 
And there is something symmetrical about all of this, a 
closing of the circle if you will. 
Ward's parents Ken and Laurel are in the living room nearby, 
visiting from the family home in the Edmonton area, where 
Ken still plays some shinny during the winter. 
Ward's wife, Cody, drops by to say hello. 
She has recently completed the New York City Marathon 
which is a story in and of itself. 
The backyard features a hockey net, swimming pool, and all 
manner of space and gear for the couple's children, Nolan, 
who turned 12 in late November, and Nyla, who turned 10 in 
January. 
There's golf to be played later in the day, if the rain holds off, 
another match with long-time teammate Justin Williams. 
In short, this is home. Has been for a long time, long after 
Ward and the rest of the Hurricanes celebrated that Game 7 
victory in 2006. 
But more than home, Ward's place in this community and 
with this franchise is about to be enshrined forever as he 
becomes the first player named to the franchise's newly 
established Hall of Fame.  
Current head coach Rod Brind'Amour, captain of that Cup-
winning team in 2006, has had his number retired alongside 
that of teammates Glen Wesley and Hockey Hall of Famer 
Ron Francis. But this new endeavor is something somehow 
more tangible. It's no surprise that Brind'Amour played no 
small part in the development of the team's Hall of Fame 
process, just as it's no surprise that he wholeheartedly 
supports the Ward selection. 

"We've been around now long enough to have a history," 
Brind'Amour said. "You need to, I think, to appreciate the 
history and the guys that come before you. That's a big thing 
for me. He was as good as any. He put his time in. Did it 
right. He's an easy one to put him in, right? It was easy." 
"There's a couple more that are going to be easy," 
Brind'Amour added. "And I think fans love it because they 
grew up with him. A lot of these fans have grown up with 
Cam Ward." 
If it's true that a generation of Hurricanes fans grew up with 
Ward, then it is equally true that Ward grew up with the 
Hurricanes and with Raleigh. 
 Although understated and soft-spoken throughout his NHL 
career - a career that included 701 regular season games - 
Ward's arrival in training camp in Raleigh created a bit of a 
stir. 
"We were at the old rink, the Rec Zone, during training camp, 
and I'm like who's that kid?" Brind'Amour said. "I didn't even 
know who he was. I don't even know if I knew his name. As a 
player, you don't pay attention to who your draft picks are. I 
mean, you just didn't. Prove it when you get here. And on the 
first day of practice I'm like, 'there's something here with that 
kid.' I remember that today." 
Ken Ward worked for concrete and construction materials 
giant Lafarge Canada as a sales manager for Western 
Canada. The family moved several times during Ward's 
youth but the family ultimately settled in the Edmonton 
suburb of Sherwood Park when Ward was in middle school. 
Ken was also a goaltender and played at the college level, 
although he is quick to downplay his own playing career. 
Still, it wasn't the level of play that left an indelible impression 
on his son but rather the exposure to the hockey 
environment as a whole and the position of goaltender 
specifically. 
"I do remember him coming in (the locker room) and just 
grabbing a stick or knocking a ball or puck around and 
enjoying those times," Ken recalled. "And I do remember I 
had a team jacket made up specifically for him. We were 
playing for the Saskatoon Outlaws and we went to a 
tournament in Banff and he wore that jacket religiously to all 
the games. We have a very neat family picture of Cameron 
and I with our backs to the camera both wearing our team 
jackets and he must have been three years old at that time, 
three or four." 
Is there a moment that distills the path that young Cam Ward 
would follow? 
Ken laughs. Yes, there is although it's probably not as 
Hallmark movie worthy as you might expect. 
Ward's father recalled renting a bulky video camera to 
chronicle some of his son's first hockey exploits. At the time 
Ward was six or seven and playing cross-ice hockey with 
players using only a third of the ice and playing side to side 
to improve skating and skills. On this particular day, Ward 
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was wearing regular hockey gear as Ken tried to master the 
video machine. 
"And I put it on my shoulder and I watched and videotaped 
and unfortunately it's on the tape and what I say to my wife, 
Laurel, 'I say why did we rent this thing? All the kid wants to 
do is go stand in the net and be the goalie. He's not doing 
anything.'" 
Ward recalls the freedom of outdoor games of shinny on 
backyard rinks. And he recalled the lure of the one position 
where there is one left to cover for mistakes. 
"I was always drawn to it, to the importance and being relied 
on in the game," Ward said. "The old saying, either you're 
the hero or the goat, but I always wanted to be in a position 
to make or break the game and that's what drew me to it." 
Long-time Red Deer Rebels owner, GM and coach, Brent 
Sutter met Ward when the young netminder was a 16-year-
old at Red Deer's WHL training camp. Sutter sent Ward back 
to AAA midget so he could play lots of games, but as a 17-
year-old Ward's prowess changed the entire Red Deer 
organization's outlook vis a vis goaltending. 
"As a 17-year-old, his first day of training camp, we knew 
that we had a real special goalie," Sutter said. 
Coming off a Memorial Cup championship, Sutter felt so 
strongly about Ward, he traded the team's more established 
netminder and handed the reins over to Ward. 
"He was stellar," Sutter said. "The way he played; he'd just 
take games over. He could singlehandedly win games. 
There's a reason he was taken in the first round and he lived 
up to that." 
In Red Deer, everything had to be black. Black mask, pads, 
glove, blocker. But at Ward's first NHL camp in Raleigh, 
Ward was set up with all new white gear. 
"I remember Wally (Tatomir, the long-time Hurricanes 
equipment manager) telling me I should get white equipment. 
At that time the general thinking was that it looked bigger so I 
ordered that. And then I got sent back to Red Deer in my all-
white gear," Ward said. 
"I remember Brent did not like that I had all white equipment 
and he told me. He said 'those better be black by the end of 
the year' meaning with puck marks," Ward said with a laugh. 
Ward spent the 2004-05 lockout season in Lowell with the 
Hurricanes' American Hockey League affiliate and then, 
when the NHL resumed in the fall of 2005, Ward was 
installed as backup to veteran Martin Gerber who had been 
acquired from Anaheim in June of 2004. 
During the first game of the season in Tampa, Gerber was 
injured and Ward came in and played the third period. 
"I think I let in one from Dave Andreychuk. I remember him 
standing in front of me," Ward recalled. "Dave Andreychuk 
turned and was staring at me screening me and I was like 
this is unbelievable. He's huge I couldn't see a thing. I think 
he ended up scoring on a wraparound." 
Ward started the team's home opener against Pittsburgh and 
stymied Zigmund Palffy and a couple of guys named Mario 
Lemieux and Sidney Crosby to earn a victory in a shootout. 
At one point during that rookie season, Ward was sent back 
to Lowell. He was there only briefly and recalled head coach 
Tom Rowe telling him that he expected this would be his last 
trip to the AHL. 
"And sure enough, it was," said Ward. 
The Hurricanes were one of the biggest surprises of the 
2005-06 season finishing with 112 points, second-most in the 
Eastern Conference. The Hurricanes drew Montreal in the 

first round but Gerber was in poor health and the Hurricanes 
dropped Game 1 at home 6-1, then Game 2, 6-5 in double-
overtime. Gerber was lifted early in Game 2 and Ward got 
his first taste of playoff hockey. 
Long-time broadcast analyst and former netminder Tripp 
Tracy recalled talking to then-goaltending coach Greg Stefan 
after Game 2 about the hole the team was in and what the 
right call was vis a vis the goaltending. 
"I'm just an announcer. But I said Stef he's got to go to 
Wardo," Tracy recalled. "And Stef's very passionate and he's 
saying, 'I know, I know. I'm in there pounding the desk.'" 
Brind'Amour remembers the lead-up to Game 3 as though it 
was happening today, and remembers head coach Peter 
Laviolette asking Brind'Amour to come into his office at the 
rink. 
"I remember that vividly. It was the first time I'd ever been in 
the coaches' office in my, well, how many years had I been 
there at that point? I'd never been down in the coaches' 
office," Brind'Amour said with a laugh. "I remember, it was 
funny to go in the office. I'm like oh, so this is how it looks. 
And we sat at the desk and he was like, 'I think I'm making a 
change.' And I think he was wanting me to have a discussion 
and I said 'okay.' And I left." 
Although Ward hadn't played much as a rookie and it was 
clear Gerber was 'the' guy for the Hurricanes, the fact that 
Ward was going to get a shot in a critical situation didn't 
cause so much as a ripple in the room. 
"He (Laviolette) was thinking was it going to mess with our 
group? It was 'no, we've got faith in him too. Let's go.' It was 
just that quick of a conversation," Brind'Amour said. 
Ward was about to get on the elevator in the team's hotel in 
downtown Montreal when Laviolette pulled him aside. 
"And I remember him asking me if I was ready. And I believe 
I replied 'I've been waiting for this my whole life,'" Ward 
recalled. 
"Just pure excitement. To get that opportunity. And then I'll 
never forget starting Game 3 and just kind of going out for 
warmups and doing my typical routine of stretching at center 
ice and taking a moment just kind of to look up and embrace 
the atmosphere that the Bell Center provides," Ward said. 
"I thought kind of like how cool is this? No matter what 
happens tonight I'm going to enjoy the moment and have 
some fun," he said. 
And why not? 
"That was my whole mentality throughout that entire playoff 
run was to embrace it and to have fun with it. Gives me 
goosebumps just thinking about it," Ward said. 
"I was just able to go out there and play freely and I thrive on 
the atmosphere," he said. 
Tracy, over the years, has frequently referred to the Bell 
Center as the place where the Hurricanes won the Stanley 
Cup. 
He might not be wrong. 
Montreal is "as hostile an environment as I've ever played 
in," said veteran Matt Cullen, who had joined the Hurricanes 
before the 2005-06 season. "So I can't imagine what he was 
feeling." 
"Sure enough, he just played some unbelievable hockey and 
ran with it from there," Cullen, a three-time Cup winner, 
added. "I still look back at that in amazement." 
The reality was if the Hurricanes lost Game 3 of that 
opening-round series their season was as good as over. 
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But Carolina eked out a 2-1 victory in Game 3 with 
Brind'Amour tying the game midway through the third and 
Eric Staal scoring early in overtime. Ward would win four 
straight games to send the Hurricanes to the second round 
against New Jersey. He allowed just five goals in those four 
games. 
"We were comfortable with Cam, but probably not as 
comfortable as he made us feel after the first two games in 
Montreal," long-time NHLer Ray Whitney, a member of that 
'06 squad, said with a laugh. 
Whitney is also from the Edmonton area and had worked out 
with Ward prior to his arrival in the NHL. Whitney and his 
wife took Ward and Cody, under their wing. When there were 
dinners and gathers at the Whitney house in Raleigh the 
Wards were always on the invite list. 
"You take care of those kinds of people," Whitney said. 
Whitney recalled two heart-to-hearts with Ward. One was 
before Game 3 against Montreal in '06. He reminded Ward of 
other young netminders like Patrick Roy and Martin Brodeur 
who had run the playoff table in spite of little NHL 
experience. 
"I told him before he even set one foot on the ice, you can 
win the Conn Smythe," Whitney said. 
"I believed it. I always believed in him," the long-time NHLer 
added. 
The second heart-to-heart was after Whitney left the 
Hurricanes and the team was mired in what would be a 
decade-long absence from the playoffs. 
Whitney left a long message for Ward that reiterated his 
belief in the netminder. 
"I told him how much I believed in him and how he needs to 
believe in himself, too. It was a heartfelt and truthful 
message," Whitney said. 
Ward later told Whitney he kept that message on his phone 
for years and would listen to it when he needed a pick-me-
up. 
 Ward is a great example of how everyone expresses their 
competitive spirit in a different way, Cullen said. Some 
players or coaches yell or fume or make speeches. 
Ward was not that kind of person. At least not outwardly. 
But even during that '06 playoff run, when Ward was briefly 
supplanted by Gerber in the conference final against Buffalo, 
he worked diligently to be ready when his turn came again as 
it did near the end of the series. In fact from that point on 
Ward would never relinquish his grip on the starting job in 
Carolina. 
"Just how he elevated his game," Cullen said. "It just speaks 
to what a competitive guy he was." 
The Hurricanes vanquished Buffalo in an epic seven-game 
tilt and then faced upstart Edmonton in the 2006 final. 
Ward recalled the moment of stepping onto the ice for Game 
3, the first game of the final in Edmonton. 
"The first thing that I did when I stepped on the ice was look 
to my left and there were my dad's season tickets (seats) 
that he used to take me to the game," Ward said. "And it 
would have been literally two years prior I would have been 
sitting in those seats watching the Oilers play. And now here 
I am the starting goaltender in the Stanley Cup finals. It was 
one of those kind of 'pinch-me' moments that I'll never 
forget." 
The Hurricanes never trailed in the final series but Edmonton 
proved to be a valiant opponent winning Games 5 and 6 with 

their season on the line setting up a one-game, winner take 
all in Game 7 in Raleigh. 
"My motto was always, the more fun you have the better you 
do," Ward said. "And I can remember a guy standing with a 
big large sign behind the net opposing net during the anthem 
and all it said was 'Have Fun' I was like, man, it's like he's 
saying it right to me. So that's what we did." 
There are moments, of course, for all those players and 
coaches and staff that they will carry forever from that night. 
Ward recalled the locker room in the happy chaos after 
Game 7. 
"Glen Wesley to my right. And to my left was Ray Whitney 
and Rod Brind'Amour," Ward said. "You're looking at these 
guys who have played 18-plus seasons and trying to win 
their first Stanley Cup and just seeing how much it meant to 
them. So a lot of my motivation was that you wanted to do it 
for them." 
There is no other moment like winning the Stanley Cup. It is 
a singular event, frozen in time. 
 But as good as Ward was in leading the Hurricanes to a 
championship and earning playoff MVP honors in that 
magical rookie season, it might not have been his crowning 
achievement as a Hurricane. 
That designation might have come three years later during 
the 2009 playoffs when the Hurricanes knocked off heavily 
favored New Jersey and Boston in classic seven-game sets 
before succumbing to eventual Stanley Cup champion 
Pittsburgh in the conference final. 
"We weren't as good a team in '09 as we were in '06," 
Whitney said. "We really had no business beating both those 
teams to get to the conference final." 
There were magical moments from Eric Staal scoring the 
game-winner late in Game 7 against New Jersey after the 
Hurricanes were facing a one-goal deficit and of course Scott 
Walker's emotional game-winner in overtime in Game 7 
against Boston. But, in the end, this was Ward's work. 
"His best work was probably that '09 run," Whitney said. 
Tracy has as good a vantage point on every Hurricane 
netminder as anyone and he recalls Ward's work in 2009 as 
having a special place in the pantheon of franchise 
netminders. 
"He was unbelievable," Tracy said. "He was just lights out. 
He was, I think, the best goaltender in hockey during that 
stretch of time." 
He recalled a save on David Krejci in Game 7 against Boston 
to keep the Hurricanes' chances alive. 
"An A-plus chance that he made look routine," Tracy said. 
"It's your season on the line. They score, you're done. So I 
definitely think about that stretch as his best individual 
segment of his career." 
By the time the conference final rolled around Ward was 
banged up and the Hurricanes were out of gas. The 
Penguins won in four straight. 
Ward wouldn't know it, couldn't know it of course, but it would 
mark the final playoff experience of his NHL career. It would 
also mark the start of a long, dry spell for the franchise, 
which would not return to the post-season until 2019, the first 
year in Brind'Amour's tenure as head coach. 
"Over the course of my career you realize that the hardest 
thing was to do was to get to the playoffs," Ward said. 
"I'm just like everybody else around here. Obviously, I wish 
that we were in the playoffs more often. To be able to have 
more opportunities," he added. "That was hard for me to deal 
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with over the course of the years. There were also two years 
where we lost Game 82 that really stung. Those could have 
been two more opportunities for us in the playoffs and we all 
know that once you're in anything can happen." 
"Like you said, there were a lot of highs and lows and part of 
my character is I cared a lot about the organization. And in 
doing that in turn there were years where that kind of hurt me 
because it affected me so much. I so badly wanted to be part 
of the solution and have success here. And there were just 
years when things didn't go our way. And losing is hard on 
you. It probably made me lose my hair a little bit too early," 
Ward said with a laugh. 
The first impulse is to draw a line from those moments of 
glory and near-glory in 2006 and 2009 to being named to the 
Hurricanes' Hall of Fame. And if that was all there was, fine, 
you can make the case Cam Ward belongs here. 
But dig a little deeper and you understand more clearly what 
goes into this kind of career and hence this kind of honor and 
it helps explain why this team Hall of Fame induction is about 
so much more than two long playoff runs. 
"I think of him as a massive competitor that hated losing; that 
never threw his teammates under the bus especially when 
we struggled defensively," Tracy said. "Not winning wore on 
him. I think that he and Eric Staal both felt a major obligation 
the way the Hurricanes invested in them to perform. And it 
was a challenging stretch. There were certainly days that it 
was difficult for him. But I think where my dad (who 
considered Ward his favorite Hurricane) had the massive 
appreciation for him and rightly so was that he was honest 
and he continued to dig in and trudge through all of it." 
The reality is that in the years that followed 2009, the 
Hurricanes weren't a contender. They weren't a salary cap 
team but rather a budget team. There were seasons when 
they were close, achingly close, to making the playoffs only 
to fade in the final days of the season. 
"Twice we lost on the final day of the regular season," Ward 
recalled. 
Ken Ward understands the complexity of his son's career. 
The moments for which he is renowned and the moments 
that in many ways challenged him are difficult to reconcile in 
some ways. 
"You've alluded to 2006 and 2009, both the pinnacles of 
Cam's career," Ken Ward said. "But what I reflect upon are 
all the years that the team didn't achieve that success and 
Cameron's dedication and effort never wavered. He tried as 
hard as he could to put that team in the best possible 
position throughout all those years. And so we talk about the 
13-year career here, and two of which resulted in playoffs, so 
that means 11 didn't. And I'm as proud of him for the manner 

in which he conducted himself through those 11 years, as I 
am the joy that we experienced in 2006 and 2009." 
"We're far more proud of who he is than what he 
accomplished in his career and that was borne out 
throughout those periods," Ken Ward added. "That's where 
the qualities that you hope to see in a child as they develop 
materialize and Cameron has never wavered in regard to the 
fact of being everything that we'd hoped he would be in a 
son." 
Sutter, like many who played alongside Ward or observed 
his career in Carolina, believes Ward being honored by the 
team is as much about honoring the person as the player. 
"He's one of those individuals that he treats people the way 
he likes to be treated," Sutter said. "He's very respectful. He 
was raised in that environment. He was so well-grounded. 
There was never a game, from a coach's perspective, that I 
didn't trust Cam in. That's just the way he was." 
Cullen, who left the Hurricanes and then returned for a 
second stint that included the 2009 run, believes there 
couldn't be a better choice for the inaugural induction. 
"I just think of what a huge piece he was in Carolina getting 
to the next level as a franchise," Cullen said. "There's really 
no one who deserves (the team's Hall of Fame honor) more. 
I just think Cam is such a great choice to be in there. He was 
such a big part of it." 
Current assistant coach Tim Gleason played alongside Ward 
and became not just a friend, but a business associate in a 
successful wine-making venture that began a decade ago. 
He doesn't think about the saves Ward made but the 
personal qualities Ward possesses that transcend hockey. 
"To me, he's just a good person. That alone stands above all 
really," Gleason said. "It goes back to the fact he's a family 
man, he's a great father. I think it's just all the work he's put 
into it. And to see him be able to celebrate and for his family 
to celebrate it and his friends to celebrate it. I think that's 
probably more important to allow his family to know this is 
what dad did, this is what Cam did. From a family standpoint, 
it's a huge night for him. There are not many words I can say 
other than just a great person and that he's carried that 
throughout his whole career ever since I've known him." 
Ward, of course, is humbled by the induction. 
"I think it's great that the organization is doing this," he said. 
"When you look back at the 25 years, you realize how many 
great players and how many great people have come 
through this organization. To be selected as the first inductee 
aside from the retired numbers, I was really humbled and 
honored by that. And to have Roddy present it to me makes 
it even more special." 
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Preview: February 16 vs. Montreal 

Team to honor and celebrate the career of Cam Ward pre-
game 

By Walt Ruff 

RALEIGH, NC. - The Carolina Hurricanes will host the 
Montreal Canadiens for the team's first-ever Hall of Fame 
Night on Thursday. 
When: Thursday, February 16 
Puck Drop: 7 p.m. EST 
Watch: Bally Sports South, Bally Sports + 
Listen: 99.9 The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes 
App 
Canes Record: 35-10-8 (76 Points, 1st, Metropolitan 
Division) 
Canes Last Game: 3-2 Win over the Washington Capitals on 
Tuesday, February 14 
Canadiens Record: 23-27-4 (50 Points, 8th, Atlantic Division) 
Canadiens Last Game: 4-0 Win over the Chicago 
Blackhawks on Tuesday, February 14 

NEWS & NOTES 

Last Time Out: After an uncharacteristic 6-2 loss to the New 
York Rangers Saturday night on home ice, the Canes 
responded with a divisional victory to start the new week. It 
may not have been their prettiest effort of the season, but 
Brent Burns, Paul Stastny, and Stefan Noesen paved the 
way to a 3-2 victory in the nation's capital on Tuesday. 
Frederik Andersen stopped 34 out of 36, improving to 7-1 in 
nine appearances since returning from injury.  
Parking Alert: If you are attending tonight's contest, please 
plan to arrive earlier than normal. Due to the setup for 
Saturday's Stadium Series pre-game festivities, some 
parking spots have been compromised. 
Burnzie Is Still Buzzin': With his game-opening goal on 
Tuesday, Brent Burns now has nine points in his last nine 
games. His 38 points lead all Canes blueliners and rank 12th 
among all NHL defenders. 
Hall of Fame Ceremony: If you are attending the game, you 
are encouraged to be in your seats by 6:55 p.m. The 
ceremony will begin promptly at 7 p.m. Bally Sports South 
will have a full hour of pre-game coverage, beginning at 6 
p.m. 
Ward's Career: To learn more about Cam Ward's career, 
view the team's official release announcing his Hall of Fame 
induction here. 

Scoring While Down A Man: The Canes have eight 
shorthanded goals since the turn of the calendar year and 
have a share of the league lead with 10 on the season. 
Sebastian Aho has been responsible for three of them, 
currently ranking tied for second among all skaters in the 
NHL. The franchise record for most shorthanded goals in a 
season is 17. 
On The Other Side: Montreal comes to town having won 
three games in a row, most recently blanking Chicago on 
Tuesday. They have scored 14 goals during the stretch and 
allowed just 15, a twist in what has been an otherwise 
struggling season for them. Jonathan Drouin leads the way 
with five points in the three games, and netminder Jake Allen 
has stopped 51 out of 53 shots. 

CANES INJURY UPDATES 

 Forward Ondrej Kase has been in concussion 
protocol since October 13. He has recently taken 
part in team practices and morning skates 
intermittently since December 16 in a no-contact 
jersey, but there is no current timetable for his 
return. 

 Forward Max Pacioretty tore his Achilles tendon for 
the second time in six months on January 19. He 
has been placed on injured reserve and there is no 
timetable for his return. 

ADDITIONAL GAME INFORMATION 

What Are We Wearing?: The Canes will be wearing their red 
sweaters tonight. 
Parking: Coming to the game? Save money by purchasing 
your parking in advance. Click here to learn more. 
Special Parking Alert: Please allow yourself extra time when 
coming to tonight's game. Due to the setup for Saturday's 
Stadium Series game, some normal parking spots are 
inaccessible. 

AFTER THE FINAL HORN 

The Canes are scheduled to practice outdoors on Friday, in 
preparation for Saturday's Stadium Series Game at Carter-
Finley Stadium against the Washington Capitals. 
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Super 16: Rangers enter top 5 of power rankings, Bruins remain No. 1 

Pacific Division well-represented; Islanders drop out 

The New York Rangers have busted through the Toronto 
Maple Leafs and Dallas Stars to crack the top five in the 
NHL.com Super 16 power rankings. 
The Rangers are in this week at No. 5 ahead of the Maple 
Leafs, who dropped two spots to No. 6, and the Stars, who 
fell one to No. 7. New York received one more voting point 
than Toronto. 
The Tampa Bay Lightning also leapfrogged the Maple Leafs 
to ascend to No. 4 this week, two voting points behind the 
New Jersey Devils. 
The Pacific Division is well-represented with five teams 
getting in the Super 16 including the Vegas Golden Knights, 
who advanced three spots to No. 9, and the Los Angeles 
Kings, who moved up two to No. 11. 
The Calgary Flames are the fifth team from the Pacific; 
they're No. 16 with 10 voting points, one more than the 
Washington Capitals. 
As a reminder, to come up with the Super 16 each week, the 
13 voters put together their own version of what they think 
the rankings should look like. A point total assigned to each 
with the team selected first is given 16 points, second 15, 
third 14, and so on down the line. 
Here is the Super 16 with some thoughts on the ranked 
teams from each of the voting staff members: 

1. BOSTON BRUINS (40-8-5) 

Total points: 206 
Last week: No. 1 
"For those expecting the Bruins to falter after their 
impressive first half, well, keep waiting. Boston is 6-3-1 in its 
past 10 and showing no signs of slowing down. Their 3-2 
overtime victory at the Stars on Tuesday was a statement 
win against the best team in the Western Conference. The 
only issue facing the Bruins these days, it seems, is how 
much it will cost to retain pending unrestricted free agent 
David Pastrnak, who scored the overtime goal against the 
Stars. The price seems to be getting higher with every 
game." -- Mike Zeisberger, staff writer 

2. CAROLINA HURRICANES (35-10-8) 

Total points: 195 
Last week: No. 2 
"The Hurricanes are everything we expect them to be … 
except when they play the Rangers. For some reason, the 
Hurricanes just can't seem to figure out them out. New York 
defeated Carolina in seven games in the Eastern Conference 
Second Round last season and has two wins in as many 

games against the Hurricanes since Jan. 3, including 6-2 on 
Saturday. But Carolina is first in the Metropolitan Division, a 
Stanley Cup contender gearing up to play and host its first 
outdoor game, the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union NHL 
Stadium Series against the Washington Capitals at Carter-
Finley Stadium on Saturday (8 p.m. ET; ESPN+, ABC, 
SN360, TVAS2, SN NOW). The Hurricanes don't necessarily 
have to go shopping for help before the 2023 NHL Trade 
Deadline at 3 p.m. ET on March 3, but they could fill the hole 
left by forward Max Pacioretty's Achilles injury to make 
themselves a bigger threat coming playoff time. That's what I 
expect they will do." -- Dan Rosen, senior writer 

3. NEW JERSEY DEVILS (35-13-5) 

Total points: 169 
Last week: No. 3 
"The Devils continue to roll, like they have for much of this 
season, despite being without Jack Hughes for the past three 
games because of an upper-body injury. New Jersey is 13-2-
3 since Dec. 30, with goalie Vitek Vanecek going 11-0-1. The 
Devils' 1-7-1 slide from Dec. 9-28 looks to be an aberration 
after they went 21-4-1 in their first 26 games. With a younger 
roster, they'll need to continue to prove themselves as the 
season progress and the intensity picks up. But they've given 
general manager Tom Fitzgerald every reason to give them 
some help (maybe a top-six forward with size and playoff 
experience?) before the trade deadline." -- Tom Gulitti, staff 
writer 

4. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (35-16-3) 

Total points: 167 
Last week: No. 5 
"Two wins against the Colorado Avalanche in one week? 
The Lightning are rounding into form in an Atlantic Division 
that looks absolutely terrifying. They have an all-world goalie 
in Andrei Vasilevskiy, Nikita Kucherov had an 11-game point 
streak (four goals, 12 assists) and they are undaunted by the 
team that defeated them in the Stanley Cup Final last 
season. The Lightning are the Lightning and, given the past 
five seasons, I'm not sure there's a higher compliment than 
that." -- Amalie Benjamin, staff writer 

5. NEW YORK RANGERS (32-14-8) 

Total points: 147 
Last week: No. 7 
"The Rangers are riding high with six straight wins and going 
13-2-2 in their past 17. New York did some trade deadline 
shopping early by acquiring Vladimir Tarasenko from the St. 
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Louis Blues on Feb. 9 to fill its top-six wing need. The 
Rangers have Artemi Panarin, Mika Zibanejad and Adam 
Fox, who each have at least 50 points this season, and 
reigning Vezina Trophy winner Igor Shesterkin. With fewer 
than 30 games remaining, they've hit their stride and gearing 
up for another deep Stanley Cup Playoff run." -- David 
Satriano, staff writer 

6. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (33-14-8) 

Total points: 146 
Last week: No. 4 
"The Maple Leafs remain one off the most perplexing teams 
in the NHL. Are they good? Yes. They are elite. They have 
survived key injuries, including to forward Auston Matthews 
and goalie Matt Murray, and they have prospered. The 
problem is they are surrounded by good teams. They could 
be a top-five team in the NHL, but they are the third-best 
team in the Atlantic Division behind the Bruins and Lightning. 
They are going to have to find a way to get better or they 
could be out in the first round yet again and have another 
promising season fizzle out much too early. It is not the ideal 
place to be with six weeks left in the regular season." -- 
Shawn P. Roarke, director of editorial 

7. DALLAS STARS (30-14-11) 

Total points: 136 
Last week: No. 6 
"The Stars have made a leap forward. The question is, how 
much farther they can go? In 2020-21, they finished fifth in 
the Central Division and didn't qualify for the playoffs. Last 
season, they finished fourth and lost the Western 
Conference First Round in seven games to the Flames. Now, 
under new coach Peter DeBoer, they're in first and two 
points ahead of the Winnipeg Jets. A good sign for the 
playoffs: They rank second in the NHL in goals-against per 
game (2.55) behind the Bruins (2.11)." -- Nicholas J. 
Cotsonika, columnist 

8. WINNIPEG JETS (34-19-1) 

Total points: 117 
Last week: No. 8 
"The Jets were struggling a bit heading into the All-Star 
break, but they've righted things and are pretty much right 
where I figured they'd be at the moment. They've won two in 
a row since coming off the break/bye week and three straight 
going back to Jan. 30. Defenseman Josh Morrissey keeps 
racking up the points. Goalie Connor Hellebuyck remains 
steady; he was out sick for a 3-2 shootout win against the 
Seattle Kraken on Tuesday but could return against the 
Columbus Blue Jackets on Thursday. I don't foresee them 
doing anything flashy by the deadline, and why would you 
when everything is clicking along just fine?" -- Tracey Myers, 
staff writer 

9. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (32-18-4) 

Total points: 92 
Last week: No. 12 
"The Golden Knights have exceeded expectations 
considering that goaltending was a big question mark before 
the season, and it still is. Rookie Logan Thompson excelled 
in place of an injured Robin Lehner (hip surgery last August) 
and went to the 2023 Honda NHL All-Star Game. Now that 

Thompson is out for a while with a lower-body injury, Laurent 
Brossoit and Adin Hill need to step up. Even if we expect 
Thompson back before the regular season is over, the 
Golden Knights might look for depth at the position before 
the deadline." -- Robert Laflamme, LNH.com senior writer 

10. EDMONTON OILERS (30-19-6) 

Total points: 79 
Last week: No. 10 
"I don't think anyone would argue when I say the Oilers are 
unquestionably the most talented team up front in the Pacific 
Division. Connor McDavid looks on his way to another Hart 
Trophy as the most valuable player in the NHL, and Leon 
Draisaitl is more than likely to again exceed 100 points. I 
have to believe general manager Ken Holland is searching 
for help on defense before the deadline. If he can find it, I 
think it's Edmonton's division to lose." -- Brian Compton, 
managing editor 

11. LOS ANGELES KINGS (30-18-7) 

Total points: 77 
Last week: No. 13 
"The Kings have come out of the All-Star break playing about 
as well as they were before, winning their first two games by 
a combined 11-2 against teams desperate for points, the 
Pittsburgh Penguins and Buffalo Sabres, and they're 5-1-1 in 
their past seven games. The offense has come from all four 
lines and goalie Pheonix Copley, who has started eight of the 
past nine, continues to give them a chance to win every 
game. Los Angeles could use a puck-moving left-shot 
defenseman to complement Drew Doughty and Sean Durzi 
on the right side, and they have several prospects who could 
be desirable to other teams. But what they have right now 
has been good enough to this point, so the Kings could stand 
pat and feel pretty good about where they're at and where 
they could potentially get to." -- Adam Kimelman, deputy 
managing editor 

12. COLORADO AVALANCHE (29-19-5) 

Total points: 73 
Last week: No. 11 
"The Avalanche have regained some health and appear to 
be a more confident group. They'll also look to gain headway 
in the standings once the schedule hits March and April, 
when 12 of their last 24 regular-season games are against 
teams currently not in a playoff position. The return of 
defenseman Bowen Byram, who missed three months with a 
lower-body injury, and the consistency of forwards Nathan 
MacKinnon and Mikko Rantanen, and defenseman Cale 
Makar, will play a big role down the stretch. Still, I wonder if 
Colorado has to find a player to fill the void left by Nazem 
Kadri (Flames), who had 15 points (seven goals, eight 
assists) in 16 playoff games for the defending Stanley Cup 
champions last season. Maybe general manager Chris 
MacFarland is thinking the same thing and hopes to sure 
things up in a deadline deal for either Jonathan Toews 
(Chicago Blackhawks) or Ryan O'Reilly (St. Louis Blues)?' -- 
Mike G. Morreale, staff writer 

13. SEATTLE KRAKEN (30-18-6) 

Total points: 62 
Last week: No. 9 
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"Seeing the Kraken in playoff position has to be an absolute 
thrill for Seattle fans, especially considering that they missed 
the playoffs by 37 points in their inaugural 2021-22 season. 
On paper, they still have an unassuming roster of players, 
almost all of whom had supporting roles with their previous 
teams. So what's changed? I have to think it's the team 
culture and their belief that they are way better than the 
fragile 60-point team of last season. The Kraken are still 
subpar on special teams and have nothing close to an elite 
scorer, but they are getting the job done by committee and 
are among the best scoring teams in the NHL thanks to their 
10 forwards with double-digit goals and two other skaters 
with nine. Trading for one or two reliable penalty killers could 
be their best tactical move." -- Paul Strizhevsky, staff writer 

14. PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (27-17-9) 

Total points: 48 
Last week: No. 14 
"The Penguins are 8-8-4 in 20 games since returning from 
the Christmas break. They were 19-9-5 prior to the holiday. 
They're still living off their remarkable 18-game stretch from 
Nov. 9-Dec. 15, when they were 14-2-2, first in the NHL in 
that stretch in wins, points (30) and points percentage (.833). 
What they have done in the past 20 games is stay above 
water. They'll drown by the end of the season if they 
continue down the same path. The Penguins need an 
infusion, particularly a forward or two to bolster their top-nine 
forward depth. They're a two-line team, and that's not going 
to be good enough even if Sidney Crosby and Evgeni Malkin 
lead those two lines. But for now, they are hanging on and 
they have games in hand on the teams chasing them for a 
wild card spot in the Eastern Conference, three on the 
Capitals and four each on the New York Islanders and 
Florida Panthers." -- Rosen 

15. MINNESOTA WILD (28-21-5) 

Total points: 17 
Last week: No. 15 
"Kirill Kaprizov is scoring at least every other game, if not 
more. That's the good news for Minnesota. But it's when 
Kaprizov doesn't produce that the Wild start to throw up their 
hands and look around. They've lost five of six and are 3-7-1 
and averaging fewer than two goals per game in their past 
11. Like the Penguins, the Wild are hanging on in the playoff 
race but won't for too much longer if they stay goal starved. 
They should be in the market to add a center. Toews and 
O'Reilly would fit the bill, but they would for a lot of other 
teams too." -- Rosen 

16. CALGARY FLAMES (25-18-11) 

Total points: 10 
Last week: Unranked 
"Six of the 13 voters had the Flames in their rankings versus 
five for the Capitals. That's how close it is, and that's how 
telling it is too. Neither Calgary nor Washington has been 
exactly lighting the NHL on fire lately. But for Calgary, it's the 
points being left on the table that matter. The Flames are tied 
with the Stars and San Jose Sharks for the most losses after 
regulation (11). They had leads in the third period against the 
Rangers on Feb. 6 and the Ottawa Senators on Monday, but 
lost both in overtime. They had a lead late in the second 
against the Detroit Red Wings on Feb. 9 and lost in 

regulation. If the Flames can turn those fortunes around, they 
will be a playoff team. They're built to be one." -- Rosen 
Others receiving points: Washington Capitals 9, Buffalo 
Sabres 7, Florida Panthers 6, New York Islanders 4, 
Nashville Predators 1 
Dropped out: Islanders (No. 16) 

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  

AMALIE BENJAMIN  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Seattle Kraken; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Colorado 
Avalanche; 12. Vegas Golden Knights; 13. Los Angeles 
Kings; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. 
Calgary Flames 
BRIAN COMPTON 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Colorado 
Avalanche; 14. Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. 
Minnesota Wild 
NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Seattle Kraken; 11. Los Angeles 
Kings; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Colorado Avalanche; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. Calgary 
Flames 
TOM GULITTI  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. New York Rangers; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. Seattle 
Kraken; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Colorado Avalanche; 14. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. Washington 
Capitals 
ADAM KIMELMAN 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Dallas Stars; 5. Winnipeg Jets; 6. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. New York Rangers; 
9. New Jersey Devils; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. 
Edmonton Oilers; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Buffalo Sabres; 14. 
Los Angeles Kings; 15. Pittsburgh Penguins; 16. Minnesota 
Wild 
ROBERT LAFLAMME  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Seattle Kraken; 11. Edmonton 
Oilers; 12. Los Angeles Kings; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Colorado Avalanche; 15. Minnesota Wild; 16. Washington 
Capitals 
MIKE G. MORREALE 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. New Jersey Devils; 6. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 7. New York Rangers; 8. Dallas 
Stars; 9. Colorado Avalanche; 10. Pittsburgh Penguins; 11. 
Winnipeg Jets; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Los Angeles Kings; 
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14. Edmonton Oilers; 15. New York Islanders; 16. Seattle 
Kraken 
TRACEY MYERS  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Dallas Stars; 7. Winnipeg Jets; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. Seattle 
Kraken; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Colorado Avalanche; 
14. Washington Capitals; 15. Edmonton Oilers; 16. Calgary 
Flames 
SHAWN P. ROARKE  
1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Winnipeg Jets; 6. New 
Jersey Devils; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. New York Rangers; 9. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Edmonton Oilers; 11. Los Angeles 
Kings; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 14. 
Buffalo Sabres; 15. Florida Panthers; 16. Nashville Predators 
DAN ROSEN  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. New York Rangers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 
6. Dallas Stars; 7. Edmonton Oilers; 8. Toronto Maple Leafs; 
9. Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. 
Winnipeg Jets; 12. Pittsburgh Penguins; 13. Colorado 
Avalanche; 14. Florida Panthers; 15. New York Islanders; 16. 
Seattle Kraken 

DAVID SATRIANO 
1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Boston Bruins; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Edmonton Oilers; 9. 
Winnipeg Jets; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. Colorado 
Avalanche; 12. Seattle Kraken; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 15. Washington Capitals; 16. Florida 
Panthers 
PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 
1. Boston Bruins; 2. Carolina Hurricanes; 3. New Jersey 
Devils; 4. Tampa Bay Lightning; 5. Toronto Maple Leafs; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Vegas Golden Knights; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. Seattle 
Kraken; 12. Edmonton Oilers; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 14. 
Colorado Avalanche; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. Minnesota 
Wild 
MIKE ZEISBERGER  
1. Boston Bruins; 2. New York Rangers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New Jersey Devils; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 
6. Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Dallas Stars; 8. Winnipeg Jets; 9. 
Edmonton Oilers; 10. Los Angeles Kings; 11. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 12. Colorado Avalanche; 13. Pittsburgh Penguins; 
14. Calgary Flames; 15. Washington Capitals; 16. Minnesota 
Wild 
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Brind’Amour still face of Hurricanes ahead of Stadium Series vs. Capitals 

Hockey in Carolina 'wouldn't have worked without' coach 
who had been captain, owner Dundon says 

By Dan Rosen 

Rod Brind'Amour arrived in Raleigh, North Carolina, from 
Philadelphia 23 years ago just in time for a blizzard that 
dropped two feet of snow on the Triangle. He played his first 
home game in front of fewer than 9,000 fans. The front desk 
clerk at the hotel he was staying at didn't know where the 
Carolina Hurricanes played and barely knew who they were. 
"Right away I knew that it was different," Brind'Amour said. 
Brind'Amour didn't know then what he knows with absolute 
certainty now, that Raleigh is home for him, and no one is 
more synonymous with the Hurricanes than he is. 
He is Carolina's former Stanley Cup-winning captain and its 
current coach, who hopes to bring the trophy back to Raleigh 
as soon as June.  
"It's not even close that the most important transaction in 
Hurricanes history is trading for Rod Brind'Amour," long-time 
Hurricanes broadcaster Tripp Tracy said. "It led to a Stanley 
Cup as a player and it's led to relevance in what he's done 
as a coach. Those are just the sheer numbers and 
accomplishments, but that only begins to tell the tale." 
  
Brind'Amour is a unicorn in the modern-day NHL; the past 
face of a franchise because of what he did for it as a player 
and the present face of the very same franchise for what he's 
doing as a coach. 
The Hurricanes are hosting the 2023 Navy Federal Credit 
Union NHL Stadium Series at Carter-Finley Stadium against 
the Washington Capitals on Saturday (8 p.m. ET; ESPN+, 
ABC, SN360, TVAS2, SN NOW). It's their first appearance in 
an NHL outdoor game and it will be Brind'Amour's first time 
attending one in any fashion. 
It can be argued that the Hurricanes have the event because 
of Brind'Amour and what he has meant to the team and the 
community since he was acquired in a trade from the 
Philadelphia Flyers on Jan. 23, 2000. 
"For all the great things he did in Philadelphia, how they 
honored him there a few years ago and how a lot of people 
thought he had the Flyers tattooed on his rear end, he really 
is a Hurricane," former longtime Hurricanes broadcaster 
Chuck Kaiton said.  
Carolina went to the Stanley Cup Final in 2002, won the 
Stanley Cup in 2006 and got back to the Eastern Conference 
Final in 2009, the latter two with Brind'Amour as captain. 
He's second in Hurricanes history in scoring (473 points) and 
fourth in games played (694). 
He joined the coaching staff in a player development role in 
2010-11, after retiring as a player. That extended into an 
assistant role in 2011-12. He took over as coach prior to the 
start of the 2018-19 season. 
Florida Panthers coach Paul Maurice was Carolina's coach 
for Brind'Amour's last two seasons as a player and his first 
on the coaching staff. 
"He absolutely didn't need to come on my staff," Maurice 
said. "We had an almost contentious relationship toward the 
end. I sat him out and it was not easy for the two of us. Then 
he joined the staff and that's when the decision gets made, 
'OK, I want to do this.' It's after the first month, you realize 
how early we get to the rink, and that was right up his alley." 

The Hurricanes hadn't made the playoffs in nine straight 
seasons when Brind'Amour took over as coach.  
They have made it every year since, reaching the conference 
final in 2019. 
Carolina has the third-most wins and points in the NHL with 
Brind'Amour as coach. 
"He's definitely our most important person," Carolina owner 
Tom Dundon said. "You have to separate players from 
everybody else, obviously, but this wouldn't have worked 
without him." 
For proof of Brind'Amour's impact, Tracy went back to what it 
was like inside PNC Arena during the pregame introductions 
before the season-opener against the Columbus Blue 
Jackets this season. 
"The ovation that Rod got this year was unbelievable," Tracy 
said. "I mean, it just kept going and going. I make fun of him 
because in gratitude he almost does some form of the 
famous Jaromir Jagr salute, and I think it's just because he 
gets nervous and he gets uncomfortable with the praise. But 
that was simply extraordinary." 
The fact that Brind'Amour is a full-time Raleigh resident 
resonates with the community.  
His wife, Amy, went to North Carolina State. They spend 
summers at her parents' beach house about two hours from 
Raleigh. Brind'Amour said their 11-year-old son Brooks goes 
from surf camp in the morning to hockey school in the 
afternoon.  
Brind'Amour himself is available, accessible, around. 
"It's been home since I got here and I've been here 23 years 
now," Brind'Amour said. "It's a great place to play hockey. 
Everyone knows that now. It's the other stuff for me. I really 
like raising my family here. It's an incredible place to raise a 
family. It always takes me 15-20 minutes to get to the rink 
every day and it has for 23 years now, though some days 
now it's a little bit longer because it's getting more 
congested. There are great schools." 
It all begs the question what will Brind'Amour do when his 
time as the Hurricanes coach has to end; either by his own 
choice, a mutual agreement with the team or, gasp, if he's 
fired? 
"I can't envision coaching anywhere else," Brind'Amour said. 
"I already had my career. I'm doing this for a lot of other 
reasons. It would be hard. I can't say it won't happen. I don't 
know. I have great friends who are GMs in other places and 
I'd love to be around them, but it would be hard for me. I 
can't sit here and say I would never do it because I don't 
know, but it would be hard." 
Tracy thinks when that time comes Brind'Amour will find his 
way into a management role with the Hurricanes.  
"He so desperately wants to win a second championship 
here," Tracy said. 
If he does it, Brind'Amour would become the fourth person in 
NHL history to win the Stanley Cup as the captain and coach 
of the same team, joining Toe Blake (Montreal Canadiens), 
Hap Day (Toronto Maple Leafs) and Cooney Weiland 
(Boston Bruins). 
"There are people that are around a long time that care 
about the Carolina Hurricanes and truly are a Carolina 
Hurricane, but nobody moreso than him," Tracy said. "I'm not 
an NHL historian, but I think you'd be hard pressed 
throughout the years in the NHL to find another Stanley Cup-
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winning captain who now as a coach is the face of the 
franchise. He'd be the first guy to annihilate that thought 
because it's all about the players, but he is.”

Stadium Series outdoor rink ‘in good shape’ ahead of Capitals-Hurricanes 

NHL using sunlight-reflecting tarps to insulate ice, overcome 
balmy temperatures 

By Nicholas J. Cotsonika 

RALEIGH, N.C. -- Looking at the rink and the weather, you 
might wonder how the Carolina Hurricanes will host the 
Washington Capitals in the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union 
NHL Stadium Series at Carter-Finley Stadium on Saturday. 
The ice was covered with tarps Wednesday, as the sun 
shone brightly at times and the temperature rose to 72 
degrees Fahrenheit. The forecast calls for clouds and a high 
of 73 on Thursday, then rain and a high of 65 on Friday. 
But the NHL is well prepared to stage its first outdoor game 
in North Carolina, and it should be dry and about 40 degrees 
at face-off (8 p.m. ET; ABC, ESPN+, SN360, TVAS2, SN 
NOW). The game was scheduled at night by design. 
"Everything's working as it should, and we're in good shape," 
said Derek King, NHL senior director of facilities operations 
and hockey operations. "You look at the weather app, and 
it's changing all the time. We have a plan." 
This will be the 37th outdoor game the NHL has staged since 
2003. The League has dealt with all kinds of conditions in all 
kinds of places -- from minus-6 degrees to 65 degrees at 
face-off; from sun to wind to rain; from Edmonton to 
Winnipeg to Nashville to Dallas -- and it has learned from 
each experience. 
The NHL first used tarps to protect the ice during the day 
when the Los Angeles Kings hosted the Anaheim Ducks in 
the Stadium Series at Dodger Stadium on Jan. 25, 2014. 
That was the first NHL outdoor game in a warm-weather 
venue, and it was played at night. The temperature reached 
77 that day, but it was down to 62 at face-off. 
The tarps are silver on the surface to reflect sunlight. They 
insulate the ice, keeping it cold the way a pool cover keeps 
water warm. King said it was 85 degrees on top of the tarps 
as the sun heated them Wednesday, but it was 18 degrees 
underneath them. 
"They work, and that's why we use them," King said. 
Walking around the perimeter of rink, you could hear a sound 
similar to bubbling water. But it wasn't the ice melting, but 
rather glycol pumping through aluminum pans underneath 
the ice, withdrawing heat to be expelled by the Mobile 
Refrigeration Unit, a trailer outside the stadium with the same 
ice plant you would find in an indoor NHL rink. 
At the base of the boards, you could see frost. 
King has an app on his phone that gives him real-time data 
from sensors in the ice, in the pipes and on the truck. 
"Temps are really good right now," King said. 
The crew has been working since the Mobile Refrigeration 
Unit arrived here Feb. 6. It doesn't just put out a hose, flood 
the rink and freeze the water. It sprays a fine mist of water 
over and over again, the thin layers of ice ultimately creating 
a thick, dense sheet suitable for NHL competition. 
The ice was about 1 1/2 inches thick Monday when the crew 
painted it white and laid the lines and logos, which are made 
of fabric. The NHL learned long ago not to paint the lines and 

logos, because dark colors attract sunlight even in cold 
weather. That can cause paint to run. 
In the end, there will be 1 to 1 1/2 inches of ice atop the lines 
and logos, making the ice 2 1/2 to 3 inches thick in total. 
"We want to protect the lines and logos," King said. 
The crew worked overnight Tuesday into Wednesday, then 
laid down the tarps when the sun started to shine on the ice 
about 7 a.m. ET. The tarps were scheduled to be removed 
about 3:30 p.m. ET, when the sun was to leave the ice. 
"Our goal tonight is to get about 5,000 gallons of water down, 
so we're looking at probably a 10-, 12-hour shift for that," 
King said. "That'll give us a good base over our lines and 
logos heading into the weather." 
 The crew will put down the tarps and remove them using the 
same timeline again Thursday. If rain falls Thursday night 
into Friday morning as forecast, the crew will freeze as much 
of the water as it can. If there is too much water, it will 
remove it to keep it from melting the ice underneath. 
The forecast calls for the rain to stop early Friday afternoon. 
The Hurricanes are scheduled to skate at 4 p.m. ET, the 
Capitals at 6 p.m. ET. 
The crew plans to put down the tarps and remove them on 
the same timeline yet again Saturday. 
"That'll give us time to prepare for the game Saturday night," 
King said. "Temps look good. Night games are always good 
for us, instead of fighting the sun and hoping for clouds. I 
think right now we're heading in the right direction to have 
really good conditions." 

Eller discusses Stadium Series game on ‘NHL @TheRink’ 
podcast 

Capitals forward excited for 'memorable' outdoor experience 
against Hurricanes on Saturday 

Lars Eller is preparing for his fourth outdoor game and 
second with the Washington Capitals. 
The Capitals center joined the "NHL @TheRink" podcast 
Wednesday and discussed his level of excitement about the 
chance to play in the 2023 Navy Federal Credit Union NHL 
Stadium Series against the Carolina Hurricanes at Carter-
Finley Stadium in Raleigh, North Carolina, on Saturday (8 
p.m. ET; ESPN+, ABC, SN360, TVAS2, SN NOW). 
"I think it's as memorable for the fans as it is for us players," 
Eller said during the interview with co-hosts Dan Rosen and 
Shawn P. Roarke. "I know down there in Carolina they're 
probably going to be tailgating all day like I remember when 
we played in them in the playoffs in the spring of 2019. It was 
the same kind of atmosphere, the bus rolls in there three 
hours before and they're already camping outside. 
"The last couple years, it's been a really good atmosphere 
every time you play down there. It really changed compared 
to what it was six, seven, eight years ago, I think. I hope it's 
going to be the same when we go outdoors and play." 
Eller said the Capitals have been getting ready for the 
outdoor game by practicing with their new gear on for several 
weeks. He discussed remembering his three previous 
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outdoor games, the 2011 Heritage Classic in Calgary and the 
2016 Winter Classic in Foxborough, Massachusetts, with the 
Montreal Canadiens, and the 2018 Stadium Series at the 
United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, Maryland, with 
the Capitals. 
"It's memorable events certainly, and this one is going to be 
a divisional rival," Eller said. "It's going to be certainly a 
crucial game for us. There is a lot on the line, as it should 
be." 
Considering that, Eller said Washington better bring a sense 
of desperation to the game too. 
The Capitals are in position to be the second wild card into 
the Stanley Cup Playoffs from the Eastern Conference, but 
it's a precarious position since they're one point ahead of the 
New York Islanders and two in front of the Florida Panthers, 
who they play Thursday. 
Washington is one point behind the Pittsburgh Penguins, 
who have three games in hand. 
"There should be a real sense of urgency in our game," Eller 
said. "Looking at the standings, I think it's going to be tight 

right down to the line and you just don't want to be in that 
position to where you need to catch up to get by teams. You 
want to have that urgency in your game now playing like it is 
a playoff game. We should have a desperate mindset." 
In addition to chatting with Eller about all things Stadium 
Series and Capitals, Rosen and Roarke also gave some 
insight into the Stadium Series game, which will be the first 
outdoor game for the Hurricanes. 
They also discussed Vladimir Tarasenko's instant impact on 
the New York Rangers, moves that could be made in 
advance of 2023 NHL Trade Deadline on March 3, and gave 
some reasons why they understand but don't like why some 
teams in a selling mode are sitting out players that could be 
moved, among them the Arizona Coyotes with defenseman 
Jakob Chychrun and the Columbus Blue Jackets with 
defenseman Vladislav Gavrikov. 
Rosen and Roarke disagreed on how the Toronto Maple 
Leafs should approach the deadline but agreed on reasons 
why the Nashville Predators could be dangerous if they are 
able to find a way to get into the playoffs. 
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Top 10 NHL defensemen of 2023: Execs, players vote for best 

By Greg Wyshynski 

What defines a great NHL defenseman? 
That's a question fans, pundits, executives and players 
themselves have debated for decades. 
"The problem with defensemen is you can go one of two 
ways. You can go with the guy who puts points on the board, 
or you can go with the guy who is defensively responsible," 
one NHL coach told ESPN. "I value those [defensive] guys 
way more than the guy who puts up 80 points a year and is 
not as good defensively." 
Others might argue the value of dominant point-producing 
blueliners can't be overstated, and that the best defense can 
be a good offense. 
Finding a defenseman who offers elite play in all three zones 
separates the franchise players from the stars -- and, in 
some cases, the top players in our expert ranking of 
defensemen from the rest of the list. 

The NHL's top 10 players by position 

A panel of NHL players, coaches, GMs and other front-office 
personnel ranked the best players at each position: 
• Goalies 
• Defensemen 
• Wingers (Feb. 21) 
• Centers (Feb. 23) 
ESPN's 2023 NHL position-by-position ranking collected 20 
surveys that represented those on the ice and behind the 
scenes. 
Here's how it worked: Surveys were conducted over the past 
two months. Respondents were asked to rank their current 
top 10 players at center, winger, defenseman and 
goaltender, based on a predetermined list of the top 25 to 35 
players at each position. Players who were ranked in the top 
10 on each ballot were given a numerical score -- No. 1 
earned 10 points, No. 2 earned nine points and so on. 
There were 10 NHL players surveyed -- six from the Eastern 
Conference, four from the Western Conference. They range 
from NHL award nominees to veteran role players. To 
balance that perspective, we surveyed 10 people from the 
hockey operations departments of NHL teams, including 
three coaches and three general managers. 
Combined, their insights led to rankings that go behind fan 
conjecture and media narratives to reveal the best of the 
best -- at least according to those inside the NHL. 
Here are the top 10 defensemen, according to our surveys, 
with additional reporting from yours truly, Kristen Shilton and 
Ryan S. Clark to add context to the choices. Stats are 
collected from sites such as Natural Stat Trick, Hockey 
Reference and Evolving Hockey. 

1. Cale Makar, Colorado Avalanche 
195 Points | Age: 24 

Not a bad first three seasons for the Avalanche defenseman: 
Rookie of the Year in 2019-20, followed by a Norris Trophy 

nomination, followed then by a Norris win, the Stanley Cup 
and the Conn Smythe Trophy as playoff MVP. Through 45 
games this season, Makar has 45 points. His combination of 
puck-moving skills, speed and agility is rarely seen in a 
defenseman who can also take care of business in the 
defensive zone. 
"Similar to Connor McDavid, it is the speed he plays at," one 
Western Conference executive said. "Not just skating speed 
but how he moves the puck and how he gets the shot off 
quickly." 
In our most recent monthly NHL Awards Watch, Makar 
ranked third for the Norris. After winning last season and 
being christened as a game-altering talent before his 25th 
birthday, there might be a little "let's slow our roll on Makar" 
thing happening among NHL fans and pundits. 
But the Western Conference executive said that's the wrong 
reaction to a generational talent like Makar. 
"We can have conversations about the over-glorifying of 
players. You saw the comments from star players on his 
team last year when they ended up winning. You saw the 
respect. They realized how fortunate they were in this 
development of that Colorado team to have Makar in that 
organization and be a part of it," the exec said. "When you 
get that compliment from other elite players, it isn't a 
glorification from executives or media. This kid plays the 
game the right way and is a dominant force out there." 

2. Adam Fox, New York Rangers 
140 Points | Age: 24 

Makar was No. 1 on 15 of our 20 ballots. Fox was the only 
other defenseman to receive multiple first-place votes, both 
from active NHL players. 
Fox is third in points by a defenseman over the past three 
seasons (171). He gives the Rangers a strong offensive 
option on the blue line; especially on the power play, in which 
he's tied for the third-most points by a defenseman since 
2020-21. While he's solid in his own zone at 5-on-5, one hole 
in Fox's otherwise complete game might be on the penalty 
kill, in which he ranks last among Rangers defensemen this 
season in expected goals against. 
Another criticism came from an NHL veteran we surveyed 
who wasn't that enamored with Fox's play in the trenches of 
the defensive zone. 
"I wouldn't have Fox at No. 2. He's a fantastic player -- don't 
get me wrong -- but I think he has trouble with physical 
forwards," the veteran said. 

3. Victor Hedman, Tampa Bay Lightning 
124 Points | Age: 32 

Not since the heyday of Hockey Hall of Famer Nicklas 
Lidstrom has an NHL defenseman had the kind of consistent, 
laudatory run that Hedman has produced over the past 
seven seasons. 
He has six straight Norris Trophy nominations, winning the 
award in 2017-18. He captured the Conn Smythe as playoff 
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MVP in the Lightning's 2020 Stanley Cup win. He's a 
foundational player for a team that's crept close to dynasty 
status in the past decade. 
Few players in NHL history have combined his skating 
ability, ice vision and size: 6-foot-7 with a wingspan that 
seems to cover most of the slot area when he's defending. 
While his offensive numbers have fallen off a bit through 50 
games this season (1.8 points per 60 minutes, down from 2.5 
in 2021-22), Hedman remains one of the best two-way 
defenders in the NHL. 
He received one vote -- from a coach -- for the NHL's top 
defenseman. 
One active NHL player said that Hedman should be ranked 
ahead of Fox, praising his vision from the defensive end and 
the way his passes lead to Lightning breakouts. 

4. Roman Josi, Nashville Predators 
109 Points | Age: 32 

Josi is second in points (173) over the past three seasons 
among NHL defensemen, but he leads all defensemen in 
even-strength points (102 in 179 games) during that span. 
He's a player who is seemingly in constant motion when he's 
on the ice, helping to jump-start the Predators' game in all 
three zones during his 25 minutes, 11 seconds of ice time 
per game on average -- an impressive total, given that he's 
not one of the team's primary penalty killers. 
Josi earned his only Norris Trophy win during the truncated 
2019-20 season with 65 points in 69 games. 
The Predators defenseman didn't earn a first- or second-
place vote on our surveys, but he picked up most of his 
support in that third-through-fifth-place range. No one had 
more than his six fourth-place votes, and that's exactly where 
he ended up. 

5. Charlie McAvoy, Boston Bruins 
104 Points | Age: 25 

For years, McAvoy was seen as a very good NHL defender 
whose lack of offensive production -- compared to the points 
his peers were putting up -- held him back from contending 
for the Norris Trophy and being considered among the NHL's 
true elite. 
Getting increased time on David Pastrnak's power play over 
the past two seasons has remedied that, as McAvoy has 37 
points on the man advantage during that span. 
Thanks to the power-play boost, McAvoy has posted his best 
points-per-60 minutes seasons. That includes his 33 points 
in 40 games this season, thanks in part to coach Jim 
Montgomery allowing his defenseman free reign offensively. 
McAvoy remains a strong penalty killer and solid in his own 
zone. 
He's a defenseman who inspires a lot of differing opinions. 
He received one first-place ballot and one second-place 
ballot; he also wasn't included in the top 10 for two of our 
voters -- both of whom are active NHL players. 
"I like McAvoy. I would say he is too high," a Western 
Conference executive said. "I would keep him in the top 10, 
but not at No. 5. He'd be more of a 6 or 7." 
"Charlie McAvoy is an excellent defender, but I'd put him 
lower," an Eastern Conference coach said. 

6. Erik Karlsson, San Jose Sharks 
82 Points | Age: 32 

If Charlie McAvoy at No. 5 is divisive, Erik Karlsson at No. 6 
inspires the kind of fanatical debate usually reserved for 
political forums and discussion of "Star Wars" sequels. 
Karlsson was the leader for the Norris Trophy in our last NHL 
Awards Watch but with just over 50% of the votes putting 
him first. There are people who genuflect to his offensive 
dominance, as Karlsson's 1.33 points per game average this 
season would be the 13th highest in NHL history for a 
defenseman and the best average since Paul Coffey in 
1988-89. 
But there are people who believe he creates that offense to 
the detriment of his defensive game. 
"I would not have Karlsson on that list," a Western 
Conference exec said. "He's elite offensively, but I am not 
sold on him playing in all situations." 
"I might have Karlsson a little higher because he's so good 
when he's dialed in," one NHL veteran said. "He's 
unbelievable on breakouts and has a good stick. Of course, 
he has his defensive lapses, but he's probably cheating a 
little more on offense this season. But he's a good defender." 
That last point was reiterated by an Eastern Conference 
executive: In assessing Karlsson's season, one must also 
consider that the Sharks are a lottery team and that things 
could be different for the Swedish superstar with a change in 
scenery. 
"I saw the other day he has the fourth-most points in the 
league," the exec said. "You have to separate a player from 
the team when you are doing these specific-type rankings." 
Karlsson received a first-place vote -- from a player -- two 
second-place votes and three third-place votes. He was left 
off of six ballots completely -- five from hockey operations 
individuals and one from a current player. 
If there has been one constant in Karlsson's career, it's the 
fervent opinions of both his supporters and his detractors. 
That's held steady during this season, aka The Karlsson-
aissance. 

7. Miro Heiskanen, Dallas Stars 
65 Points | Age: 23 

Heiskanen refuses to be your trivia question answer. Yes, he 
was the defenseman taken one spot ahead of Cale Makar in 
the 2017 NHL draft, and that could end up being his legacy. 
No, he hasn't posted the same otherworldly numbers, or 
secured the same accolades, as his classmate -- Heiskanen 
hasn't finished higher than 12th in the Norris Trophy voting, 
for example. 
But Heiskanen's steady, reliable game continues to improve. 
Under coach Peter DeBoer, whose system promotes offense 
from the back end, Heiskanen has his highest points per 60 
minutes average (1.8) while playing his highest average ice 
time per game (25:25). 
Again, he doesn't have the fan club that Makar has. But 
those who know about Heiskanen? They know. 
"I think the world of him. He's a top-five defenseman in the 
NHL," one Western Conference executive said. "I still think 
the surface is still being scratched offensively. The way he 
defends is almost as good as Victor Hedman. I think people 
who do not see him every night do not appreciate how he 
defends when he plays against Connor McDavid, Leon 
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Draisaitl or Nathan MacKinnon. He can shut them down by 
his defending and his hockey sense." 

8. Rasmus Dahlin, Buffalo Sabres 
47 Points | Age: 22 

Dahlin has finally broken through in his fifth NHL season, 
delivering on the promise that comes with being the first 
overall selection in the 2018 draft. He had 56 points in his 
first 51 games, by far the best scoring pace of his career. 
He's already set new personal bests in even-strength (22) 
and power-play (20) assists, while skating an average of 26 
minutes per game and playing in all situations. 
It's a season that could end with Dahlin winning the Norris 
Trophy, as the Sabres defenseman has been in the top three 
in our NHL Awards Watch for the past few months. While he 
impressed many of our voters -- a coach and a GM both had 
him second on their ballots -- half of the people we surveyed 
didn't include him in their top 10. 
"Dahlin is having a really good season offensively, but I look 
at the whole picture," a veteran NHL player said. "Would I 
want him on the ice when it's 5-on-6? I don't know." 
"I'd have Dahlin a little further down on the list," an Eastern 
Conference executive said. "But if this was based on 
projection, I'd have him higher." 

9. Jaccob Slavin, Carolina Hurricanes 
44 Points | Age: 28 

This ranking began with a question about the value of 
defensemen. Slavin will never be confused with Erik 
Karlsson as a point-generating blueliner. But he's widely 
considered the best "defensive defenseman" in the NHL -- 
and the rock on which the Hurricanes have built their 
successful 5-on-5 system. 
Slavin set a career high with 42 points last season, skating to 
a plus-35 rating. He leads Carolina in short-handed ice time, 
on a unit that has the highest success rate (85.1%) over the 
past four seasons. Best of all, his defensive play has allowed 
the Hurricanes to pair him with a series of offensive-minded 
defensemen who have flourished as his partner: Dougie 
Hamilton, then Tony DeAngelo and now Brent Burns this 
season. 
"Slavin is a minutes muncher who can play in all situations, 
is a great defender, has an elite brain and is a No. 1 pairing 
guy that coaches can use in every game situation," a 
Western Conference executive said. 
"I would think Slavin is a top-five defenseman in the league," 
a coach said. "While he does not have the points another 
player may have, he is a guy who takes care of his zone. 
You also have to remember he plays with Brent Burns. It's 
hard for him to be offensive because he also has to cover." 

10. Dougie Hamilton, New Jersey Devils 
19 Points | Age: 29 

Hamilton squeaked into the top 10 ahead of a slew of 
runners-up while enjoying his best offensive season since 
2019-20. Hamilton is averaging 2.6 points per 60 minutes for 

the Devils, skating 22:18 per game. His puck movement and 
passing ability have helped ignite New Jersey's speed-driven 
offensive attack over the past two seasons. He's also been 
Captain Clutch for the Devils: Six of his 15 goals this season 
have been game winners, including two in overtime. 
A solid case? Sure. But not a convincing one to those who 
prefer other defensemen. 
"I wouldn't have Hamilton in the top 10," a Western 
Conference executive said. 
"I would replace Dougie Hamilton here with Hampus 
Lindholm or Devon Toews," an Eastern Conference coach 
said. 

Honorable mentions 

Lindholm, who is having a breakout offensive season with 
the Boston Bruins, tied Hamilton in points but lost the 
tiebreaker, as the Devils defenseman had the higher 
placement on his best ballot (fifth) than did Lindholm (sixth). 
"I think a player like Lindholm today is even higher than 
Dahlin," an Eastern Conference executive said. 
Toews, whose balance of solid defense and underrated point 
production helped the Colorado Avalanche to the Stanley 
Cup last season, was farther back but had his fans. 
"Toews is the same as Slavin. He gets caught in the 
shadows of Makar a little bit, but he's a great player," a 
Western Conference exec said, making a case for Toews in 
the top 10. "Dougie brings more offensive pop, but I trust 
Toews more as a two-way player." 
Columbus Blue Jackets defenseman Zach Werenski, who 
was injured 13 games into the season, was another runner-
up. 
"That list is so impressive that Zach Werenski isn't even on 
there," another Western Conference executive said. "You are 
seeing what happens in Columbus when he is gone. He 
plays in so many different roles for that team, and they are a 
team that has struggled without him in the lineup." 
The player who received the highest ballot placement 
(fourth) without making the cut? Los Angeles Kings 
defenseman Drew Doughty, who finished three points in 
back of Hamilton. 
"The guy I would have on there is a lot like [Sidney] Crosby 
and [Alex] Ovechkin in that he's an older player who still 
does a lot, but he's not in his prime. That's Drew Doughty," a 
Western Conference exec said. "He eats a lot of minutes, 
runs the penalty kill and their power play. He's won two 
Cups. He may not be at the peak of his game, but he is still a 
top-10 defenseman in the NHL." 
Winnipeg Jets defenseman Josh Morrissey (16 points), 
Vegas Golden Knights defenseman Alex Pietrangelo (14 
points) and Detroit Red Wings defenseman Moritz Seider (10 
points) were also considered by voters. 
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Carolina Hurricanes join NHL in supporting Legacy Project to provide 
opportunities 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

Raleigh-The NHL is joining with the Carolina Hurricanes to provide more 
opportunities for underrepresented communities in Raleigh. 

Three days before the 2023 Stadium Series outdoor game will be played, 
the league and Hurricanes announced they would provide $50,000 to 
support long-term sustainable ball hockey programming as part of the 
NHL’s Legacy Project. 

Don Waddell, president and general manager of the Hurricanes, and Jeff 
Scott, NHL vice president for community development and growth, were 
among those who gathered on the plaza outside PNC Arena and 
adjacent to N.C. State’s Carter-Finley Stadium, where the outdoor game 
will be played Saturday night between the Canes and Washington 
Capitals. 

“We’ve been in this community for 25 years and we’re very proud to be 
not only in this community but to be a big part of this community,” 
Waddell said. “We can’t do this alone. The support that we have 
throughout the Triangle area has been tremendous. Our programs have 
been going on for a long time … and it’s not just the money we care 
about, but how we’re doing it and the people we’re giving it to. 

“We’re very proud to be able to be part of this legacy. Ball hockey is a 
great sport and certainly on the rise. We’re very committed to a lot of 
ideas of building a lot more ball hockey courses. We want to make sure 
it’s available to everyone who so chooses to play it.” 

Scott said 2023 represented the 20th year of the NHL investing in 
communities through the Legacy Project. He noted the league and its 
partners have donated $6 million to communities in North America. 

“And we’re just getting started,” Scott said. “We recognize the power 
hockey has to teach valuable lessons, to build life skills, to build 
communities, to form lasting friendships. But it also speaks to our core 

focus around promoting diversity and inclusion. We know that over the 
years hockey has had a very traditional look and feel and we want to 
make sure our hockey experience is reflective of our communities where 
we live, work and play in. 

“Regardless of you socio-economic status, regardless of your age, 
regardless of your gender, regardless of your ability, regardless of where 
you come from, we want hockey to be an opportunity for you. Our long-
term fan growth starts and continues right here.” 

The Legacy Project is a philanthropic initiative in which the league and its 
clubs support community organizations on the host city of an NHL event. 

Joining in the ceremony Wednesday were members of the Capital City 
Crew, Triangle Special Hockey and Hurricanes Sled Hockey. Later, the 
young players took advantage of a ball hockey layout at the plaza to get 
in a few shots — with Waddell jumping in to show off some of his passing 
skills. 
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NHL hopes Hurricanes outdoor game isn’t (traffic) jam session like past 
stadium concerts 

 

BY LUKE DECOCK 

 

On Feb. 18, the Carolina Hurricanes will host an NHL outdoor hockey 
game for the first time at N.C. State’s Carter-Finley Stadium in Raleigh. 
Whether you’re a hockey fan or not, don’t miss out on the festivities 
surrounding the Carolina Hurricanes outdoor game. 

It has been almost 14 years, but there may still be a few cars left 
abandoned on the side of Wade Avenue by U2 fans who thought they 
could show up at 6:45 p.m. for a 7 p.m. concert at Carter-Finley Stadium. 

The history of traffic snarls for non-football games at the stadium is a 
long one — U2, the Rolling Stones, Beyonce and beyond — which is why 
NHL officials are already urging hockey fans to arrive as early as 
possible for Saturday’s Stadium Series game, even when lots open at 2 
p.m., six hours before puck drop. 
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“We’ve taken a look at those,” said Steve Mayer, the NHL’s chief content 
officer and event producer. “We’ve actually been here for college football 
games. We’ve worked with not only the Carolina Hurricanes but state 
and local authorities. We’ve definitely looked at the traffic situation. I have 
to admit, it’s one of the reasons why I’m saying loud and clear: Come 
early.” 

It’s good advice. The best advice. 

There are many reasons why traffic tends to proceed more smoothly for 
N.C. State football games than other events at the stadium, from 
assigned spots for football pass-holders that spread traffic flows to 
multiple entrances, to hard-earned experience. It’s a big reason tailgating 
is such a big part of Wolfpack culture: Enough fans choose to arrive early 
that the staggered arrival flow spaces out tens of thousands of fans over 
five or six hours. 

But many concert-goers — and, in this case, hockey fans — don’t have 
those generations of local knowledge, and in the past that’s resulted in 
massive clogs of later arrivals, especially with all lots being general 
admission and highway signage directing people toward the stadium 
from I-40 to Wade Avenue to Edwards Mill rather than the back roads 
and alternate routes generations of Wolfpack fans have passed down to 
their children. When U2 played in 2009, I-40 was backed up for six miles. 

That highway history has loomed over this event from the start, to the 
point where the Hurricanes at one time urged the NHL and N.C. State to 
open the lots even two hours earlier, at noon. Quietly, other than warm 
rain, it’s the one thing organizers know can tarnish what has the potential 
to be an amazing night. And while the NHL has the pomp and 
circumstance of these big events down to a science, traffic has gotten out 
of its control before. 

In the 2020 Stadium Series game at the Air Force Academy in Colorado 
Springs, a perfect storm of late arrivals clogging I-25 from Denver, limited 
access to the academy grounds from the interstate, bad weather and 
multiple accidents meant that some fans didn’t get into Falcon Stadium 
until the third period. Air Force football fans have known for decades to 
arrive early to avoid those bottlenecks. Colorado Avalanche fans did not. 

To incentivize early arrivals, the NHL has set up a big fan festival outside 
PNC Arena that starts at 2 p.m. when the lots open. There’s a concert at 
4 p.m. and the teams’ red-carpet arrivals at 5:15 p.m. There are planned, 
although yet to be announced, park-and-ride options from the State Fair 
satellite lots on Reedy Creek and Chapel Hill roads for fans without 
passes for the Carter-Finley lots, and the N.C. State Veterinary School 
parking deck will be open for those willing to walk a mile down Trinity 
Road. 

But there’s only so much anyone can do about putting 57,000 people into 
a stadium complex that has essentially only three entrances in if they all 
show up at once. 

“There’s things to do for those who arrive early and fans here, we know, 
like to tailgate,” Mayer said. “That would be a really smart way to avoid 
what could be tighter traffic to get in. But we have looked at it. We 
definitely do for each and every one of our games, no matter where we 
happen to be playing, but that was a consideration here.” 

So: If there was ever a time to show off how the Triangle can tailgate, 
Saturday is the day. Arrive early. Make a day of it. In 14 years, tell stories 
about how you watched a hockey game in a football stadium that would 
have seemed like an acid trip even five or six years ago, not how you 
listened to the cheers from your car waiting to get in. 

Never miss a Luke DeCock column. Sign up at tinyurl.com/lukeslatest to 
have them delivered directly to your email inbox as soon as they post. 

Luke DeCock’s Latest: Never miss a column on the Canes, ACC or other 
Triangle sports 
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Stu Cowan: Drouin's strong play might help Canadiens on trade front 

 

Stu Cowan  •  Montreal Gazette 

 

Martin St. Louis said he can’t relate to the pressure of a francophone 
Quebecer playing for the Canadiens because he never experienced it. 

Montreal Gazette NewsConnect Powered by Postmedia Network 

St. Louis grew up in Laval and his Hall of Fame playing career included 
stints with the Calgary Flames, Tampa Bay Lightning and New York 
Rangers. 

Since the Montreal Canadiens making the Stanley Cup finals for the first 
time in 28 years, this newsletter is the dedicated Montreal Canadiens 
fan's source for exclusive Habs content, insight and analysis. 

Now, he’s learning about the pressure of being head coach of the 
Canadiens. 

“I know being from here, I think players already have their own 
standards, pressure they put on themselves,” St. Louis said after the 
Canadiens’ 4-0 win over the Chicago Blackhawks Tuesday night at the 
Bell Centre in which Jonathan Drouin picked up three assists. “They want 
to be successful. I think there’s a lot of outside pressure in this market, 
especially for a French guy playing here that could be tough to navigate if 
you really follow it and it’s hard not to because it’s everywhere. So you 
have to try to do the best you can to navigate through that, block the 
noise, and it’s not easy. 

“But Jo is playing some really good hockey,” St. Louis added about 
Drouin. “For the most part this year, I’ve been very happy with his 
engagement and his play. His touches are really, really good.” 

Drouin is still looking for his first goal this season and he hasn’t scored 
since Jan. 1, 2022, during a 5-2 loss to the Panthers in Florida. He has 
played 38 games since then, while missing 42 games because of 
injuries. 

Drouin has recovered and has five assists in the last two games and 12 
assists in his last 12 games. Despite missing 23 games this season, he 
ranks third on the Canadiens in assists with 17, trailing Nick Suzuki (25) 
and Kirby Dach (23). 

Drouin’s recent production is good for him and it could also be good for 
the Canadiens, because GM Kent Hughes will be looking to deal the 27-
year-old forward before the March 3 trade deadline. Drouin is in the final 
season of his six-year, US$33-million contract with a US$5.5-million 
salary-cap hit and is eligible to become an unrestricted free agent this 
summer. 

Six years after being acquired from the Tampa Bay Lightning in 
exchange for defenceman Mikhail Sergachev, Drouin’s time in Montreal 
is coming to an end, either by March 3 or during the off-season. 

“It’s something you can’t control,” Drouin said after Tuesday’s game 
when asked about the trade deadline. “It’s something that happens or it 
doesn’t happen. You just kind of live day-by-day and my one job right 
now is to help the Montreal Canadiens. If something happens by that 
time, it happens and we move on.” 

A lot has happened to Drouin since he joined the Canadiens and most of 
it has been bad. Apart from the injuries — including surgeries on both his 
wrists — Drouin missed the last 12 games of the 2020-21 regular season 
and the Canadiens’ entire run to the Stanley Cup final after leaving the 
team to deal with anxiety and insomnia issues that, at times, would see 
him go three nights in a row without sleep. 
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On the bright side, Drouin became a father for the first time last February 
when his girlfriend, Marie-Laurence, gave birth to a baby boy, who will 
celebrate his first birthday on Friday. 

“It’s harder on my family than me,” Drouin said about his uncertain future. 
“This is new for me. Before, it would have been a little less something to 
think about, but now I have a son and a family. It’s something that’s in the 
back of our minds, for sure. But like I told them, we don’t control that 
stuff. If it happens, it happens. If it doesn’t, it doesn’t.” 

In a perfect world, Drouin said he would love to be part of the Canadiens’ 
future. He feels comfortable with the group of players and loves how St. 
Louis allows them offensive freedom with a system that keeps their feet 
moving and allows forwards to get the puck with speed. 

“Some people might say different, but I’ve loved my time here,” Drouin 
said. “There’s been ups and downs but, wherever you play, you’re going 
to have ups and downs with the city, with the fans, whatever it is. I’ve 
enjoyed my time here, especially this year. You can see a light at the end 
of the tunnel for this team and it’s definitely promising.” 

I asked Drouin if he could go back in time six years, knowing what he 
does now, what advice would he give himself about dealing with the 
pressure of playing in Montreal. 

“I’d put everything aside and just focus on the guys and everyone that’s 
in this room … your friends and family,” he said. “Sometimes it’s bigger 
than it is. It’s a fun market to play in. There’s always stuff going on and 
people are passionate. At the end of the day, you care about the guys in 
the room, how they treat you and how you treat them. That’s the only 
thing I really control.” 
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About Last Night: Are Drouin, Dadonov and Hoffman gaining trade 
value? 

 

Erik Leijon  •  Special to Montreal Gazette 

 

The Montreal Canadiens recorded their first shutout of the season with a 
4-0 win over the Chicago Blackhawks on Tuesday night at the Bell 
Centre. 

Montreal Gazette NewsConnect Powered by Postmedia Network 

Jake Allen wasn’t busy, but made 22 saves in the victory. Jonathan 
Drouin continued his hot streak with three assists. 

Much has been said and written about the moribund veterans struggling 
to score, but they’ve been playing inspired hockey of late. Drouin now 
has 11 points, all assists, in his last 10 games since the new year. Mike 
Hoffman has nine points in his last 10 games, while Evgenii Dadonov has 
four points in his last three games. Could a bargain hunting general 
manager come calling between now and the trade deadline on March 3? 

On Tuesday, the Habs paid tribute to two former members: Hawks coach 
Luke Richardson (formerly an assistant in Montreal) and believe it or not, 
Max Domi. He surprisingly hasn’t played here to a crowd since 2020. 

Bruising defenceman Arber Xhekaj is out indefinitely following an injury 
sustained in a fight, but the Habs didn’t shy away from the rough stuff 
without their heavyweight. Josh Anderson came to the defence of captain 
Nick Suzuki following a hit by Connor Murphy, and took an instigator call 
in the process as he pummelled the Hawk blue-liner. 

There was one goal in the first. Justin Barron’s point shot snuck by 
screen Jesse Ylonen and goalie Jaxson Stauber for the 1-0 Montreal 
lead. 

No goals in the second period, but the Hawks found themselves with a 
shortened bench after former Hab Jarred Tinordi exited the game and 
Jason Dickinson left after blocking a Hoffman shot on the hand. 

Drouin continued to look like the second coming of Adam Oates in the 
third period. He set up a streaking Joel Armia in front, who cashed in to 
give Montreal a 2-0 advantage. 

Then the Habs scored twice in 52 seconds to ice the contest. David 
Savard did his once-a-fortnight dangle to extend Montreal’s lead to 3-0. 

Then Christian Dvorak got in on the action after ending a scoring drought 
the last game. He scored off a pass by Armia to make it 4-0. 

One more fight in the closing minute, this time Reese Johnson settling a 
score with Michael Pezzetta, who had nailed Domi earlier with a hit. 

More than the wins against the Isles and Oilers, draft lottery watchers 
circled this one as one to lose for the Habs, but the truth is the Hawks are 
simply on another level of bad compared to the Canadiens. Goal 
differential tells the tale: the Canadiens are playing below their record 
with the fourth worst goal differential in the league at -46. Chicago is next 
at -65. Anaheim is a special kind of awful at -88. 
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Anyone whose dad laced up their skates feels Alex Ovechkin’s loss 

 

by Barry Svrluga 

 

When Alex Ovechkin stood before his Washington Capitals teammates 
Tuesday and told them he was leaving, that his father was in Moscow 
and probably would die soon, T.J. Oshie felt it because he had already 
lived it. 

“It was hard for me to sit there and not just go up there and give him a big 
hug,” Oshie said Wednesday, the day Ovechkin announced that his 
father Mikhail had passed away. “I think everyone goes through it 
different. But I have an idea of the emotions that he was feeling when he 
was speaking to us, the emotions that he was inevitably going to go 
through and what he’s going through now. It’s hard.” 

Bonds with fathers are both universal and unique. Darn it if hockey dads 
don’t have an extra layer. Almost by definition, hockey requires parental 
help. There’s no rolling out a basketball and saying, “Go shoot.” There’s 
travel. There’s equipment. A 6-year-old can’t get started on his own. The 
hours invested quickly add up to months before they become years. 

“They got to lace up your skates,” Oshie said. “They’ve got to put on your 
gear for you. There’s just so much time that those earliest memories that 
you have playing — your dad is there. He’s always there.” 

Tom Wilson grew up in Toronto, where his father, Keven, helped build a 
rink in the backyard. It wasn’t meant to provide a path to the NHL. But 
would Wilson be in his 10th year in the league had his father not put in 
the time and effort? 

“I don’t want to talk about it, because I’ll get pretty emotional,” Wilson 
said. “Everybody knows if they’re lucky enough to have a dad that’s there 
for them growing up, it’s a bond through hockey and family that you can’t 
really describe.” 

Alex Ovechkin announces death of his father, Mikhail 

Mikhail Ovechkin used to be a fixture at the Capitals’ Arlington training 
complex, helping himself to coffee, even wandering through the dressing 
room in the early years. He knew hardly any English. He communicated 
anyway. His facial expressions would go from resting dour to absolutely 
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delighted when he encountered one of his son’s teammates. His ruddy 
face could reveal a broad and genuine smile. 

“We both didn’t speak English in the beginning,” said veteran Nicklas 
Backstrom, a Swede, “but we could understand each other with our 
hands.” 

By early 2014, Ovechkin was deep into his ninth season in the NHL, his 
ninth season in the United States. His parents spent much of the season 
in Washington with him. An annual highlight for Mikhail — a highlight for 
all Capitals fathers — was the yearly dads’ trip, a multi-city road swing in 
which the fathers tagged along to take in games and beers, not 
necessarily in that order. 

That year, I went along to write about the experience, about the bonds 
not just between the fathers and their sons but the fathers and each 
other. Alex Ovechkin is and always will be the center of the Capitals’ 
solar system. In some ways, Mikhail Ovechkin played the same role with 
the fathers. 

That year, the Caps entered the dads’ trip on a six-game losing streak. At 
the end of the first period of the first game at New Jersey, they trailed 1-
0. And here came Mikhail Ovechkin, ready to change fortune. He 
grabbed a bottle of vodka. He lined up a row of glasses. And the dads 
knocked them back. 

After a comeback fell short, the Capitals gathered for their chartered flight 
to Montreal. Dave Green, the bearish father of then-Caps defenseman 
Mike, sought out Mikhail. Neither spoke the other’s language. 

“Parents is parents. They say, ‘How’s Sasha?’” Alex Ovechkin told me 
later, referring to his own nickname. “ ‘Good. Mike?’ ‘Good. Let’s go 
smoke.’” 

So Dave Green and Mikhail Ovechkin burned cigarettes on the tarmac. A 
universal language, sharing a moment and an experience with their sons. 
They had, without having to say it, so much in common. 

“I just remember hours and hours of playing on the outdoor rink in the 
freezing cold,” Oshie said. “You’re playing. Face is numb. Toes are 
numb. Can’t feel anything. You go inside for a hot chocolate, and you go 
right back out. A lot of that was with my dad.” 

So when the Capitals finally won the Stanley Cup in 2018, Oshie wanted 
to share it with his father, Tim, who was by that point deep in a battle with 
Alzheimer’s disease. 

“I don’t know how many times we won the Stanley Cup together, me and 
my dad,” Oshie said, “whether it was before I could even skate playing 
knee hockey in the living room or when I got old enough to roller blade 
and do it in the backyard. . . . The feeling that we did it for real, it wasn’t a 
dream anymore, to share that with him probably one of the most 
meaningful, bonded embraces that we’ve ever had.” 

What’s ahead for Ovechkin is a world with which he is unfamiliar, one 
without his father in it. He will miss games Thursday and Saturday — and 
here’s betting he doesn’t play Tuesday, either. But at some point there 
will be hockey again. 

“That was the way of me coping with my dad’s passing,” Oshie said. 
“Play hockey.” 

Oshie’s father, known even by his son as “Coach,” died in May 2021, 
near the end of the Capitals’ season. Oshie missed one game but raced 
back to New York to face the Rangers. 

“In some weird way, I think he wouldn’t have wanted it to be his fault that 
I missed another game,” Oshie said. “Who knows? But I think I know him 
better than most, and that’s how I handled it.” 

That he completed a hat trick with an empty-net goal that finished off the 
Rangers meant the tears would flow. It would be peak Ovechkin to return 
to the lineup with a similar performance. The bond was evident, and his 
teammates knew it because so many of them have lived it with their own 
hockey dads. 

Mikhail “was his guy,” Wilson said. 

They all have their guys. 
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Alex Ovechkin announces death of his father, Mikhail 

 

By Roman Stubbs 

 

The Washington Capitals arrived at their practice facility Wednesday 
morning and found it difficult to focus on hockey. This building harbored 
countless memories of Alex Ovechkin’s father, Mikhail, who had been a 
presence here for years as his son developed into one of the world’s best 
players, often standing behind the glass or rolling through the locker 
room wearing an infectious smile. 

Some of the Capitals’ veterans reflected on those stories from their 
locker stalls after being informed that Mikhail died Wednesday. He was 
71. 

Ovechkin texted his teammates the news of his father’s death and 
departed for Russia to be with his family Wednesday morning, Capitals 
Coach Peter Laviolette said. 

“Today I lost my father,” Ovechkin wrote on Instagram, according to a 
translation of the social media post. “I thank everyone for their support, 
but I ask you to be understanding and not disturb my family at such a 
difficult time for us! Thank you.” 

View this post on Instagram 

A post shared by Alexander Ovechkin (@aleksandrovechkinofficial) 

Ovechkin left the team to attend to his family earlier this week, sitting out 
Tuesday’s loss to the Carolina Hurricanes. The Capitals captain is 
expected to miss at least the rest of this week — “He has our full 
support,” Laviolette said — and while the hockey implications of his 
absence present numerous challenges, players and coaches were simply 
focused on the loss of a fixture in the organization Wednesday. 

Mikhail served as a major influence in his son’s career, helping guide him 
from his early days as a phenom with Dynamo Moscow through many of 
the milestones of his 18-year NHL career. 

“He would never miss my practices,” Ovechkin told The Washington Post 
last year. “When I was growing up … parents always telling me: ‘You 
have to stay who you are. You can’t change — doesn’t matter how much 
money you have.’ ” 

Mikhail had recovered from heart surgery in Russia in 2014 while 
Ovechkin competed at the Winter Olympics in Sochi. Although Mikhail’s 
declining health in recent years kept him and his wife, Tatyana, from 
traveling to the United States from Russia, they were known to stream all 
Capitals games from their home in Moscow, which over the years housed 
a shrine of memorabilia celebrating their son’s accomplishments. 

Mikhail was unable to watch the Capitals win the Stanley Cup in person 
in 2018, but his son brought the trophy home to Russia to share it with 
his parents. Ovechkin honored his father in other ways: Mikhail had 
played professional soccer for FC Dynamo Moscow, which led his son to 
sign a one-match deal with the club last year and wear his father’s No. 3 
jersey. 

“There was a bond, and that’s kind of a very unique thing,” said Capitals 
winger Tom Wilson, who called Ovechkin “a bigger-than-life kind of a 
guy.” 

“And his dad I think is that way, too,” he said. 
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No current Capitals player had been around Mikhail as much as 35-year-
old Nicklas Backstrom, who upon joining the Capitals in 2007 grew close 
with the Ovechkin family. Both Backstrom, a native of Sweden, and 
Mikhail did not speak English at the time, but they would communicate 
with their hands. Backstrom spent hours away from the ice with the 
Ovechkin family, often joining Alex and Mikhail at basketball games, and 
when they were at the rink, Mikhail provided a lift. 

“The one thing I will always remember is he was always happy,” 
Backstrom said. “He was always in the locker room. He was hanging out 
with the guys. He loved that, I think. That’s what he loved, so to get hit by 
this sad news is obviously really tough. I feel for the whole family. I can’t 
imagine what they’re going through.” 

Most of the Capitals took part in the team’s optional skate Wednesday 
morning. The locker room was quiet as players came off the ice. 
Ovechkin’s locker sat empty. 

“We wish we were all with him right now. . . . We’re really sad,” forward 
Garnet Hathaway said. 

Laviolette had hockey questions to consider, including what lineup 
changes he would need to make amid Ovechkin’s absence. He texted his 
captain Wednesday to provide support. 

“I’ve heard some stories, how he loved being in the practice facility, loved 
being with the team and the players. It’s always a special relationship 
with your dad. Often times it’s your dad that gets you into the sport,” 
Laviolette said. “It’s a sad day.” 
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Mikhail Ovechkin, father of Caps' Alex Ovechkin, dies at 71 

 

BY MATT WEYRICH 

 

ARLINGTON, Va. — Alex Ovechkin’s father, Mikhail, died Wednesday at 
71 years old, the Capitals forward announced in an Instagram post. 
Ovechkin took a leave of absence Tuesday to be with his family. 

“Today I lost my father,” Ovechkin wrote in Russian. “I thank everyone for 
the support but please be understanding and do not disturb my family in 
this difficult time for us! Thank you.” 

Ovechkin’s father lived in the family’s home country and had not traveled 
to the U.S. for several years due to his health. He did, however, meet 
many of his son’s Capitals teammates including center Nicklas 
Backstrom, who has played with Ovechkin since 2007. 

“It’s very tough, obviously, because he’s been around a lot…and I’ve 
been hanging out with Alex since I got here,” Backstrom said at practice 
Wednesday. “He was here, we were hanging out a lot with his dad. We 
always brought him around to basketball games, stuff like that. I can’t 
believe it. It’s just so sad and I feel for the whole Ovechkin family and 
yeah it’s a tough day.” 

The Capitals made practice optional for players Wednesday and 
released a statement sharing their support for their captain and his 
family. 

pic.twitter.com/fy0UMCGOc8— Washington Capitals (@Capitals) 
February 15, 2023 

“The Washington Capitals organization is saddened to hear of the 
passing of our captain Alex Ovechkin’s father, Mr. Mikhail Ovechkin. Mr. 
Ovechkin was a true gentleman and was such a significant and 
consistent presence at Capitals games and practices. With a constant 
smile on his face, he loved interacting with our fans and expressing his 

gratitude for their support of his son, of whom he was incredibly proud. 
Our organization’s thoughts are with the Ovechkin family at this difficult 
time.” 
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Capitals remember bond Alex Ovechkin had with his father: ‘He was his 
guy’ 

 

By Tarik El-Bashir 

 

ARLINGTON, Va. — Alex Ovechkin’s father, Mikhail Ovechkin, died in 
Moscow on Wednesday morning, the Capitals captain announced on 
Instagram. He was 71. 

“Today I lost my father,” Ovechkin wrote. “I thank everyone for the 
support but please be understanding and do not disturb my family in this 
difficult time for us. Thank you.” 

Ovechkin left the team on Tuesday and departed for Russia on 
Wednesday, coach Peter Laviolette said after practice at MedStar 
Capitals Iceplex.  

“It’s really sad,” Laviolette said. “We feel for him and pray for him and his 
family. It’s a tough thing.” 

pic.twitter.com/fy0UMCGOc8 

— Washington Capitals (@Capitals) February 15, 2023 

The team will give Ovechkin as much time to grieve as he needs, 
Laviolette said.  

In the meantime, Laviolette added that the players feel a “responsibility” 
to step up in Ovechkin’s absence.  

“They realize Alex isn’t here and what he’s done for the organization for 
so many years,” he said. “We’ve got a responsibility to make sure that 
we’re pushing through and doing the right things and winning games in 
his absence.” 

It was a somber day at the team’s headquarters, where Mikhail Ovechkin 
had been a fixture early in his son’s career. It was not uncommon to see 
elder Ovechkin seated in the stands, watching practice or posing for a 
picture with fans. Afterward, he’d sometimes pop into the locker room for 
a quick visit with his son. 

Mikhail Ovechkin, who was a professional soccer player before an injury 
ended his career prematurely, played a huge role in igniting Alex’s love of 
sport — and, in particular, hockey — as a boy. And the bond they shared 
was apparent whenever the two were together. 

“They were so tight,” longtime alternate captain Nicklas Backstrom said. 
“Alex was always hanging with his dad. He brought him around to 
basketball games. I can’t believe it. It’s just so sad and I feel for the 
whole Ovechkin family. It’s a tough day.” 

Backstrom added: “The one thing I will remember is he was always 
happy. He would always smile. We both didn’t speak English in the 
beginning, but we could understand each other with our hands.” 

Tom Wilson had similar recollections of the Ovechkins’ relationship. 

“Everybody knows — if they’re lucky enough to have a dad that’s there 
for them growing up — there’s a bond through hockey … that you can’t 
really describe,” Wilson said. “‘O’ was always a bigger-than-life kind of a 
guy and his dad was that way, too.” 
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“Mom was a huge part of it but Ovi’s dad was there for him — he was his 
guy,” Wilson added. “It’s a bond, and you never want to see (someone) 
go through what he’s going through right now. But we’re there for him.” 

After having heart surgery in 2014, Mikhail Ovechkin’s visits to 
Washington became fewer and farther between. His final trip to North 
America came in 2017 when he traveled to Los Angeles for the All-Star 
Game and the league’s unveiling of its 100 Greatest Players in 2017, of 
which Alex was a part.  

With his health in decline, Mikhail Ovechkin was unable to join 
Ovechkin’s mother, Tatyana, for the Caps’ run to the Stanley Cup in 
2018. He was, however, present when Alex brought the Cup to Russia 
that summer, standing alongside his son as he hoisted the Cup at his 
childhood rink. 

A timetable for Ovechkin’s return to the team has not been established 
but he’s expected to be unavailable for at least the remainder of the 
week, meaning he’ll miss Thursday’s game against Florida and 
Saturday’s Stadium Series game in Raleigh, N.C.  

“He’s got our full support,” Laviolette said. 
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Offense from defense: Jordan Kyrou's play away from the puck pays 
dividends for Blues recently 

 

Matthew DeFranks  

 

When Jordan Kyrou returned to the Blues bench 35 seconds into the 
second period of Tuesday’s win over the Panthers, he heard words of 
encouragement from his teammates and coaches. 

“Hell of a play defensively, that goal is created from that defensive play,” 
Kyrou said he was told. “Offense comes from defense some times.” 

Kyrou had just set up Brayden Schenn’s second goal of the night by 
breaking up a pass in the St. Louis slot, sending himself and Schenn 
racing on an odd-man rush the other way. The threat of Kyrou drew 
Aaron Ekblad, and Schenn beat Spencer Knight cleanly. 

Kyrou later scored a goal of his own — his 24th of the season — but the 
play to set up Schenn may be more telling for how Kyrou has progressed 
this season. 

“I was just coming back, just take a quick glance and see where our guys 
are at, see where their guys are at, see who’s marking up on who,” Kyrou 
said. “I see the fourth guy coming in late, so I kind of just jumped on him, 
anticipated quickly and got a good stick there.” 

Blues coach Craig Berube: “He did a great job having a good stick like 
I’m talking about. Coming back in the zone and broke a play up, ended 
up a 2-on-1 and Schenn scored.” 

It was the second time since the Blues returned from the break that 
Kyrou has set up a Blues goal with a defensive play, something that has 
often been a criticized part of his overall game. During the win over 
Arizona on Saturday night, Kyrou pickpocketed J.J. Moser, disrupting a 
Coyotes exit from their zone and setting up Robert Thomas for an open 
shot in the slot. 

“I think even at the start of the season, he was doing the right things, or 
trying to do the right things,” Berube said. “Again, he’s just got to keep 
working at it. You can’t go in and out. It’s got to be constant every game 
that that’s a big part of the game. That’s got to be a big part of his game 
is his play away from the puck.” 

Kyrou has been a big part of the Blues’ hot return from the break, and his 
four points are tied for the team lead with Schenn and Pavel Buchnevich. 
He’ll be a big part of the next chapter of Blues hockey, as well, when his 
eight-year contract extension (worth $8.25 million annually) kicks in next 
season. 

St. Louis Blues take on the Buffalo Sabres 

St. Louis Blues forward Jordan Kyrou (25) celebrates his third-period 
goal against the Buffalo Sabres on Tuesday, Jan. 24, 2023, at Enterprise 
Center.  

Laurie Skrivan, Post-Dispatch 

Kyrou’s deficiencies away from the puck have been known for most of his 
career. An electric skater and goal-scorer, his checking was subpar. The 
flashes of brilliance on the rush were dotted with defensive mistakes and 
missed assignments. 

It’s not like Kyrou will become a Selke Trophy contender all of a sudden, 
but improvement on that side of the puck is noteworthy for a player 
already so gifted offensively. 

“I’m always trying to improve and I’m all ears on my game, but I think 
that’s one part that I’m really kind of dialing in and I think I’ve been 
working on it all year,” Kyrou said. 

Advanced metrics paint a clouded picture for Kyrou’s defensive game 
this season. When he is on the ice at 5 on 5, the Blues allow basically the 
same amount of shot attempts as when Kyrou is off the ice, according to 
Natural Stat Trick. They allow one more shot on goal per 60 minutes 
when he’s on the ice, and 0.23 more expected goals per 60 minutes. 

Essentially, Kyrou has been a below-average defender, but is far from an 
outlier on this current Blues team. 

“It’s good to watch yourself and watch certain situations and you’re like 
‘OK, I could have done that better. I could have been in a better position 
there,’” Kyrou said. “Obviously, in-game, it’s about doing it, so you’ve got 
to actually think about doing that stuff.” 

Of course, the Blues will live with a certain amount of defensive 
promiscuity as long as Kyrou produces offensively — which he has this 
season. He has 24 goals in 50 games this season, which would put him 
just shy of a 40-goal pace across an 82-game season. 

He attempts the most shots on the team, gets the most shots on goal, 
creates the most scoring chances and does it against other team’s top 
defensive units. That part of the game comes naturally. Defense? That’s 
taken some time. 

“It’s learning,” Berube said. “I think in junior hockey, probably didn’t have 
to do it as much. He was a top scorer and it’s just different. It’s habits 
more than anything. It’s doing it all the time, and doing it in practice, so it 
becomes habit.” 

Kyrou: “In game, you just try to focus on it a lot more, right?” 

The Blues would welcome this version of Kyrou for longer periods of the 
season, and Kyrou said that making plays on the defensive side of the 
puck can translate to better offensive performance for himself personally. 

“The better defensive plays you make, all the guys on the bench are fired 
up, the coaches are tapping me on the back,” Kyrou said. “Definitely 
always gives you confidence.” 

Blues coach Craig Berube says 'contributions from a lot of the guys' lead 
to win over Panthers. Video courtesy of St. Louis Blues 
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Blues notebook: Brandon Saad ruled out vs. New Jersey, but Torey Krug 
remains a lineup possibility 
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Matthew DeFranks  

 

The Blues will be without forward Brandon Saad and could be missing 
defenseman Torey Krug for their game on Thursday night against New 
Jersey. 

Saad (upper-body injury) and Krug (lower body) each left Tuesday’s win 
over Florida with injuries, and did not participate in the team’s optional 
practice on Wednesday morning. Blues coach Craig Berube labeled each 
player as day-to-day, but said Krug “maybe” was a possibility to play 
against the Devils, while Saad would miss the game. 

Krug missed a month after Christmas due to a lower-body injury. Saad 
missed six games in the season’s first month due to an upper-body 
injury. 

The Blues returned from the break nearly completely healthy, as they 
welcomed back Ryan O’Reilly, Pavel Buchnevich and Robert Thomas 
from absences. But they only played two games before the injury bug bit 
again. 

With Saad out, either Josh Leivo or Logan Brown figure to enter the 
lineup. 

Leivo last played on Jan. 30 against Winnipeg and he has 13 points in 39 
games this season. Brown has been limited to 13 games this season 
because of injuries, and has also been a healthy scratch in both games 
since the break. 

If Krug misses time, Robert Bortuzzo will enter the lineup. Bortuzzo has 
been scratched in favor of Tyler Tucker and Calle Rosen in recent 
games. 

Changing it up 

Entering the All-Star break, Berube knew he wanted to change the way 
the Blues forechecked. A pair of practices after the break allowed him the 
time to implement those changes, and it’s helped factor into a pair of 
wins against Arizona and Florida. 

“It’s just more aggressive with a five-man unit, basically,” Berube said. 
“Your D are really involved. They’ve got to get up the ice and be on their 
toes with pucks down the walls. Our forwards got to skate, they’ve really 
got to get on people.” 

Berube said after Tuesday’s 6-2 win over the Panthers that the forecheck 
was a big reason why the Blues were able to control the game and 
generate offensive zone time. On Wednesday, on the board in the Blues 
dressing room at Enterprise Center, analytics showed that the team was 
more successful in recovering pucks and possessing it in the offensive 
zone. 

“It’s gotten us skating more and more direct and being more aggressive,” 
Berube said. “The result, you may not keep the puck in the offensive 
zone every time, but what it does is it nullifies the team from breaking out 
with clean breakouts and things like that.” 

Before the break, the Blues were the third-worst team in the league at 
producing shot attempts at five-on-five and were below average in both 
shots on goal (sixth-worst) and expected goals (seventh-worst), 
according to Natural Stat Trick. 

“I’ve used this forecheck before and it’s a good forecheck,” Berube said. 
“Right now, it’s been effective. Got to keep working on it and practicing it 
when we get the practice time, too.” 

More Rosen 

Blues defenseman Calle Rosen played a season-high 21:52 and 
attempted a career-high seven shots on Tuesday night against Florida. 
Rosen’s role has grown in the last week following the departure of Niko 

Mikkola to New York, and increased more Tuesday thanks to the injury to 
Krug. 

Rosen also played 1:58 on the penalty kill against the Panthers. 

“He’s earned (shorthanded time),” Berube said. “He’s played really well 
for us. Now that Mikks has moved along, we’re going to need Tuck and 
Rosen to step up in those areas and do the job for us.” 

Rosen could also be in line for some power play time should Krug miss 
Thursday’s game. When Jordan Kyrou was injured at the end of the 
Arizona game, Rosen stepped onto the second PP unit late in the third 
period. 

Notes 

• The Blues will host Cardinal Ritter College Prep night on Thursday 
against the Devils to raise money for the school’s scholarship fund. Blues 
players have been invited to use maroon stick tape during warmup and to 
wear Cardinal Ritter shirts during their off-ice warmup routine. 

• Only six Blues were on the ice for optional practice Tuesday: Leivo, 
Brown, Tucker, Bortuzzo, Marco Scandella and Thomas Greiss. 
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Ivan Barbashev, Ryan O’Reilly put on a show for NHL scouts: Net Front 
Presence 

 

Jim Thomas, Matthew DeFranks, Jeff Gordon  

 

Post-Dispatch Blues beat reporters Jim Thomas and Matthew DeFranks 
joined columnist Jeff Gordon to discuss a variety of topics, including the 
strong play of Ivan Barbashev and Ryan O’Reilly ahead of the trade 
deadline. 
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Blues ‘keep our heads down, our mouths shut’ as they win consecutive 
games after All-Star break 

 

Matthew DeFranks  

 

The schedule and the standings are difficult to ignore — the dwindling 
number of games before the trade deadline, the increasing improbability 
of a Blues postseason berth. 

But the Blues will try their best to close their eyes to their status in the 
West, and Tuesday’s 6-2 win over the Panthers was their latest chance 
to give it a shot. 

“Just kind of playing for one another right now and playing hard,” Blues 
forward Brayden Schenn said. “Just worrying about one game at a time. 
That’s really all you can focus on. I know it’s a cliché answer, but that’s 
the reality and that’s the position we’re in and we go game by game now. 
And try to grab two points each night.” 

Schenn scored twice for the Blues, Ivan Barbashev notched a three-point 
night and Jordan Binnington made 34 saves as St. Louis climbed back to 
.500 with the win over Florida. The Blues are now 25-25-3 overall, a mark 
that includes a 12-12-2 record at home and a 13-13-1 record on the road. 
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The win does little to change the overall outlook of the Blues’ season — a 
five-game losing streak heading into the All-Star break all but sealed their 
fate as a lottery team — but it underscores the challenge players face. As 
reporters, fans and 15 scouts in attendance at Enterprise Center focus 
on the possible trades the Blues can make in the next 17 days, the 
players simply have to play. 

“Focus on ourselves and try and put ourselves in the best position we 
can to succeed,” Binnington said. “It’s simple. It’s good. It’s been a fun 
week or so since we’ve been back, nice little reset there and we got our 
captain back, which is nice to have in the room. It’s that simple, just take 
care of what we can control.” 

Eight games now separate the Blues from the trade deadline, and a 
possible exodus that potentially nets the franchise more first-round picks 
in addition to its own and one acquired from the Rangers in exchange for 
Vladimir Tarasenko. 

Barbashev is an attractive asset for contending teams as a pending free 
agent on a cheap contract with a versatile skill set. All he did Tuesday 
was post a season-high three points with assists on goals by Nick Leddy 
and Ryan O’Reilly. He also scored an empty-net goal with 2:48 remaining 
in the third period. 

When Blues coach Craig Berube was asked about Barbashev’s mindset 
surrounding the trade deadline, he said “I think Barby’s thinking about 
being here and just doing the job here.” 

“I know that for a fact,” Berube said. “He’s not thinking about trades or 
anything like that. He’s been here a long time, he likes it here, he likes 
his teammates. For me, Barby does what he normally does. Other than 
last year, that was a huge year offensively for him, but again this year, 
he’s on pace for a normal type of year offensively that he gives us. And 
then you get the other stuff, the physical play and stuff like that that he’s 
capable of bringing. 

“I think his mind’s in a good spot. I don’t think he’s focused on a trade or 
worried about a trade. I think he’s focused on playing hockey for the 
Blues.” 

And captain O’Reilly? 

“Same boat,” Berube said. 

O’Reilly has returned to form since coming back from a broken foot that 
kept him out almost six weeks. He scored the overtime winner during 
Saturday’s victory over Arizona. On Tuesday against the Panthers, he 
scored a key third-period goal to quell a Florida push. 

O’Reilly now has 12 goals this season, and played 18:16 on Tuesday 
night, the second-most among Blues forwards. He remains perhaps the 
most sought-after center on the trade block. 

The noise surrounding trades will only intensify before the March 3 
deadline, but on Tuesday night, the Blues quieted it with their forecheck. 

The Blues controlled the first two periods against the Panthers — who 
entered the game leading the league with 36 shots on goal per game — 
by accumulating offensive zone time, and limiting Florida’s chances in 
the St. Louis zone. They were connected. They were aggressive. 

In the first two periods, the Panthers managed 18 shots and only 14 at 5 
on 5. 

“Changed some things up and forechecking a little bit harder in different 
ways and stuff like that,” Schenn said. “Which is hopefully limiting 
defensive zone time for us. And just kind of being more aggressive on 
our toes. Obviously in the third they had their chances they had their 
looks and shots. And Binner made saves for us. Through six periods of 
hockey after changing some things we feel better about our game.” 

Berube: “That aggressive forecheck, our D are doing a good job keeping 
pucks alive down walls and the forwards are backing them up, so that’s 
key. We’ve got to keep doing that. For me, we controlled the game with 
our forecheck and our offensive zone play.” 

As the Blues season drifted out of control, a lack of offensive zone time 
was an obvious culprit. They didn’t control games for long enough 
periods of time, magnifying a mistake here and there and costing them 
wins. That didn’t happen on Tuesday night. 

Schenn’s first goal came after a Florida delay of game penalty caused by 
pressure. Jordan Kyrou and Nick Leddy created offense from their own 
zone. And Binnington held strong in the third period when Florida made 
its push with 18 shots in the final frame. 

“We’ve kind of set the tone, just saying we’re going to keep our heads 
down, our mouths shut and just buy in to the system and do our best to 
win each game,” Binnington said. “One at a time, it’s that simple. We like 
how we came out tonight and played all the way through the game 
really.” 

Sports columnists Ben Frederickson and Jeff Gordon get real about the 
return of the Blues from the All-Star break. Who can help themselves 
with other teams after a trade? Who can help themselves with this team 
before the season ends? And, how does GM Doug Armstrong break up 
an underperforming defense? 
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Stanley Cup contender checklist: How does each team in the playoff mix 
measure up? 

 

Shayna Goldman 

 

There’s no single way to win a Stanley Cup. Every championship team 
tends to have unique qualities that make their run special. Teams may 
vary in their exact roster construction, their path to victory, and their 
playing styles. The common thread, generally, is that they’re filled with 
some great talents — especially in certain positions. 

Based on a decade of championships, The Athletic’s Dom Luszczyszyn 
found 10 common elements most winners tend to have. 

Elite first-line center that’s among the very best players in the world. 

Elite first-line winger to support the elite center. 

Two other top-line wingers on each of the top two lines. 

Top-line center to play behind the elite center. 

Two more top-six forwards for depth in the middle six. 

Elite No. 1 defenseman. 

A second No. 1 defenseman to play behind him. 

A top-pairing defenseman to help anchor a strong second pair with the 
No. 2. 

Another top-pairing caliber defender to crush soft minutes on the third 
pair. 

A top-10 caliber starting goaltender. 

Just as when cooking, it’s ideal to have every ingredient. But sometimes, 
substitutes can be made to account for missing qualities. Or, a meal can 
still be cooked without every single ingredient — the final product just 
might not be as good as it could be. 

With the deadline approaching, it’s time to check around the teams in the 
playoff mix and see who has every ingredient, who needs to go food 
shopping, or who needs more help than they can gather just yet. 
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The Cup Checklist, which has since been updated to include the values 
of each champion from the 2009-10 Blackhawks to the reigning 
Avalanche, will be our guide for that. Every position has a range of 
values to strive for, with the average of all champions as a starting point 
that extends one standard deviation in each direction. For every team, 
there’s an actual value, based solely on this season, and a projected 
value that features three years’ worth of data, weighed for recency and 
adjusted for age. 

Cup Checklist Legend 

Red X: Falls below the range entirely 

Grey checkmark: Passable, but below the average champion 

Black checkmark: Above average relative to the average Cup-winner 

Gold checkmark: Exceeds the range entirely 

A five-star meal 

Boston Bruins 

Few teams stack up to the mighty Bruins, who were crushing this season 
before some of their best even debuted for the year. It’s no surprise, after 
the incredible season they’ve had so far, that they lead the way here. 

Every single player falls within or above the ideal range for a 
championship team, and most players have exceeded expectations in 
Boston. A combination of strong individual performances and some 
tweaks from the new-look coaching staff have made a difference. Elite 
talents, like David Pastrnak, have somehow kicked it up a notch and 
Patrice Bergeron’s still a contender-level 1C (and Selke-caliber skater), 
despite his age. This team doesn’t need to do much at the deadline, but 
that won’t stop management from assessing their options to even further 
solidify their chances while this core is together. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

Stop me if you’ve heard this before, but the Maple Leafs have the 
makings of a contender. It comes at a high cost, as their five core players 
are worth a collective cap hit of $48 million, which is about 58 percent of 
the cap space. And considering their caliber of play, they’re worth all of 
that and more. 

Given how the Maple Leafs have fallen short with this core before, and 
the pressure is on for them to finally move past the first round and deep 
into the playoffs, management likely sprinkles in something extra to 
better their chances. The tricky part, of course, is maneuvering around 
their cap situation without moving too many assets. Ilya Samsonov’s 
performance means goaltending isn’t the priority, and the core strength 
means they don’t need the biggest fish on the market, either. But this 
team probably needs something to solidify their contender status. 

New Jersey Devils 

The Devils’ playoff window is just opening, and their 10 elements are a 
positive sign of what’s to come. Jack Hughes is having an MVP-caliber 
season and Dougie Hamilton’s had a bounce-back year. Vitek Vanecek 
isn’t exactly an elite goalie, but he’s within the range a playoff team 
should want and their strength in front of the net helps balance that out. 
New Jersey, however, still seems intent on adding at the deadline — 
whether they manage to find that big piece that knocks everyone else 
down the depth chart or simply bolster their depth is the question. Either 
way, this team is in a strong position to contend this spring regardless of 
how they proceed. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

After a slow start, and navigating how to move on without a few key 
subtractions in the offseason, the Lightning are back. This is a playoff-
caliber team, with strong pieces throughout the lineup. The actual 
positional composition reflected on this list may shift, depending on 
where Steven Stamkos and Anthony Cirelli slot down the stretch; that 
versatility is a good problem to have, though. The curious part will be if 
this team keeps on with these 10-elements, or finds a way to spice things 

up at the deadline. Years of contending may limit their flexibility, but this 
is a team (and management staff) that can’t be counted out just yet. But 
there may be motivation to do something, considering two team’s they’ll 
have to get through — Boston and Toronto — fit into this tier as well. 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The Hurricanes are once again in a good position as the deadline 
approaches. Their defense remains elite, and there’s forward depth to 
support their top players. The one area where this team falls short is in 
net, but Frederik Andersen’s season has been condensed thanks to 
injuries so it’s not fair to measure his play this season at face value. 
Defense can make up for that, and help balance out strengths and 
weaknesses. What we know about him, however, points to an above-
average ability when he’s healthy which is why that’s not really an area of 
concern. Plus there’s support in goal if needed like it was last year. 

What this does tell us, is that it would help if the Canes added just one 
more high-end forward. The team did address it in the offseason with the 
addition of Max Pacioretty to add a bit more oomph they were missing in 
the finishing department, and unfortunately, it’s something that has to be 
revisited down due to his injury — whether that’s with a strong 2C to 
elevate the wingers or a scoring winger who can make up for where the 
middle position falls short. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

The checklist indicates that the Golden Knights are simply missing a 
high-end netminder, and that is true — even more so now that Logan 
Thompson is sidelined with injury leaving them with even less depth back 
in net. One problem is, he’s not the only injury they’re dealing with. Mark 
Stone is out, and that’s made a ripple effect on the rest of the lineup. It 
strains the winger depth that’s been depleted over the last year due to 
cap casualties and forces players into roles they aren’t as cut out for on a 
contender. The other problem is that it’s weighing on the team’s ‘elite 
center’ Jack Eichel, whose play slips whenever Stone’s sidelined. So this 
team, at their best and healthiest, are fine. If that’s the plan for the 
playoffs, Vegas just has to stay in the race and wait for those returns. If 
not, this team has to muster the assets at the deadline to address where 
they fall short. 

Just needs an extra pinch of salt 

Florida Panthers 

The Panthers aren’t in a playoff position right now but are still in the mix. 
Technically, they have checks across the board except when it comes to 
Aaron Ekblad as their elite defenseman. If only this team had another 
top-pair defenseman to pick up the slack when Ekblad falters. Oh wait, 
they moved him over this summer and forgot to replace him. And their 
recent stretch of ‘win-now’ trades have depleted their assets, and limited 
their ability to do anything about that now. 

Most of their players who earn checks fall below average for their 
respective positions, and the team’s depth isn’t at the heights of last year. 
That’s adding up, and is a reason why the playoffs aren’t a guarantee in 
Florida. 

Winnipeg Jets 

The Jets are a prime example of why it helps to measure both actual play 
and factor in priors. The priors give each player some room to error after 
outperforming expectations this year. But there’s reason to believe they 
won’t all slip back to that level and much of it’s influenced by the change 
behind the bench. More players in Winnipeg, with a new voice and 
systems, are performing closer to their ceilings. And that’s obviously 
added up to a playoff-caliber record as things stand. Now, will 
management capitalize on it? Given some contract situations and Connor 
Hellebuyck’s level this season, there’s reason to do so. That should push 
them to make a few moves at the deadline, even if it’s for a rental. This 
team could use a bit more strength on the backend, and one more 
forward to knock everyone outside their top four down a slot, could do 
wonders. 
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Dallas Stars 

The Stars have the core strength. Their collective value is one of the best 
in the league, and they’re worth every penny for it. Tyler Seguin’s bounce 
back and Jamie Benn’s rebound (his Bennaissance, if you will) have 
been key in their playoff hunt, too. Now this team could just use a little 
help in the depth department, both at forward and back on defense. 
Maybe the blue line is less of a concern considering their strength in net. 
That allows them to focus their assets where they really need it, a 
middle-six boost. That’s what would make them the threat to watch in the 
Central. 

Edmonton Oilers 

The Oilers, obviously, have the star power — regardless of whether Leon 
Draisaitl slots in as an elite winger or as their second center to Connor 
McDavid. Where he plays obviously affects the rest of the lineup’s 
makeup, and may decide the team’s true deadline direction. Either way, 
this team could use just a bit more help with their forward depth. The 
return of Kailer Yamamoto will help there, so does Zach Hyman’s 
outstanding year. If management is confident enough there, they can 
focus elsewhere. Goaltending is also a concern. Jack Campbell has been 
trending in the right direction as of late, but his career at the NHL level 
has been anything but stable. So the emphasis is likely strengthening the 
team in front of the crease, so that they can get by even with below-
average netminding. Maybe that’s with a puck-moving defender, since 
Darnell Nurse doesn’t check out as high has he could at the top of their 
depth chart, and Evan Bouchard isn’t having his best year. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The Avalanche are tricky to measure this year, given how many injuries 
they’ve dealt with up and down their lineup. At their best, they’re still a 
team to beat thanks to their star power at most positions. But there hasn’t 
been the perfect opportunity to truly assess where this team is, and what 
they still have to add. In theory, Gabriel Landeskog is an internal 
addition, and as long as rust isn’t a major problem that should elevate 
this team to where they should to be. And that should have a trickle-down 
effect on the lineup around him. But management has to decide how to 
proceed before seeing him back in action, especially down the middle of 
the second line. Given Erik Johnson’s injury, it could open the door to a 
move and defense as well. 

New York Rangers 

Given that the Rangers already added two pieces, Vladimir Tarasenko 
and Niko Mikkola, you might be thinking they don’t belong in this 
category. And it’s entirely possible, it just depends on how the new-look 
lineup clicks together. Will Tarasenko bounce back to last year’s heights 
and play closer to expectations now that he’s away from the struggling 
Blues? Will having a capable third pair take some pressure off the 
Rangers’ second pair of K’Andre Miller and Jacob Trouba? Luckily, New 
York has time to see this lineup cook before making any other decisions. 
Maybe no more ingredients are necessary and this recipe just needs to 
simmer. Or, it’s possible they recognize one more small tweak that will 
take this up to the next level. 

It’s good, but missing a few key ingredients 

Pittsburgh Penguins 

The Penguins technically only fall short when it comes to three elements. 
But the fact that there’s no one exceeding expectations and a number of 
players fall below average in the range is concerning. And then there’s 
goaltending, given Tristian Jarry’s injury status and their depth behind 
him. Pittsburgh has had a bunch of hot and cold stretches this year, and 
their actual value is likely somewhere in between. Now management has 
to find some ingredients to help them play more consistently. 

Minnesota Wild 

Like Pittsburgh, the Wild don’t have too many gaps when it comes to 
these key elements. There’s only three X’s on the list, which sometimes a 
team can navigate. Not having an elite goaltender can be fine when a 

team’s defense is stable and sound enough to make up for it. But 
Minnesota’s weakness down the middle is glaring. The team has tried to 
roll with Sam Steel there and is now hoping Ryan Hartman can find his 
old chemistry with Kirill Kaprizov and Mats Zuccarello. But at the end of 
the day, it’s clear that it’s a position this team truly needs to address. 

Not ready for the oven just yet 

Calgary Flames 

The Flames should be ready for the oven. They were built to be, even 
though this year’s recipe differs from last year’s. But these ingredients 
together are just falling short. Even if there are swaps, like Dillon Dube 
for Blake Coleman on the list, underperforming players at the top, from 
Jonathan Huberdeau to Jacob Markstrom, are holding the Flames back. 
Maybe, the necessary change isn’t in the ingredients itself, but the cook 
trying to put them together. Maybe the directions itself for this recipe to 
cook need some updating. Either way, the clock is ticking on Calgary to 
figure it out considering the ages of their core, and how much cap space 
they take up. 

New York Islanders 

The Islanders made a splash with the addition of Bo Horvat, which 
knocks Mathew Barzal over to the wing. It’s too soon to write this team 
off entirely because they need an opportunity to mix together now that 
such a major change has been made. Having a scorer like Horvat could 
positively impact the skaters around him. But it still feels like a few more 
ingredients, especially on the wing in the top six, would get this team 
closer to where they need to be. Elite goaltending can make up for where 
they lack in quite a few departments, but Josh Bailey ranking as a top-six 
forward is far from ideal now. And Oliver Wahlstrom’s injury status 
doesn’t help matters. If that doesn’t change in the next two weeks, 
maybe it’s time to move some expiring ingredients and restock the 
cupboards this summer to better next year’s meal. 

Los Angeles Kings 

The Kings grade worse than their record shows, but it won’t be surprising 
to see management act sooner than later to change that. Already they’ve 
added top-six forwards over the last couple of years to round out their 
roster. A few more moves, plus some player development, will solidify 
their status as a true contender in the near future. The one position to 
watch is goaltending, considering how poor this season has gone. 
Pheonix Copley has been clutch but obviously doesn’t have the history 
behind him to pump up his projection. 

Washington Capitals 

The Capitals’ aging core is trending in the wrong direction, and injuries 
around them have only complicated that. This team probably is active at 
the deadline to change their fate, considering how many pending free-
agent defenders they have that could make things dicey next year. Any 
returns from injury, from John Carlson and Tom Wilson to Connor Brown, 
will help. 

Seattle Kraken 

The Kraken don’t have the elite talent and star power of other playoff 
teams but have the best-supporting cast in the league. They’ve managed 
to accomplish a lot this season with that strategy, which may challenge 
the way we think about contenders if they find true postseason success. 
Already, though, we’re seeing how stretched the team is whenever they 
lose the bits of star power they do have — like when Matty Beniers was 
hurt, or now with Andre Burakovsky. Plus there’s the whole Martin Jones 
factor to consider; he’s been great for Seattle this year but doesn’t have 
the history to instill confidence. Philipp Grubauer has performed really 
well so far this calendar year, too, but carries risk as well. That said, this 
is a good foundation that’s miles ahead of last year and that’s not 
something to shrug off regardless of where this season ends. 

Nashville Predators 

Lastly, there’s the Predators. Despite the efforts of Juuse Saros and 
Roman Josi, this team is not built to contend. It’s going to take more than 
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a few ingredients to get them going, and the chefs who put this recipe 
together have to be honest about what it lacks and what the potential is. 

Team-by-team breakdown 

Here’s how every team stacks up in the Cup checklist, using each team’s 
actual values for the season. 

Data via CapFriendly, Dom Luszczyszyn and Evolving-Hockey 
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NHL trade deadline perfect fits: Proposals for Timo Meier, Jakob 
Chychrun and more 

 

Max Bultman, Harman Dayal 

 

It’s the word you’ll hear from every NHL general manager between now 
and March 3: “fit.” 

It’s a player who fills a need, who won’t throw off the team’s chemistry or 
identity. It’s a player who can actually be inserted under the salary cap. 
And of course, it’s a player who can be had for the right price. If all goes 
well, it’s the missing piece for a Stanley Cup run. 

But who is it? 

As teams approach the two-week home stretch before the deadline, we 
took 10 top contenders for the Cup and assigned each of them a “perfect 
fit.” 

Although there are players who would be perfect fits on several teams, 
only one team can actually land the player. So we didn’t duplicate any 
“perfect fits,” with one exception: Timo Meier looks like the top prize of 
this deadline, and there are two teams for whom he makes all the sense 
in the world and who have high-end prospects and draft capital to make a 
run at him. 

We also proposed a price for each player based on historical 
comparables and the perceived demand for them at this deadline. And 
just for fun, we ran those proposals through Prashanth Iyer’s trade 
machine to get a feel for the values lined up. We didn’t modify the trades 
after going through the machine, and in some cases, the model thinks 
they’re a bit imbalanced. That speaks to the price contenders sometimes 
pay to get their upgrades, and also to the priority of present value 
compared to future value for buyers. 

You’ll note we excluded the trade machine on some of the trades for 
which prospects were the centerpiece. That’s because the model doesn’t 
have sufficient data for them, and is therefore estimating their value 
based largely on draft slot and team control remaining — and that’s still a 
(smaller) factor on a couple of prospects on the trade machine 
calculations we did include. 

With that said, here are our 2023 perfect fits at the deadline: 

Carolina Hurricanes 

The perfect fit: Timo Meier 

The trade: Meier and a 2023 fourth-round pick for LHD prospect 
Alexander Nikishin, C prospect Ryan Suzuki and Carolina’s 2023 first-
round pick 

Consolation candidate: Adam Henrique 

The Hurricanes are a wagon, lapping the field with an expected goals 
share just a hair under 60 percent. Their team defense is once again 
stellar, and while the underlying numbers (as always) like the danger 
Carolina is creating at five-on-five, the Canes could still use a pure scorer 

to help turn those into actual goals — both at even strength and on the 
power play. 

That’s what they brought in Max Pacioretty to do, of course, but a torn 
Achilles tendon has him on LTIR and expected to be out for the season. 
The LTIR designation will allow the Hurricanes to exceed the cap by 
north of $10 million, which opens up plenty of possibilities for them — 
biggest of all, Meier, who has followed up a 35-goal campaign in 2021-22 
by already potting 30 this season. 

The price would be significant; in Corey Pronman’s latest under-23 
rankings, Nikishin checks in just behind David Jiricek and K’Andre Miller. 
Losing him would sting, and he might well be the best individual prospect 
the Sharks could hope to receive for Meier. But with his KHL contract 
keeping him in Russia until at least 2025, and a divisional rival also likely 
in on Meier, there’s plenty of reason for Carolina to take the big swing 
while its window is wide open — especially since he’s still an RFA after 
this season. 

If they strike out, Henrique would be a cheaper option who could still 
bring some finishing touch to the Hurricanes’ possession-driving 
machine. 

Tampa Bay Lightning 

The perfect fit: Ivan Barbashev 

The trade: Barbashev (50 percent retained) for Tampa Bay’s 2024 
second-round pick, C prospect Jack Finley 

The consolation candidate: Sam Lafferty 

By now, the Lightning’s deadline “type” is pretty clear: They always find a 
way to grab that down-lineup piece with an edge who can help them in 
the playoffs. 

Enter Barbashev, who hasn’t been able to replicate his 60-point 
performance from last season (a 23 percent shooting percentage will do 
that) but is still a playoff-tested forward with size and versatility. That 
profile will draw plenty of interest from would-be contenders. 

The Lightning have ravaged their draft capital with years of going all in, 
but as long as their window is open, they should continue doing so. In 
this case, that means their 2024 second-rounder plus a towering 20-year-
old right-shot center prospect in Finley, who Scott Wheeler ranked as 
Tampa’s No. 6 prospect. 

Barbashev doesn’t have term remaining, which breaks from the 
Lightning’s recent trade-deadline tradition of adding multi-year pieces 
such as Blake Coleman, Barclay Goodrow and Brandon Hagel. But with 
extensions set to kick in for Anthony Cirelli, Mikhail Sergachev and Erik 
Cernak, that might be a good thing. 

And speaking of Hagel, how about going back to the Blackhawks for 
Lafferty if Barbashev lands elsewhere? 

Dallas Stars 

The perfect fit: Patrick Kane 

The trade: Kane at 50 percent retained for RW Denis Gurianov and LHD 
prospect Lian Bichsel, with a third-party broker team retaining $1.5 
million on Kane for a 2023 fourth-round pick 

The consolation candidate: Tyler Bertuzzi (50 percent retained) 

The Athletic’s Saad Yousuf, Mark Lazerus and Scott Powers are already 
all over this one, for good reason: There’s a ton to like about this fit for 
both teams. 

The Stars are looking for a second-line winger, which Yousuf points out 
would allow Tyler Seguin to move back to the middle. And Kane, even for 
his declined production this year while battling injuries, is one of the 
highest-ceiling additions on the market. 

While the Stars are reportedly unwilling to discuss top young talents 
Wyatt Johnston, Logan Stankoven and Thomas Harley, Bichsel would be 
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an excellent pull for Chicago. He was the 18th pick in last year’s draft, a 
big blueliner with tenacity. In all likelihood, he’s at least on par with (and 
quite possibly better than) the prospect Chicago could select with a 2023 
first-round pick from a contender. The fact Dallas has depth on the left 
side in the coming years, though, makes him a logical candidate to help 
pull off this kind of splash. 

Gurianov is mainly a salary dump for Dallas (which still might need a 
broker team to get this over the line), but he doubles as a young flier with 
some upside for the Blackhawks. 

Kane would have to approve it, but it would be a thrill to see the Stars 
add some dynamic ability beyond their all-world top line. 

If they miss on Kane, meanwhile, Bertuzzi jumps out as another fit on the 
wing who can add offense (he had 30 goals last season) via the hard 
game the playoffs demand. 

Vegas Golden Knights 

The perfect fit: Tyler Bertuzzi 

The trade: Bertuzzi for prospect C Zach Dean, 2024 second-round pick 

The consolation candidate: Noel Acciari 

With Mark Stone out, Vegas needs a hard-to-play-against winger. And 
while Bertuzzi won’t match Stone’s defensive impact, he does have a 
good stick to disrupt on the forecheck and extend possessions, with the 
ability to score and make plays from the hard areas of the ice. 

Bertuzzi is best cast as the hard element on a skilled line, such as his 
spot in Detroit next to Dylan Larkin and Lucas Raymond, but has shown 
some line-driving ability in the past. Really, it’s a natural fit – which is why 
The Athletic’s Jesse Granger had Bertuzzi atop his list of Golden Knights 
trade targets earlier this week. 

Detroit would surely love to get a first-round pick for Bertuzzi, but if it’s 
not out there, getting a legit prospect in Dean and a second-rounder for 
next year still makes sense for them. 

And if Bertuzzi lands elsewhere, Vegas can turn its focus to another of 
Granger’s targets in Acciari, who would bring veteran presence and a 
history of solid defensive impacts. 

Winnipeg Jets 

The perfect fit: James van Riemsdyk 

The trade: van Riemsdyk for Winnipeg’s 2023 third-round pick and 
prospect LW Daniel Torgersson 

The alternative: Vladislav Gavrikov 

The Jets are going to be a fascinating team at this deadline. They still 
have a real shot to be the top seed in the Western Conference, boasting 
one of the league’s truly elite goalies in Connor Hellebuyck, two 
difference-making centers in Mark Scheifele and Pierre-Luc Dubois, plus 
a fringe Norris candidate on the back end in Josh Morrissey. 

That’s a heck of a starting point, and it’s before you even get to leading 
scorer Kyle Connor, high-flying Nikolaj Ehlers or veteran Blake Wheeler. 
And yet, you can see real cases for them to add both at forward and on 
‘D.’ 

While the forward corps is highly talented, they could use another 
forward who can score in the hard areas in the top nine — especially 
since they won’t yet know how Cole Perfetti will translate to the playoffs 
at age 21. They have been linked to van Riemsdyk, including recently by 
Elliotte Friedman on his “32 Thoughts” podcast, and that feels like a 
perfect fit for what they lack — especially at what should be a 
manageable cost. 

At the same time, you can also make a real case for them to bolster the 
blue line with someone like Gavrikov or Joel Edmundson — two playoff-
style defensemen languishing on lottery teams. That’s why we have 
Gavrikov listed here as an alternative, and not a consolation — in terms 

of value, he’d actually be the more expensive play. Ultimately, take your 
pick between him, Edmundson or, say, Luke Schenn in that spot, but the 
point is the Jets can justify adding at either forward or ‘D.’ 

There’s potential uncertainty looming for Winnipeg, with Dubois an RFA 
this summer and Scheifele just a year from free agency. But that’s all the 
more reason to make a real push now, with a path to a deep run in front 
of them with the right moves. 

New Jersey Devils 

The perfect fit: Timo Meier 

The trade: Meier at 50 percent retained for RW Alexander Holtz, 2023 
first-round pick, RD Seamus Casey, a 2024 fourth-round pick and 
Andreas Johnsson 

The consolation candidate: Adam Henrique (50 percent retained) 

Devils GM Tom Fitzgerald was very candid about what he’s looking for at 
the trade deadline: “If it’s possible, I’d like to add a top-six winger,” 
Fitzgerald said to colleague Pierre LeBrun. “And I’d like to be able to 
control the player (past this season) and grow. I’d be willing to give up 
assets to do that, and I’ve got to know, ‘What does that look like?’” 

Meier checks all those boxes and could also give a Devils power-play 
that ranks just 18th in the league another game-breaker. 

The Devils and Hurricanes are positioned very similarly for Meier: Both 
would like to add an elite goal scorer who has term beyond this season, 
both have strong prospect pipelines to build an attractive package around 
and both have the long-term cap flexibility to afford his next contract. 

There will surely be more teams in the fray but these two Metro teams 
feel like the best fits and it’s hard to say who has the edge. 

We’ve picked one of Corey Masisak’s proposals from his story covering 
the potential Meier fit for New Jersey and San Jose. Holtz was the No. 7 
pick in 2020 and still has clear top-six potential despite stalling a bit this 
season. On top of that, there’s a first-round pick this year and 19-year-old 
right-shot defenseman Seamus Casey, who was a second-round pick 
last year. The fourth-round pick is a sweetener for San Jose to take on 
Andreas Johnsson’s expiring contract to make the salary work for New 
Jersey. 

This is a huge package for the Devils to relinquish, one they should only 
do if they’re confident they can extend Meier long-term. 

If the cost for Meier is too prohibitive, Adam Henrique at a retained $2.9 
million through the end of next season would be an intriguing option. He 
leads the Ducks with 19 goals and knows how to play on the wing with 
young star centers, given he’s been Trevor Zegras’ running mate the last 
couple of seasons. 

Toronto Maple Leafs 

The perfect fit: Ryan O’Reilly 

The trade: O’Reilly 50 percent retained for a 2024 first-round pick, 2023 
fifth-round pick 

The consolation candidate: Ivan Barbashev 

There are understandably some question marks around O’Reilly given 
the down season he’s having and a foot injury he’ll return from soon. 
He’s not an elite player anymore but the comparisons to Nick Foligno, 
Toronto’s failed deadline acquisition in 2021, are unfair. 

O’Reilly has won a Conn Smythe Trophy, finished top-five in Selke 
Trophy voting during the last four consecutive years including last season 
and has hit 55 points or higher nine times in his career. 

Foligno had none of those major accolades, lacked a proven playoff 
record and only topped 55 points once in his career, six years before the 
Leafs acquired him. O’Reilly, on the other hand, notched 58 points, had 
the top-five Selke finish and was dominant in the playoffs with seven 
goals and 12 points in 12 games just last season. 
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O’Reilly’s still notched 11 goals in 38 games in a down season. The 
assist numbers are way down, but a big part of that has been adjusting to 
David Perron’s departure. 

O’Reilly’s rate of assisting on scoring chances ranks just inside the top 
60 of all NHL forwards according to Corey Sznajder’s manually tracked 
data this season, which suggests he’s probably deserved some better 
luck too. 

O’Reilly would add high-end defensive chops, an excellent offensive 
track record in massive, high-pressure games and a hard-nosed physical 
style. He could slot either inside the top six with John Tavares (or vice 
versa) or O’Reilly could play down the middle as an elite third-line center. 

It’s highly unlikely Toronto would surrender a 2023 first-round pick but 
perhaps a first in 2024 would be more palatable. 

If the difference in acquisition cost between O’Reilly and Barbashev is 
significant, then Barbashev may end up being a more attractive option. 

Boston Bruins 

The perfect fit: Nick Bjugstad 

The trade: Bjugstad for a 2023 third-round pick 

The consolation candidate: Luke Schenn 

Chychrun would be a monster addition but Boston probably doesn’t have 
the expendable assets to make that realistic. 

The Bruins could benefit from some bottom-six reinforcements given 
Craig Smith’s precipitous decline — he’s scored just nine points in 38 
games this season after a 36-point campaign last season. Bjugstad is a 
right-shooter who can play the right flank which would be valuable 
because Smith is the only winger besides David Pastrnak who checks off 
those two boxes. 

Bjugstad offers a massive 6-foot-6 frame and is equally adept at center, 
which makes him a versatile insurance player who can move all over the 
lineup. Bjugstad’s chipped in with 13 goals and 23 points in 54 games 
this season and has some of the best defensive metrics on the Coyotes, 
including an excellent 2.15 goals against per 60 minutes rate at five-on-
five. 

Johan Larsson provided similar bottom-six value for Arizona last year 
and fetched a third-round pick so that seems like a fair price. 

An inexpensive add like Bjugstad would also leave the Bruins with 
enough cap space and assets to acquire a depth defender as insurance 
for the blue-line injuries they’re seemingly always facing. 

Colorado Avalanche 

The perfect fit: Adam Henrique 

The trade: Henrique at 50 percent retained for a 2025 second-round pick 
and a 2025 third-round pick 

The consolation candidate: Max Domi 

In a perfect world, the Avs would be able to acquire a bona fide second-
line center. The problem is that there aren’t many realistic fits. Sean 
Monahan’s hurt and there isn’t a clear timeline on his return. O’Reilly 
would probably cost too much as a rental for a Colorado team that went 
all in at last year’s deadline to win the Stanley Cup. 

This is where Adam Henrique at a retained $2.9 million through next 
season could be a hybrid solution as a center/wing option. With Henrique 
in the fold, the Avs would have enough center options to be able to fill the 
2C role by committee. Colorado would have J.T. Compher, Alex 
Newhook, Evan Rodrigues, Henrique and even Mikko Rantanen (he 
effectively played 2C last spring when Nazem Kadri missed some playoff 
games) as options. One of those players should be good enough to do 
the job, especially once Gabriel Landeskog returns to drive the second 
line. 

Henrique’s notched 19 goals and 33 points in 53 games on Zegras’ wing 
for an awful Ducks team. The Avalanche need some of that scoring 
ability — they’ve scored just 2.16 goals per hour at five-on-five this 
season, which ranks 26th in the NHL. 

Henrique’s also evolved into an elite faceoff man the last few seasons 
which would help an Avalanche team that ranks 27th in winning draws. 

Having the 33-year-old in the fold for next season would justify the cost. 
It’d also give them insurance for J.T. Compher who may have priced 
himself out with his career-best year as a pending UFA this summer and 
if Newhook isn’t eventually able to stick down the middle. 

Colorado might have to upgrade the secondary piece in this package to 
justify the retention on Henrique but the overall fit checks some intriguing 
boxes. 

Edmonton Oilers 

The perfect fit: Jakob Chychrun 

The trade: Chychrun at 33 percent retained for LD Philip Broberg, 2023 
first-round pick, 2023 third-round pick, Jesse Puljujarvi 

The consolation candidate: Vladislav Gavrikov 

Gavrikov and Edmundson may not be significant enough upgrades on 
what the Oilers already have to justify the first-round pick (if not more) it’d 
likely cost to pry one of them loose. Friedman also said on “32 Thoughts” 
that some of the Oilers’ top players expressed a desire for management 
to target a puck-mover rather than a heavier presence. Erik Karlsson, 
meanwhile, is an extremely unlikely proposition given the financial 
hurdles. 

That leads us to Chychrun. 

In our opinion, the way some have characterized Chychrun as a pure 
offensive specialist with major even-strength and defensive issues is an 
exaggeration. Chychrun’s not a perfect player by any means but skates 
well, has a thick frame that helps him win puck battles and legitimately 
moves the needle as a five-on-five play driver. Chychrun’s somehow 
driven a positive 50.4 percent share of shot attempts and outscored 
opponents 34-24 at five-on-five on a lackluster Coyotes team. 

Giving up Broberg just as he’s coming into his own in the NHL would 
sting, but the Oilers’ window is right now, the Coyotes have leverage and 
Chychrun is the player who elevates them most in these crucial years of 
Leon Draisaitl’s bargain contract (only two seasons left after this one at 
an $8.5 million cap hit). That’s especially key in a soft Western 
Conference where they could become one of the favorites. 

Edmonton’s completely capped out once Kailer Yamamoto is activated 
on LTIR so the Coyotes would have to take Jesse Puljujarvi’s expiring 
deal and retain some money on Chychrun to essentially be a $3 million 
cap hit moving forward for the salaries to match. That’s definitely not 
ideal for Arizona. 

But in a market where a front-runner like Los Angeles is reportedly 
unwilling to give up Quinton Byfield or Brandt Clarke as part of a 
package, plus with some caution around Chychrun’s extensive injury 
history, it could be a way to secure a blue-chip piece like Broberg as part 
of a package that, in terms of overall value, roughly matches Arizona’s 
ask of two first-round picks and a prospect (the prospect in this case is a 
stud which means the Oilers can get away with a third instead of a first in 
our proposal). 

This wasn’t an easy fit in terms of assets and finances and if those 
obstacles prove too daunting, the Oilers may have to turn to a piece like 
Gavrikov or leave the blue line as is and add another forward. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Maple Leafs crush lifeless Blackhawks in Patrick Kane 
audition 

 

Luke Fox 

 

TORONTO – Bearded wise man Jake Muzzin once said that the Toronto 
Maple Leafs sometimes prefer themselves an “easy game.” 

Well, they don’t get much easier than Wednesday’s 5-2 laugher over the 
Chicago Blackhawks. 

A mighty mini dynasty in the first half of the last decade, under rookie 
general manager Kyle Davidson, Chicago is now embracing full Bruno 
Caboclo status: two years away from being two years away. 

The Windy City teardown is so severe, the on-ice product so incomplete 
and uninspired, Leafs coach Sheldon Keefe found it difficult to even feign 
enthusiasm over his players’ bounce-back victory. 

“Frankly speaking, it’s a game we’re not going to evaluate too much, in 
terms of anything good, anything bad. We’re gonna wash it, move on, 
enjoy a day off tomorrow, and get ready for Montreal (on Saturday),” 
Keefe said. 

“We got a tired team in here on a back-to-back, and it’s a team that I 
didn’t think had much life tonight.” 

When you walk through the morgue, you don’t bother checking the 
cadavers for a pulse. 

The Blackhawks play in the weakest conference yet have managed the 
fewest wins (16). They’re stumbling toward trade deadline having lost 
three straight by a margin of three or more goals. They’ve yet to win on 
the second half of a back-to-back and barely win in the first half of them. 

So, yeah, Chicago stood a marshmallow’s chance in an incinerator of 
surviving its lone trip to Toronto, where the Maple Leafs were coming off 
three days’ rest, had received a smarten-up talks from their coaching 
staff, and were welcoming the return of MVP Auston Matthews to the 
lineup. 

“Yeah, it didn’t look like he was away for three weeks,” smiled Rasmus 
Sandin, after watching Matthews rip his trademark wrister, add an assist, 
and look every bit like his dominant self. 

“It’s Auston. You want him in the lineup every time you can.” 

Perhaps more impressive than his multi-point night was Matthews’ 
engagement leading up to puck drop. He skipped out on the beach 
vacations many of his peers took to Barbados, Miami and Turks and 
Caicos and instead remained in chilly Toronto to rehab his sprained 
knee. 

Prior to winning the opening faceoff, Matthews drew up this play in the 
dressing room that sprung winger William Nylander free for a quick burst 
up the gut and a tally nine seconds in: 

“We’ve been talking to our guys a lot about taking charge. A lot of these 
guys have been playing together for a long time now. They have a sense 
of what the structure is, and they know what they can do when they get 
the information on faceoffs. They have a lot of flexibility to call plays and 
get organized themselves. And that’s what you want. You want the 
players out there taking charge,” Keefe said. “They have a feel for things 
that coaches can’t replicate. 

“That’s what you love to see: those guys take that initiative and execute 
it.” 

No doubt, execution comes a touch easier against a toothless 
Blackhawks side that is preparing to Shed Hard for Bedard™. 

Try as they might to hold their heads high, the stacks upon stacks of 
rumours and losses are visibly weighing on a group that is about to get 
thinner. 

Name a player – for the right price, he could be yours. 

Patrick Kane, of course, is the headliner of this sad fire sale. 

Through a Blackhawks spokesperson, Kane declined to speak following 
a minus-1, four-shot, two-giveaway performance with plenty of scouts in 
attendance (two each repping Dallas and Tampa Bay). 

“I know it’s tough. Everyone gets frustrated, and we're losing. No one 
wants to lose. Definitely not him. He’s one of the most competitive guys 
I’ve ever met,” said teammate Max Domi, also a pending UFA. 

“Selfishly, I hope stays. He’s an awesome guy and Hall of Famer.” 

Nylander is a longtime Kane admirer who switched his sweater number 
to 88. 

“Obviously, he’s one of the best to ever play, so it’s always special 
playing against him,” Nylander said after a zippy three-point effort. “And 
it’s just fun in general playing the Blackhawks.” 

Especially these days. 

Fox’s Fast 5 

• Conor Timmins blasted a beauty one-timer from the point for his second 
goal and 13th point as a Maple Leaf through just 19 games. He and 
partner Rasmus Sandin were both a plus-3 on the night. He has earned a 
spot in Saturday’s lineup. 

The power of Timmins’ one-timer quickly became the stuff of lore in 
Leafland. 

“You know, I think I just took one hard shot when I got here, and they got 
a hold of that story,” Timmins smiled. “Now I have to prove it a little bit.” 

• The Blackhawks have just one player on their roster in the plus column: 
defenceman Jake McCabe at plus-2. 

• Trade bait Jonathan Toews missed his fifth consecutive game 
Wednesday. He has been placed on injured retroactive to Feb. 7 due to a 
non-COVID illness. 

• As part of Monday’s Blue & White gala, a few Maple Leafs participated 
in line readings from romantic movies. John Tavares and Mitch Marner 
tackled a scene from The Notebook: 

“It was funner than I expected. I was a little nervous. Really didn’t think I 
had any type of acting skill, but I got a few compliments from the guys, 
from my table, so I thought I did all right,” said Tavares, mildly surprised 
the clip of him on stage got leaked. 

“I was pretty impressed with the emotion,” smiled Mark Giordano. “They 
sort of threw that idea at us, and I thought the guys responded well. I 
thought we all did a great job.” 

Giordano and Michael Bunting performed a scene from Titanic. Naturally, 
Giordano played Rose. 

• The Timo Meier waiting game continues. 

Sharks GM Mike Grier will reportedly allow an opposing team to talk 
long-term extension with his pending RFA only if he likes what their trade 
offer. 

“It hasn’t gotten to that point,” Meier confirmed to SJ Hockey Now. “I can’t 
really say too much about that. Grier hasn’t come to us.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / ‘A wasted point’: Oilers’ unstructured play results in 
shootout loss to Red Wings 

 

Mark Spector 

 

EDMONTON — With 10 goals allowed in their last two games, both 
against teams that will not make the playoffs, the Edmonton Oilers know 
what a 5-4 shootout loss against Detroit is.  

“A wasted point, for sure,” said Leon Draisaitl.  

Jack Campbell was the second best goaltender by a country mile, on a 
night where the Oilers had 84 attempted shots on goal to just 32 by the 
Detroit Red Wings. And in extra time, the Oilers' big boys couldn’t deliver 
in overtime or the shootout, as they dropped their sixth straight game that 
extended past regulation.  

An Oilers team that was once automatic when Connor McDavid, Draisaitl 
and Darnell Nurse hopped the boards for three-on-three overtime has 
been anything but dominant this season. On Wednesday neither team 
had a shot on goal for the first three minutes, evidence that the rest of the 
NHL has figured out that trying to run and gun with Edmonton in the 
three-on-three setting is bad for business.  

“A lot of times, stuff gets created off of shots, (and play gets) going the 
other way,” said Draisaitl. “So if there's no shots, there's not really any 
breaks going the other way. So yeah, it was a snoozy one.”  

On one hand, Edmonton is 9-1-3 in its past 13 games. Not much to 
complain about there.  

On the other hand, they’re 3-1-3 in their past seven, and on Wednesday 
they were loose and lacked structure against Detroit.  

Sure, they had the puck all night. But there were too many 40-foot 
passes, not enough exiting the zone as a group of five, and the work in 
front of Detroit’s net was nowhere near committed enough. Nor was 
Edmonton’s shot-blocking.  

There are nights when the entire team wants to play the way the top guys 
play — a mix between the Harlem Globe Trotters and the ’72 Soviets — 
and for the portion of the roster that needs to play straight-ahead hockey, 
it’s a trait that leads to wasted offensive opportunities and too many 
chances against.  

If Campbell had played at Husso’s level this would have been a clean, 4-
2 win. But he did not, and his shooters couldn’t rescue the second point 
in the extra session or overtime.  

“A couple of tough ones to give up tonight, but things have been going 
really well and I don't want to lose the momentum,” said Campbell. “I'll 
definitely look at it and move on."  

Edmonton is at the precipice of undoing a lot of the good work they have 
piled up since Christmas, having dropped a point in Philadelphia, another 
one here versus Detroit, and two in a 6-2 loss in Montreal. It’s not even 
about the results as much as the level of play, and that stingy defensive 
team that allowed two or less goals in 10 of 17 games after Christmas, 
now has given up three or more in five of its past seven.  

"Other teams are trying to score too, you know,” Draisaitl said. “It's a hard 
league. Definitely some things to improve on, analyze and be better."  

McDavid ran his points total up to 99 with a two-assist night, and was the 
only Oiler to score in the shootout. Ryan Nugent-Hopkins had two goals 
and an assist, his 25th and 26th goals on the season.  

But only eight days after the Red Wings thought they had the better of 
the play in a 5-2 loss at home, they walked into Rogers Place and never 
trailed.  

“I love the way we hung in there,” said Red Wings head coach Derek 
Lalonde. “We managed the third period pretty good and we had an 

excellent kill at the end of the game. All and all it was an excellent two 
points.”  

The Rangers are here Friday. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canucks hang Silovs out to dry in NHL debut with porous 
defence vs. Rangers 

 

Iain MacIntyre 

 

VANCOUVER – A 21-year-old goalie played his first National Hockey 
League game on Wednesday. And even after playing it for the 
Vancouver Canucks, Arturs Silovs wants more. 

The Canucks’ minor-league starter and top goaltending prospect, Silovs 
was recalled from the American League to get experience with 
Wednesday’s start against the New York Rangers, so that the Latvian will 
have a better idea what’s required to play at the top level when he 
competes for an NHL spot next season and beyond. 

The same work-experience was granted Thatcher Demko for one game 
near the end of the 2017-18 season, a year before Demko became an 
NHL regular and three years before he succeeded Jacob Markstrom as 
the Canuck starter. 

The problem with what Silovs experienced Wednesday is the same 
problem Demko, Spencer Martin and Collin Delia have all experienced 
this season: the porous defensive play in front of them. 

The Rangers pumped five pucks past Silovs and fired another into an 
empty net to win 6-4 at Rogers Arena as the Canucks lost for the fourth 
time in five games and allowed five or more goals for the fifth time in six. 
In the only game they allowed less, the Canucks lost 4-3 to the Rangers 
at Madison Square Garden last week. 

Since new coach Rick Tocchet took over from Bruce Boudreau a team 
that was 31st in the NHL in defending, the Canucks have allowed a 
league-worst 4.56 goals per game. Even more grotesque, the goalies 
filling in during the final stages of Demko’s recovery from a serious groin 
injury have stopped only 82.9 per cent of shots during the 3-5-1 start of 
the Tocchet era. 

That kind of goaltending over an extended period doesn’t keep anyone 
employed in professional hockey, let alone in the NHL. But it also reflects 
the quality of the scoring chances the Canucks create for their opponents 
(and Vancouver goalies). On Wednesday when, for example, Vancouver 
defencemen Riley Stillman and Tyler Myers turned a New York three-on-
two rush into a two-on-one, then an open-net tap-in for Kris Kreider to 
make it 4-2 a minute into the middle period. 

“Yeah, tough spot but he battled,” Tocchet said of Silovs. “That's what 
you want from young goalies. He got the call yesterday and he battled 
hard. 

“You don't want to throw them to the wolves, but I think he battled and 
our team battled. That (Rangers) team is built for the Stanley Cup and we 
had a couple of guys hurt. Like I said, we had a couple of guys on some 
mistakes, egregious mistakes. But other than that, I thought we played 
hard.” 

The Canucks lost defenceman Oliver Ekman-Larsson and checking 
centre Curtis Lazar mid-game to what the team announced as lower-
body injuries. Tocchet said expressed hope afterward that neither injury 
will prove too serious. 
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Silovs allowed the five goals on just 27 shots but really couldn’t be 
directly faulted on any of them. He was frozen by Mika Zibanejad’s pump 
fake before the Ranger slid the puck between the newbie’s pads after 
skating in alone from right wing when Kreider picked Ekman-Larsson at 
the Canuck blueline. 

Goals by Artemi Panarin and K’Andre Miller deflected past Silovs off 
Canucks, and Panarin also scored on an uncontested, back-post, one-
timer after Vancouver defenceman Quinn Hughes made a weak play on 
the puck and Ranger Jimmy Vesey was able to amble with it to the slot 
before dishing off. 

The experience should help Silovs when he returns to the Abbotsford 
Canucks. But it would have been helpful if the Canucks played a little 
better in front of him – or any of their goalies. 

“Obviously, it's his first game; I'm super happy for him,” Canuck centre 
Elias Pettersson said. “He played great. We should have helped him 
more. But he kept us in the game.” 

“For sure, it's different,” Silovs said. “Different skill, different, like, speed. 
It was fun to play, getting that experience. That's good for me. I think it's 
going to help me a lot. . . long-term because at least I know what it is. I 
know what I can be better at. I can push myself even more.” 

Silovs has had a terrific season developmentally, claiming the starting 
position in the AHL and winning 21 times in 35 games. He logged only 21 
games in his first two seasons of professional hockey. But Silovs, an 
athletic six-foot-four, has turned himself into a legitimate NHL prospect 
after being drafted in the sixth round just 3 ½ years ago. 

He is a good story for the Canucks. But Silovs’ story on Wednesday 
could have been so much better with a little more defensive support. And 
better luck. 

“When minor-league guys come up and you give them a little taste, it 
makes a difference,” Tocchet said. “They go down there (back to the 
minors) and . . . the game is slower for them down there. I think it's 
always good to give guys a little taste of the NHL.” 

Asked if the way Canuck skaters play makes it hard for their goalies, 
Tocchet said: “Sometimes, yeah. The way we're built, we can't have 
turnovers. Petey (Pettersson) can't turn pucks over and Millsy (J.T. Miller) 
and Hughsie, they have to continue to play a. . . more north-south style.” 

Demko is expected to back up Collin Delia on Saturday when the 
Philadelphia Flyers visit the Canucks, and last season’s team MVP 
hopes to be able to return to his starting role next week. 
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Sportsnet.ca / 32 Thoughts: The latest on Jakob Chychrun and the NHL 
trade market 

 

Elliotte Friedman  

 

• Are healthy scratches for "trade-related reasons" a problem? 

• Where is Patrick Kane willing to go? 

• The Remington Group's interesting NHL history as they bid for 
Senators 

Scariest time of the year to write. So much can change with one phone 
call, and I come across looking even dumber than usual. 

With that in mind, here goes:  

Everyone’s wondering about Jakob Chychrun. It’s now four days since 
Arizona scratched him for “trade-related reasons.” We’ve seen players 
leave teams while waiting to be moved (Jonathan Drouin from Tampa 
Bay in 2016; Felix Potvin from Toronto in 1998). But it’s extremely rare to 
have an organization announce something is coming, then hold on to a 
player this long.  

Fitting for planet Earth in 2023, there are wild conspiracy theories: 

• That, initially, Chychrun was not sat in advance of a trade, he was 
benched for being victimized on Caleb Jones’ overtime winner last Friday 
night in Chicago’s 4-3 win over Arizona. (I’m not buying this one.) 

• That Chychrun was not sat for an immediate deal, but “bubble-wrapped” 
because he suffered a (very minor) twinge and Arizona doesn’t want to 
risk it. Several clubs believe this to be the case, and you can see how it 
is possible.  

Chychrun’s done his job. He’s 11th among defencemen in points-per-
game and is plus-10 at five-on-five for a team that is minus-25. His trade 
value will never be higher, and he’d like this saga to end. Both player and 
team benefit from this kind of a decision. 

A lot of the focus is on Los Angeles, and for good reason. The Kings and 
Coyotes have danced around Chychrun for quite some time, with talks 
heating and cooling at different points. In addition to everything else, Los 
Angeles likes that Chychrun has term — preferring that to an unsigned 
rental. 

Several sources warned last weekend not to proclaim a trade to Los 
Angeles as close to completion, and they were right. Where the 
information breaks down is why the two sides haven’t been able to close. 
One theory is simple: that the Kings have a standing offer, and the 
Coyotes don’t like it enough to accept. Another is more complicated: that 
some contracts needed to be moved, and the two sides couldn’t make it 
work. Whatever the case, too late to make a Valentine’s Day match. 

The Kings have made it clear — both internally and externally — that 
Quinton Byfield and Brandt Clarke will not be traded.   

So if not the Kings, then who? Boston’s considered the idea, but I don’t 
know how likely that is. Other clubs that make sense, but appear to be 
out include Edmonton, Florida and Toronto. I’ve wondered about 
Winnipeg. But, as you may have seen on Twitter, Columbus makes a lot 
of sense. 

The Blue Jackets pulled Vladislav Gavrikov from the lineup — also for 
trade-related reasons. We’re now more than 24 hours since that 
happened, and I spend waaaaaay too much time on social media to 
believe in coincidences. Columbus absolutely can pay the price Arizona 
covets (not including their 2023 first-rounder, of course) and would have 
even more asset power should Gavrikov be traded first. 

The issue: I don’t think Chychrun would be happy. At all. That’s an 
enormous sell job for the Blue Jackets, especially because he was 
promised a trade to a contender. Columbus wants to send a message to 
its fans this season was unacceptable, but it’s a long road back.  

So, we wait. So does Chychrun, and every second must be excruciating. 

32 THOUGHTS 

1. A couple people have asked if this trade included Karel Vejmelka. As 
you would expect, I believe his name came up. We’ll see what happens, 
but early indications are that it made the move much too complex.  

2. Gavrikov doesn’t fit the Kings, unless he agrees to an extension. But 
he’s interested Boston, Edmonton and Toronto to some degree. (Always 
assume there are others I don’t think of, or uncover.) The other rental 
lefty I wonder about for this group is Seattle’s Carson Soucy. The Kraken 
aren’t Krazy about simply letting him walk.  

3. From a competitive standpoint, where does this take us? Because 
Chychrun seems comfortable with Arizona’s move, the NHLPA probably 
wouldn’t interfere. Commissioner Gary Bettman’s brushed aside 
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questions about players sitting out, but those were occasions where the 
trade came quick. This is uncharted territory. Some executives and 
coaches pointed out that both the Blue Jackets (Minnesota twice, 
Winnipeg, Dallas, Edmonton, Buffalo) and Coyotes (Tampa Bay, Los 
Angeles, Calgary, Nashville, Dallas) are playing teams either battling for 
the playoffs or jostling for seeding/home-ice advantage. One, 
maaaaaaybe two games would be understood. But we go longer, and 
there is a legitimate discomfort. Andre Tourigny has the Coyotes playing 
hard, though. 

4. Before we get back to more deadline considerations, wanted to 
address a continuing story. On Wednesday, Diamond Sports Group 
announced it would skip a $140 million payment, thereby entering a 30-
day grace period that most likely leads to a bankruptcy filing. It’s not the 
most front-facing sports story, but it is a monumental business 
development. 

Many of our great US-based fans watch regional NHL games on Bally’s, 
which is owned by Diamond. This collapse is being felt across hockey, 
MLB and the NBA with more than 40 teams and almost $1.8B in rights 
fees at risk. The NHL had a Board of Governors meeting hours after the 
announcement. Best I can gather, there is still no absolute clarity where 
this is going. The good news is teams are expecting to be paid for the 
time being, the bad news is, apparently, some teams have been warned 
it will not be the full amount. 

The worst-case scenario is that a bankruptcy allows Bally’s (or whoever 
ends up controlling it) to walk away from everything, but the more likely 
outcome seems to be that it will pick-and-choose what it wants to keep 
and what it may drop or try to restructure. So, if you’re a valuable 
regional property, you feel as good as you can. If not, you’re sweating 
unless these leagues come up with a good backup plan. 

And, we also worry about a potential effect on the cap. MLB 
Commissioner Rob Manfred, speaking in Phoenix, said, “Obviously our 
first choice would be that Diamond pay the clubs what they're 
contractually obligated to pay them, but because I guess I'm a 
contingency planner by nature, we are prepared no matter what happens 
to make sure that games are available to fans in their local markets.” He 
added that MLB could sell games to other providers, but admitted it 
would be very difficult to equal rights fees that would be lost.  

5. Spent a lot of time watching Patrick Kane the last few games. There’s 
a few things I think here. First and foremost, I think reality setting in has 
been an enormous shock. No matter what was pitched to him, or what he 
was told, it sure seems like there was hope/desire to stay at least another 
season. Barring that, the Rangers were his first choice. Now, we’re not 
looking at either option, so he’s stunned. 

People who know Kane are convinced he’s still got plenty to offer and 
badly desires to show it somewhere else. Wednesday in Toronto was a 
perfect opportunity to make a splash on a massive stage, but it was an 
ugly 5-2 loss. I understand how much losing sucks, and he’s reeling from 
what’s happening. But he’s got to do two things: let everyone know 
where he’s willing to go (if anywhere) and put on a show in the 
meantime. Kane clearly is annoyed about the speculation surrounding his 
hip, but he’s got to show it’s not an issue. 

I think Edmonton’s interested, and has reached out. I think Dallas has 
considered it. I’ve wondered about Vegas, and my belief is Toronto wants 
to know whether or not its actually in the mix before considering anything. 
As one GM said Wednesday, “If Patrick Kane is interested you, you have 
to think about it.” This is a complicated deal, and I’m not sure how much 
longer anyone is willing to wait. You don’t want to be the abandoned 
bride at the altar. 

6. It’s quiet on Jonathan Toews until he’s back with the team. There 
continues to be a lot of discussion around Chicago’s defencemen (aside 
from Seth Jones), and a bit quieter around the forwards. One team 
indicated the Blackhawks “swung for the fences” with their ask for Sam 
Lafferty, which is the right thing to do, although it didn’t go anywhere for 
now. There’s definitely a belief Max Domi desires to stay.  

7. Cole Guttman made his NHL debut for the Blackhawks in 
Wednesday’s loss. From California, he was selected 180th by Tampa 
Bay in 2017, won an NCAA title with Denver last season and signed with 
Chicago in August. But it was fitting he made his debut in Toronto. The 
Guttman family came to Canada from a German Displaced Persons 
camp in 1951. Cole’s paternal grandfather, Joe, was one of nine brothers 
and sisters who survived the war, along with their parents. Joe married 
Cole’s grandmother, Fran, and moved west. Cole’s parents took a red-
eye to see his debut. The Guttmans ran a golf tournament — Links for 
Learning — that raised more than $4M for special needs children. Great 
moment for all of them. 

8. Toronto GM Kyle Dubas is doing his best to hide his intentions, but I 
believe he’s looking at a forward. The fourth line’s been a mishmash, and 
whether he adds someone for that spot or aims higher and pushes down 
another forward to strengthen the overall group — he’s going to address 
it. That doesn’t mean he won’t consider adding to the blue line, but he’s 
deeper there than up-front. 

9. Edmonton’s dollar-in and dollar-out. That’s not news. GM Ken Holland 
is prepared to wait to see the sellers sweat. He’s been doing this since 
before cavemen invented fire, so he won’t panic. Look at how we’ve been 
preparing for big Oilers waivers news, and he’s delayed almost a week. 
(The Lamoriello rule: “If you have time, use it.”) I do think he’s checked 
on Patrick Kane. They’ve looked into Erik Karlsson, although there is real 
scepticism San Jose would be willing to eat 40 per cent of that contract 
until it’s over. Shayne Gostisbehere interests them, although there are 
other options.  

10. Holland has said before he’s wary of players who tend to have injury 
issues, which is why I think he’d hesitate on Joel Edmundson. No doubt 
Edmundson would cherish that kind of a playoff opportunity, though. 

11. Same goes for Tyler Bertuzzi, who Holland drafted in Detroit. As Jeff 
Marek reported, Dallas and Tampa Bay are there, as well. The Stars are 
searching for another scorer.   

12. At least two teams — Carolina and New Jersey — are pushing on 
Timo Meier. Undoubtedly, there are more. Toronto’s checked-in, 
everyone’s wondering about Vegas, and one coach said Peter DeBoer’s 
knowledge from San Jose makes Dallas a factor, although I’ve got no 
idea if the Stars could do it. (I wonder about Boston. It’s an all-in year for 
the Bruins, but how much do you want to toy with such a special mix?)  

13. Calgary’s being careful, realizing this could end up being a summer 
where they have to redefine who they are. One thing they are looking for: 
a winger who can open-up space for Jonathan Huberdeau to create — 
like Anthony Duclair did in Florida.  

14. One exec on Vladimir Tarasenko: “He’s smiled more in New York 
than he did all season in St. Louis.” That was the worry on the talented 
winger, that he was so unhappy it affected his play. The Rangers are so 
energized by his arrival, that it reminds you how a trade can elevate your 
team. Your players know ownership and management believe in them; 
it’s like emotional steroids. During the 2019 Stanley Cup run, Tarasenko 
played through painful injuries and had moments where he was an 
absolute bull on-ice. He’s happy and playing for a contract. The Rangers 
are going to benefit. 

15. The Blues are 2-0 since that trade, and 11-4 without Tarasenko this 
year. Still more pieces that interest many — from Ryan O’Reilly to Ivan 
Barbashev to Noel Acciari.  

16. It’s believed the Rangers are looking for as high a draft pick as 
possible for Vitali Kravtsov.  

17. The Remington Group, which got a commitment from Ryan Reynolds 
to join its ownership bid for the Ottawa Senators, has an interesting 
history with the NHL. In 2013, a plan of theirs to build a 20,000-seat 
arena in Markham, ON — in hopes of bringing a second team to Toronto 
— was crushed by city council after residents made it clear public funding 
for the project would not be well-received at election time. Then, 
Remington entered into serious discussions to purchase the Arizona 
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Coyotes, but abruptly backed away when unhappy with the real estate 
potential. 

So, immediately there are questions about its interest here — coveting 
the real estate much more than the team. That’s why it probably made 
Reynolds a pitch and purchase options other groups weren’t prepared to, 
knowing the power his public persona has over the process. Our family 
used to be in the construction business, and everyone knew Remington’s 
patriarch, Rudy Bratty, was not to be underestimated or trifled with. His 
children run it now, and they are still formidable. A lot of this comes down 
to how much everyone’s willing to bid, but one thing the NHL will want to 
know is: will this ownership be as passionate about the team as some of 
the other contenders? 

18. One individual in the running to buy the team said the franchise’s 
books look “better than (he) expected.” He was sceptical this would be an 
$800M purchase, but doesn’t feel that way anymore. 

19. The Senators have told teams they won’t trade Alex DeBrincat at this 
deadline. New ownership will get a run at this, but if there isn’t some 
degree of certainty at the draft, then we’ll see. I don’t think MacKenzie 
Weegar is an option now, but we will see how everyone (including the 
Flames) feel later. Lots of time between then and now, lots of things for 
both franchises to sort out.  

20. I do think Washington is trying to sign Dmitry Orlov.  

21. James van Riemsdyk’s interest appears to include Dallas, Minnesota, 
Vegas and Winnipeg. I don’t believe Philadelphia has any real desire to 
move Travis Konecny unless it’s a whopper of an offer. The Flyers are 
looking, however, for centres. 

22. As mentioned on the pod, I’ve heard there’s been some talk around 
Nick Seeler. I can see it: nice contract for another year; low-maintenance 
guy who plays hard on your third pair. But I don’t believe the Flyers are in 
a hurry to do that, either. 

23. Whether now or at the draft, Minnesota is looking to see what’s out 
there for Jordan Greenway. 

24. Also from Marek: keep an eye on Valtteri Pulli, a six-foot-six 
undrafted defenceman from Finland. He’s getting a lot of interest. Can’t 
sign until after his season, a lot of suspicion Sharks are circling around 
him.  

25. Saturday is the Rangers-Flames rematch from their entertaining, 
nasty affair at Madison Square Garden. Mark Giordano said he texted 
Milan Lucic about it post-game. Did you ask him why he let Sammy Blais 
knock him over? “Oh, he was pretty upset about that,” Giordano laughed, 
and then paused. “Yeah, he was pretty upset, that’s all I’ll say about that 
one.” Blais is gone now, but Lucic is going to be wired.  

26. In case you missed it: last week’s Hockey Night in Canada pre-game 
featured a hilarious moment with Columbus’s Erik Gudbranson. His wife, 
Sarah, is an excellent athlete, and there was video of her skating 
prowess. Gudbranson said it’s an old joke at team Christmas skating 
parties that GMs tell him, “We should have signed her instead.” 

27. Toronto was a minus-600 favourite over Chicago for Wednesday’s 
game. The Action Network’s Michael Leboff said that made the Maple 
Leafs the fourth-biggest NHL favourite since 2006. The biggest was 
Colorado on Jan. 21, 2002 — a minus-702 against Montreal. (The 
Avalanche won 3-2.) Worst losses: Carolina to Pittsburgh on Feb. 9, 
2006 and Dallas to Arizona on April 26, 2022. Both were minus-500.  

28. Another friend of the blog, John Davis, sends this one: Since 2018-
19, teams playing their first game after the All-Star break are 13-31 if 
facing someone that had already played. It was 10-31 until St. Louis, 
Winnipeg and Los Angeles won the last three.  

29. Weekly NHLPA update: we appear to be getting close to the Marty 
Walsh announcement as executive director. During his interviews with 
the selection committee, Walsh nailed a major rule of public speaking — 
make an immediate impression. Within a very short time, he rallied the 
players behind his vision. 

30. You probably saw the incredible footage from the special ALS charity 
game played last week in Gavle, Sweden. In honour of Borje Salming, 
the event raised more than $1M for his foundation. One person who was 
there called it “the most competitive alumni game” he’s ever seen. 
Players were going hard in Salming’s honour. 

31. Monday was the Maple Leafs’ annual Blue and White Gala, and if 
you’re hosting a charity event, I’d recommend stealing one of the ideas. 
Several of the players did live “table reads” of famous movie scenes. 
Michael Bunting (Jack Dawson) and Mark Giordano (Rose DeWitt 
Bukater) performed the climactic scene in Titanic; Mitch Marner (Duke 
Calhoun) and John Tavares (Allie Hamilton) an argument from The 
Notebook; Auston Matthews (Jerry Maguire) and William Nylander 
(Dorothy Boyd) the “You had me at hello” scene from Jerry Maguire; 
Justin Holl and Alex Kerfoot the “Did we just become best friends?” 
section from Stepbrothers; and TJ Brodie soloed Liam Neeson’s famous 
phone call from Taken. (It’s probably the most emotion I’ve ever seen 
from Brodie.) Nylander, Morgan Rielly and Wayne Simmonds also played 
a game of Jeopardy. A lot of credit to the players, who embraced the 
ideas. I include it because the audience loved it, and a happy audience at 
a charity event is critical.  

32. Watching this weekend for the digital release of the movie 
Drinkwater. Originally made in 1980 by Graham Feaser (who played on 
the Grimsby Peach Kings about 15 years before Kevin Bieksa did), it was 
re-written by Graham’s son Luke and released at the 2021 Calgary Film 
Festival. Starring Eric McCormack, Daniel Doheny and Louriza Tronco, it 
features cameos by Duncan Keith and Scott Niedermayer as coaches of 
the Penticton Vees and Vernon Vipers. I’ve heard good things, looking 
forward to enjoying it. 
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Sportsnet.ca / Sportsnet's 2023 NHL Draft Prospect Rankings: February 
Edition 

 

Sam Cosentino | February 15, 2023, 12:48 PM 

 

You can gauge the hype of this draft by how many times a graphic is 
shown during TV broadcasts depicting the odds of a certain team winning 
the 2023 Draft Lottery. You see it during national telecasts and regional 
shows featuring the league’s bottom-feeding teams. If you’re a fan of the 
Columbus Blue Jackets, Anaheim Ducks, Chicago Blackhawks, Arizona 
Coyotes, San Jose Sharks, Vancouver Canucks or the Montreal 
Canadiens, you have to be feeling pretty good about your chances of 
being in the mix to win the lottery and ultimately selecting Connor Bedard 
to hasten the fortunes of your rebuilding team.  

While Bedard’s play has driven most of the hype, the overall depth of this 
draft class does factor in when teams are considering what second place 
and beyond looks like in the lottery.  

My colleague, Jason Bukala released his top 40 last week and his 
analysis provides more context and more of a scout’s acumen. While our 
thoughts differ slightly, we tend to think the same way about players, with 
Jason leaning on his vast experience in the industry and me relying more 
on what I’m able to glean through personal interviews with the players 
themselves or those with whom they are associated. More simply, I tend 
to put more of an emphasis on the off-ice, while Jason leans more 
towards on-ice.  

As we approach the NHL trade deadline, the haves and have-nots are 
separating themselves. The ask from selling teams in just about any 
trade discussion often starts with a first-round pick in return. At time of 
writing, there are four teams that don’t have a first-rounder (Dallas, 
Florida, NY Islanders, and Tampa Bay). Four teams hold a second first-
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round pick (Chicago, Montreal, St. Louis and Vancouver), but the 
Canadiens seem the only one of those that could have two picks inside 
the top half of the opening round. Vancouver’s second first-rounder has 
been lottery protected by the Islanders, whereas Montreal’s (Florida’s 
pick) is not. 

There are three teams with three second-round picks (Anaheim, Buffalo, 
and Seattle) and those will be coveted either at the deadline, or once we 
get to the draft in June, especially after the completion of Round 1. The 
value of a second-round pick has jumped exponentially over the past 
three years as teams look to take swings on players earlier in the draft 
that may be able to play sooner and thus are more cost effective.  

Getting back to this draft class, last month I mentioned the emergence of 
a number of defencemen and this trend has continued into the month of 
February. While we’re not likely to see a defenceman come off the board 
in the first five picks of this draft, I do believe we will see our first one 
come off the board right around pick 10. Of course that could all change 
once draft picks are moved at the deadline or in the days leading up to, 
or at the draft itself. 

A deeper dive into this entire class elicits a few interesting facts. Similar 
to last year, the 2023 draft will be full of international flavour. In 2022, we 
saw nine countries represented in Round 1, including Slovakian-born 
players taken with the first two picks. We’re likely to see eight countries 
represented in the first round of the 2023 draft, with more to follow in the 
ensuing rounds.  

This draft still leans heavy on the speedy, skilled-forward types, most of 
whom are below average (6-foot-1, 200 pounds) NHL-sized packages. 
Size does matter, and typically we see bigger, heavier teams go deeper 
in the playoffs. With the recency bias that comes from the draft being so 
close to the Stanley Cup Final, GMs will lean towards size if two players 
are of similar skill sets. In fact, I think organizations in general are moving 
back towards size, with one scout I spoke to commenting “the NHL is still 
a big man’s game.” 

As we move towards trade deadline day on March 3, which teams will 
acquire additional draft or young prospect assets to move the needle in 
the future?  

Here’s our February rankings.  

1. Connor Bedard, C, Regina Pats (WHL): Regina’s playoff fortunes will 
likely determine whether or not a spot on the men’s World Championship 
roster is in his future. 

2. Adam Fantilli, C, U of Michigan (NCAA): Aiming to become just the 
fourth freshman in the past 24 years to score at a two-points or more per 
game rate. 

3. Leo Carlsson, C, Orebro (SHL): Ice time and point production have 
slipped, but his projected SHL numbers would still have him in the top 
five all-time for first-year draft eligibles. 

4. Matvey Michkov, RW, Sochi (KHL): Puck skills, creativity and 
playmaking are all at an elite level. Off-ice questions are starting to pop-
up. 

5. Will Smith, C, USNTDP: Regardless of the situation or the competition, 
his game doesn’t change and he always plays with pace. 

6. Zachary Benson, LW, Winnipeg Ice (WHL): Does everything well and 
isn’t afraid to go to the hard areas to get it done.  

7. Ryan Leonard, RW, USNTDP: A player who uses his sturdy frame to 
hunt pucks on the forecheck and protect them once turned over. 

8. Brayden Yager, C, Moose Jaw Warriors (WHL): Has consciously 
worked on becoming a better distributor and the numbers show that (40 
assists in 53 games), but his best asset remains his shot.  

9. Colby Barlow, RW, Owen Sound Attack (OHL): Is a player who 
projects to have success at the next level knowing there’s a solid B game 
if the A game isn’t going.  

10. Eduard Sale, RW, Brno Kometa (Czechia): Was on an island for a 
winless Czech team at the Four Nations, but his world junior performance 
set the standard for projection.  

11. David Reinbacher, D, Kloten (Switzerland): Possesses all the tools to 
project as a top three defenceman at the next level. 

12. Dalibor Dvorsky, C, AIK (Allsvenskan): As projections of an elite 
producer have cooled, his overall 200-foot game has improved enough to 
have him still sitting comfortably in the top half of this draft class. 

13. Samuel Honzek, LW, Vancouver Giants (WHL): May be the sleeper 
who upsets the top 10 by the time we get to June. 

14. Nate Danielson, C, Brandon Wheat Kings (WHL): Supremely 
responsible player who thrives on match-ups on the defensive side, but 
not at the expense of skill on the other side.   

15. Axel Sandin-Pellikka, D, Skelleftea AK (Sweden Jr.): A fluid skater 
who processes the game well and can adjust on the fly. Will see some 
PP time at the next level.  

16. Oliver Moore, C, USNTDP: His blazing speed makes him a threat off 
the rush and his ability to handle the puck at high speed also makes him 
a one-on-one threat.  

17. Gabriel Perreault, RW, USNTDP: Similar to Benson in size, smarts 
and the ability to drive play all over the ice.  

18. Mikhail Gulyayev, D, Omsk (MHL): A blazing skater with above 
average stick skills. Attention to detail in his own end will be required.  

19. Otto Stenberg, C, Frolunda (SHL): A complete player who plays with 
details away from the puck. He’s on both sides of a number of chances, 
yet piling up big numbers doesn’t come easily.  

20. Riley Heidt, C, Prince George Cougars (WHL): Scouts wonder if he’s 
the type of player who will thrive when the pace hastens at the next level. 

21. Matthew Wood, RW, UConn (NCAA): Has been on a tear since the 
calendar flipped to 2023. His size (6-foot-4, 193 pounds) and scoring 
ability stand out in this class of smaller skilled forwards. 

22. Calum Ritchie, C, Oshawa Generals (OHL): The CHL/NHL prospects 
game summed Ritchie's game up perfectly. No one dynamic element 
jumped off the page, but he finished with two points in a 4-2 Team White 
win. 

23. Quentin Musty, LW, Sudbury Wolves (OHL): Scouts are interested to 
see if he can regain the elite play he displayed after the coaching 
change, but before missing a month due to injury. 

24. Andrew Cristall, LW, Kelowna Rockets (WHL): In a pool full of slight 
and smaller offensively gifted forwards, Cristall remains one of the top 
point producers (62 points in 36 games).  

25. Ethan Gauthier, RW, Sherbrooke Phoenix (QMJHL): Continues to be 
tested as Sherbrooke’s lineup has gotten older and deeper, leaving fewer 
minutes. 

26. Oliver Bonk, D, London Knights (OHL): Continues to refine his raw 
skill set, but has a hockey brain that scouts are raving about. That 
element has pushed him up the ladder.  

27. Noah Dower-Nilsson, C, Frolunda (Sweden J20): The trait of making 
those around him better definitely suits this player.  

28. Theo Lindstein, D, Brynas (Sweden J20): Solid Four Nations 
performance has him back on track after battling through a number of 
injuries earlier in the season. 

29. Lukas Dragicevic, D, Tri-City Americans (WHL): A play driver from 
the back-end is hard to find. He leads his team in scoring, which is rare 
for a defenceman. 
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30. Carson Bjarnason, G, Brandon Wheat Kings (WHL): Technically 
sound with a grounded personality, to go along with the size required by 
most teams, all makes him a late first-round pick.  

31. Kalan Lind, LW, Red Deer Rebels (WHL): His performance in the 
prospect game was nothing new to Red Deer’s staff, but it was an eye 
opener for those who haven’t seen this lifelong pest.  

32. Cameron Allen, D, Guelph Storm (OHL): Able to overcome the early-
season pressure from high expectations of the team and himself. He’s 
playing a much more simple game yet not quite the same one he 
displayed in his 16-year-old season. 
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TSN.CA / Sutter set to shuffle ‘streaky’ goaltending down the stretch 

 

Salim Valji 

 

Two days after the Calgary Flames blew a two-goal lead in the waning 
minutes against the Ottawa Senators and lost in overtime, head coach 
Darryl Sutter classified his team’s goaltending this season as “streaky” 
and seemed to hint at a more even split in starts down the stretch. 

Jacob Markstrom and Dan Vladar have combined for the league’s fifth-
worst 5-on-5 save percentage (0.905). Markstrom is 54th of the 64 most-
used goalies in the league in save percentage (0.891) and 56th in both 
slot save (0.800) and inner-slot (0.734) save percentage. 

Vladar’s numbers have been better across the board. His save 
percentage is 0.902 while his slot save percentage is 0.848 and inner-
slot save percentage is 0.823. 

“I’m not getting into individual stuff,” the coach said after Wednesday’s 
practice when asked specifically about Markstrom. “That’s for you to go 
talk to players.” 

Markstrom was not made available to reporters. 

Sutter altered the team’s plans on how they would divide starts between 
his goaltenders at the quarter mark of the season. The team was 9-9-3 at 
that point, and Markstrom had started 16 of 21 games (76 per cent). 
Since then, the team has gone 16-9-8 and Markstrom has started 20 of 
33 games (61 per cent).  

“We really dug in on that and adjusted it,” Sutter said. 

The team made another adjustment around the Christmas. With their 
playoff status still very much uncertain, the coach implied that Vladar and 
Markstrom will share the crease more for the remainder of the season. 
Currently, the Flames are tied with the Minnesota Wild for the second 
wild-card spot, but the Wild have a game in hand. 

“You need two goalies,” Sutter said. “That ratio is closing up for us.” 

Andersson skating 

Rasmus Andersson took the ice Wednesday on the fourth defence 
pairing alongside Connor Mackey. 

The Swede has missed the past three games after getting struck by a car 
in Detroit. Andersson is far and away the Flames’ best puck-moving 
blueliner and a big key in their transition game. 

He’s first among all Calgary defencemen in offensive zone possession 
time, zone entries, zone exits, and pass completions per game, and his 
turnover rate is the lowest in the group. His 27 assists are second on the 
Flames to Elias Lindholm. 

There’s no indication when he’ll be ready for game action. 

Positives from Ottawa loss 

Despite the heart-wrenching defeat against Ottawa, Dillon Dube, who 
has six points in his last two games, liked much of how his team played 
on Monday evening.  

“I thought we played a really good 57 or however many minutes,” he 
said. “I thought we played a great game…that’s just how hard it is to win, 
especially this time of year. There’s lots to build off that game.” 

Dube, Elias Lindholm, and Tyler Toffoli have been together since mid-
December, and spent part of the Flames’ bye week vacationing in 
Mexico. Dube said Toffoli’s demeanor on the bench has rubbed off on 
him. 

“He’s had an awesome career and lots of success. So, for a guy like that, 
you like being around him,” Dube said. “He knows the emotions of the 
games and is always even-keeled, and it settles me down when you’re in 
big moments of games because you’re playing with him, you know he 
steps up and makes really big plays. It’s a lot of fun playing with him.” 

Practice lines on Wednesday 

Dube-Lindholm-Toffoli 

Pelletier-Kadri-Huberdeau 

Mangiapane-Backlund-Coleman 

Lucic-Lewis-Ritchie 

Ruzicka 

Hanifin-Tanev 

Zadorov-Weegar 

Gilbert-Stone 

Mackey-Andersson 

Markstrom 

Vladar 
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TSN.CA / Leafs expect ’strong response’ to Saturday loss 

 

Mark Masters 

 

The Maple Leafs held an optional skate at Scotiabank Arena on 
Wednesday. 

After getting called out by their coach for a lack of effort on Saturday 
night, the Leafs are determined to bounce back.  

"We expect to have a big game," said defenceman Mark Giordano. 
"We've been sitting on that one for a while, so we're looking forward to 
playing tonight and getting back on track." 

"We're looking for a strong response tonight," echoed defenceman 
Rasmus Sandin. "We're all looking forward to it. We're well prepared." 

Since being humbled on home ice by the last-place Columbus Blue 
Jackets, the Leafs have experienced a couple palate-cleansing events. 
On Sunday, they held an outdoor practice with fans packing Nathan 
Phillips Square to cheer on the players. On Monday, the annual MLSE 
Foundation gala was held with players mingling with fans.   

"We've had a few days to regroup, recharge and we've had some great 
community events as well," said captain John Tavares. "It's been great to 
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see the passion and love for this team across the city, so it's added 
another level to what it means to play here and why it's special to play 
here and why we want to go out and be successful and play well." 

After blasting his group on Saturday night, Sheldon Keefe has done his 
part to tighten the screws.  

"We know what we're building towards and working towards, but we need 
to continue to build and work towards that and not just wait for it to 
come," the coach stressed. "That's really what it is for me is just focusing 
on our daily process. It got away from us the other day, so it's a really 
good opportunity for us to lean in on the guys and teach and reinforce 
what we want to be about as a team." 

Toronto shut out the Jackets on Friday in Columbus and jumped out to a 
2-0 lead after the first period on Saturday before taking their foot off the 
gas during a disastrous second period, which saw Columbus score three 
straight to take the lead.  

"Rather than being unhappy after the fact, we want to be able to address 
and fix things while they're happening," Keefe said. "That's what good 
teams do."  

The Leafs are secure in a playoff position and basically locked into a 
matchup with the Tampa Bay Lightning in the first round. They are also in 
the middle of a stretch of games against teams near the bottom of the 
standings, which has proven to be a perplexing problem. Toronto is just 
4-4-3 against teams ranked 26th to 32nd in standings.  

It will be the 31st-place Blackhawks in town for a game on Wednesday. 
Chicago will also be a tired group after being shutout in Montreal last 
night and watching defenceman Jarred Tinordi and forward MacKenzie 
Entwistle depart with injuries. 

"We just got to learn that nothing is taken for granted in this league," 
Sandin said. "It's still the NHL. Every team is really good. We just got to 
find a way to come up to the level we want to play. We're playing for 
something big here." 

With a win on Tuesday night, the Lightning moved past the Leafs and 
into second place in the Atlantic Division for the first time since Nov. 5. 
The teams both have 72 points, but Tampa Bay has played one fewer 
game and also owns the tiebreaker with one more regulation win. 
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'We've been sitting on that one for a while': Leafs expect 'strong 
response' 

After a lackluster outing against the Blue Jackets on Saturday night, the 
Maple Leafs have had a few days to regroup and recharge and are 
focused on 'playing a good 60' tonight against the Blackhawks. 

--- 

The Leafs will get a boost on Wednesday as top-line centre Auston 
Matthews returns to the lineup after missing three weeks with a knee 
sprain.  

"In my experience, the first game back you always got the adrenaline, 
and everything feels somewhat pretty good," Matthews said. "I find the 
second game is always the tough one and I'm not really sure why. It's 
always the excitement and adrenaline kind of rushing through you in the 
first game and once you get a couple games under your belt you’re kind 
of back to normal. You're back into game shape and kind of going with 
the natural flows of the season. So, in my experience that's how it’s 
typically been." 

Asked if he has any goals down the stretch, Matthews spoke about the 
team as a whole.  

"Making sure every night we're meeting our standards in the locker room 
and as a team and making sure our habits are staying true to our identity 
and not letting those things slip," Matthews said. "That's really the main 
goal, that we have as a team is just continuing to hammer down these 

little details that can slip at times throughout games and throughout the 
season and make sure we're staying dialed in." 
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Leafs Ice Chips: Matthews will ride adrenaline in return 

Auston Matthews will return to the lineup, three weeks to the day since 
sustaining a knee sprain. Matthews has missed time due to injury before 
so he has a pretty good idea of what to expect tonight. TSN Maple Leafs 
reporter Mark Masters reports. 

  --- 

The Blackhawks may be in the Connor Bedard sweepstakes, but they 
still have Patrick Kane in the lineup.  

"The vision and the skill and ability to control the game is better than 
anybody, really, in terms of how he can slow the game down and speed 
the game up when he wants to," said Keefe. "He's an exciting player to 
watch that way, but he's certainly not one we want to watch. We need to 
be able to get on top of him quick." 

Kane only has nine goals and 26 assists through 49 games, but the 
Leafs aren't sleeping on Showtime.  

"Oh, I think he's an impact player," said Giordano with a chuckle. "I've 
been on teams who are successful and teams that are lower in the 
standings and it's all relative. His numbers are going to reflect where the 
team is as a whole, but I still look at him as an elite player. One of the 
best players in the game still." 

Kane posted 92 points just last season.  

"It's amazing his ability to slow the game down, create seams, create 
time and space," gushed Tavares. "Has ability to manipulate the 
opponent and be deceptive, it's just incredible. Sometimes it doesn't look 
like he's breathing or skating very hard, but the play seems to go at the 
pace he wants it to and he's able to control the game that way." 

Kane is in the final year of his contract and may be traded before the 
deadline. 

Giordano spent 15 seasons with the Calgary Flames before being 
selected by the Seattle Kraken in the expansion draft.  

"It's a weird situation when you've been somewhere for your whole 
career," the Toronto native noted. "I'm sure he's thinking about it and 
thoughts are going through his mind, different emotions. It's definitely a 
guy who when you think about Patrick Kane, you think about him winning 
Stanley Cups in Chicago."  

Kane has spoken openly about the possibility of being traded.   

"I don't think you really ever thought it would come to that point," said 
Tavares when asked about Kane and Jonathan Toews possibly leaving 
Chicago, "but when you're seeing it from the outside, just the way they've 
been talking about it ... that's becoming more and more likely." 
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Leafs see Patrick Kane as a player that can shift the balance of power in 
a playoff race 

Rumours around Patrick Kane's future in Chicago continue to swirl and 
the Maple Leafs have taken notice. Leaders such as John Tavares, 
Auston Matthews and Mark Giordano spoke about the situation Kane is 
in with the Blackhawks and have no doubts on the impact he can still 
have on the ice. Mark Masters has more. 

--- 

On Saturday, Morgan Rielly became the first Leafs defenceman to score 
a power-play goal this season.  

"If you look at a lot of the power plays in the NHL these days there's not a 
whole lot of goals that come from the top on the power play," Keefe 
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pointed out. "That's just the reality of it. Some teams and some players, 
certainly, have the ability to do that but there's very few, frankly, who 
have the ability to score from the top there. Certainly, a lot less than used 
to happen years and decades ago." 

The Leafs only got three power-play goals from defencemen last season 
when they led the NHL with a 27.3 per cent conversion rate.  

Prior to Saturday the Leafs were one of only two teams without a man-
advantage marker from a blueliner. Keefe acknowledges this is an area 
of potential growth down the stretch. The Leafs have often deployed two 
defencemen on the second unit.   

"We'd like to get more pucks to the net from that spot and in doing so the 
odd one will find its way in whether it's through traffic or directing off 
something," Keefe said. "So, an overall theme for us is really to have an 
increase in the pace and the consistency in which the puck arrives to the 
net and that's all the players on the ice buying into that and I think we 
have seen that for some time now." 

Saturday's goal was the result of a broken play with Rielly scoring from 
the flank at the end of a four-on-three advantage.  

"Through the process of attacking the net consistently, we'll get more of 
those types of plays that are broken that we can improvise on," Keefe 
said.   

The Leafs scored a power-play goal in all five games that Matthews 
missed and sit fourth overall (25.4 per cent). 

The Seattle Kraken are now the only club without a power-play goal from 
a defenceman. 

--- 

During the MLSE Foundation gala event on Monday, Leafs players 
paired up to read scenes from different movies. Tavares and Mitch 
Marner did their best to channel Ryan Gosling and Rachel McAdams 
from the 'The Notebook.' A video of them reading the lines from the 2004 
film surfaced on social media.  

"Did that get out publicly?" Tavares asked with a grin. "It was funner than 
I expected. I was a little nervous and didn't think I had any type of acting 
skill, but I got a few compliments from the guys and from my table that I 
was sitting at. I thought I did alright. It was a lot of fun and Mitchy's just 
got a great personality for that type of stuff. So, we had a good scene 
that got us both really drawn into it and had some fun with it." 

The mild-mannered captain showed off his range.  

"I was pretty impressed with the emotion," Giordano said with a grin. "It 
was fitting they were together in that gala. I feel like on and off the ice it's 
been a good fit and good chemistry." 

Even with Matthews returning from injury, Tavares and Marner remained 
together on a line at Tuesday's practice. 
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Tavares on reading scene from 'The Notebook' with Marner: 'Funner than 
I expected' 

On Monday at the Maple Leafs' Night with Blue and White gala, John 
Tavares and Mitch Marner dramatically read lines from 'The Notebook' to 
each other. ''Really didn't think I have any type of acting skill ... got a few 
compliments from the guys.'' Tavares said. 

--- 

Projected Leafs lineup for Wednesday's game:  

Bunting - Matthews - Nylander  

Kerfoot - Tavares - Marner  

Engvall - Kampf - Jarnkrok  

Aston-Reese - Holmberg - Anderson  

Rielly - Brodie  

Giordano - Liljegren  

Sandin - Timmins   

Samsonov starts  

Woll 
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TSN.CA / Morning Coffee: Senators heating up ahead of NHL trade 
deadline 

 

Domenic Padula 

 

The Ottawa Senators did it again Tuesday night. 

The Senators, which owned a 20-23-3 record exactly three weeks ago, 
were well outside of the playoff picture at that point in time. 

While they still have a lot of work to do, Ottawa has won six of its past 
seven games to improve to 26-24-3. 

The Senators are now seven points back of a playoff spot with 29 games 
to go. 

At this point, it’s still a stretch to consider Ottawa a legitimate postseason 
contender in an absolutely loaded Eastern Conference playoff picture. 

However, the Senators have certainly turned some heads with their 
recent play, and if you haven’t noticed, they have been a very profitable 
team to bet on. 

This is the Morning Coffee for Wednesday Feb. 15, 2023. 

Senators secure second comeback win in as many nights 

The Senators are 6-1-0 over their past seven games. They’ve scored 
three goals or more in six of those seven games. 

On Monday night, Ottawa trailed the Calgary Flames 3-1 early in the third 
period. The Senators rallied to win that game 4-3 in overtime. 

Twenty-four hours later, Ottawa was in action against the New York 
Islanders. 

The Senators trailed the Islanders 1-0 late in the second period. Ottawa 
rallied again for a 3-2 shootout win. 

FanDuel had the Senators priced at +176 on the money line for last 
night’s win over the Islanders. 

Ottawa closed +142 on the money line in their win over Calgary. 

If you were betting on either of those games live, you could have found 
the Senators at +400 or longer at FanDuel in-game on both nights. 

Tim Stutzle has led the way for Ottawa with 10 points in his past four 
games. Brady Tkachuk has nine points in his past five games. 

The fact that the Senators came back to beat both the Flames and 
Islanders is that much more impressive when you consider that they 
were without their top two goaltenders. 

Ottawa is still seven points out of a playoff spot in the loaded Eastern 
Conference right now. 

However, the Senators have shown some signs of life of late, and they 
could be worth keeping an eye on from a betting perspective as they look 
to make a serious push over the second half of the season. 
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NHL favourites went 7-2 straight up on Tuesday night. 

The under was also a strong play as seven of the nine NHL games 
stayed under the total. 

Poeltl magical in win over Orlando 

The Toronto Raptors turned a lot of heads with the addition of Jakob 
Poeltl at the NBA trade deadline. 

On Tuesday night he showed why the Raptors wanted him back in red 
and white. 

Poeltl went for 30 points, nine rebounds and six blocks in a 123-113 win 
over the Orlando Magic. 

Toronto won and covered as a seven-point favourite at home. 

It was a perfect night for NBA favourites as they went 5-0 straight up. 
NBA favourites went 4-1 against the spread at FanDuel. 

A FanDuel best bet for Wednesday night 

If you read Tuesday’s Morning Coffee column, then you know that I love 
my bet on the New York Rangers to win the Stanley Cup at +2000 odds. 

The Rangers are one of the hottest teams in the NHL right now. 

I’m convinced they could still make another move or two before the NHL 
trade deadline. 

In terms of a FanDuel Best bet for tonight, I’m on the Rangers against the 
Vancouver Canucks. 

New York is a massive money line favourite at -205. The Rangers to win 
by two is priced at +124. 

I’ll make New York -1.5 +124 my FanDuel Best Bet for tonight. 
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TSN.CA / The Oilers should be all in on Karlsson 

 

Travis Yost 

 

The Edmonton Oilers interest in San Jose defenceman Erik Karlsson is a 
two-sided coin. 

One side of the coin concerns the package of assets the Oilers would be 
willing to part to land a 32-year-old blueliner who carries an $11.5-million 
dollar cap hit through 2026-27. That’s the sort of arithmetic that can give 
a front office some serious heartburn. 

The other side of the coin concerns what the Oilers might be able to yield 
on the ice. Karlsson is a generational defenceman, perhaps the most 
gifted offensive blueliner in two decades. He instantly improves every 
team’s lineup, but the Oilers are already distinctly dominant as an 
offensive team. To that end, there is a debate about “fit” with Karlsson in 
Edmonton. 

I bring up both points because the cost to acquire Karlsson may be too 
prohibitive in the end. But if there is a deal to be had, I think it’s an easy 
“yes” for general manager Ken Holland. 

Not only do I see the addition of Karlsson as the Oilers leaning into 
creating the league’s deadliest offence, but I also think there is an 
argument that the Swede is one of a very small group of skaters – a 
group you can probably count on one hand – whose play could be 
additive to that of superstar Connor McDavid. 

Karlsson’s resume speaks for itself, but he’s turned back the clock in a 
big way this season. Playing on an undermanned Sharks team, Karlsson 
is somehow sixth in league scoring (18 goals and 55 assists in 55 
games) and comfortably first across all defencemen. But more notably, 
the territorial dominance that Karlsson has always exemplified – routinely 
transitioning teams out of his defensive third and igniting the attack with a 
blistering north-south game – is back, irrespective of teammate quality. 

Let’s put an emphasis on that teammate quality component. Karlsson at 
his best can elevate the game of every player on the ice. Consider how 
he has impacted the play of teammates around him in San Jose relative 
to Oilers defenders and their impact on teammate play this season – I’ve 
included New York’s Adam Fox and Colorado’s Cale Makar just to 
underscore the calibre of a player we are talking about here: 

There’s no question that these are staggering numbers. It’s hockey’s 
version of a rising tide lifting all boats. 

Defensively, Karlsson has been adequate this season, which is the bar 
he usually needs to clear to be a dominant player. Because offensively, 
the Sharks are fundamentally different with him on the ice. If Karlsson is 
playing, the Sharks are one of the best teams in the league on the attack 
– a rebuilding team, I emphasize. When he’s on the bench, the Sharks 
offence is as hapless as anything you’ll find in Chicago or Arizona. 
(Comparison profile via HockeyViz): 

That’s not true for Oilers defenders, who by and large only see dominant 
play when tied to the team’s top-six forwards. Defenders like Evan 
Bouchard have been great at driving play, but teammates aren’t yet 
creating decisive goal differential advantages from his play. On the other 
side of things, the team’s highest-paid defender in Darnell Nurse has a 
very muted effect – the performance of his teammates is 
indistinguishable whether they’re playing with or without Nurse on a given 
shift. 

And that could prove to be of critical importance. For as much talk as 
there has been about improving the Oilers defensively and getting more 
physical, the reality is the Oilers’ core issue is that McDavid can only play 
37 per cent of the game. That means an awful lot of minutes where the 
Oilers’ top line isn’t out there, and by extension, is vulnerable. 

But whether it’s unlocking even more from players the calibre of McDavid 
and Leon Draisaitl, or being able to squeeze more advantage play from 
the second through fourth lines in Edmonton, adding Karlsson would 
yield significant on-ice returns. 

From a risk-reward standpoint, I’m not sure there is a better time for the 
Oilers to go all in – their two stars are in their playing primes, the Western 
Conference is as weak as it’s been in years, and the path for Edmonton 
to return to the Stanley Cup is there. 
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